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FOROUGH FARROKHZAD: PERSIAN POETESS AND FEMINIST

by Mehri Bharier

ABSTRACT OF THESIS

This thesis is the first evaluation of the life and work of Forough Farrokhzad, a Persian poetess and feminist who died tragically at the age of 32. The first part starts by relating the circumstances surrounding her death and goes on to describe her family background, childhood, education, marriage and divorce. It then gives an account of her publications as well as other artistic activities in films and the theatre.

The second part assesses her relationship to the movements for women's advancement in Iran. It covers the historical link between poetesses and feminists and also describes the activities of various critics of the role of women together with the work of various women's organizations. After examining the work of other Persian poetesses who had taken up the subject of women, Forough's own views and writings on feminism are analysed and compared with them.

The third part evaluates Forough's place in the history of Persian literature and, in particular, examines the style of her poetry. It begins by describing the main forms of classical Persian poetry, and then the reasons for the introduction and spread of various modern styles of poetry. Examples are given of work which clearly influenced Forough, and this is extended to cover religious teachings and foreign writers and poets. Forough's own views on poetry are then recounted, followed by a survey of the changing style of her work. This part ends with some critiques of her poetry by Persian poets and intellectuals.

In addition to bringing together and assessing information on Forough, on poetry and on feminism in Iran, the thesis includes original or new translations of all or part of 24 of Forough's poems as well as of the work of 20 other writers.
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INTRODUCTION

It is now 1978, eleven years after the death of Forugh Farrokhzād. She is still an enigma in the eyes of many, and I hope that this thesis will help people to understand better her life and her work. The thesis starts, in Chapter 1, with an account of her sudden and tragic death and her life and background. Chapter 2 assesses her relationship to the women's movement in Iran, and Chapter 3 evaluates her contribution to Persian poetry. To the best of my knowledge this is the first full study of the life and work of Forugh. In addition, the thesis contains my own translations of all or part of 23 of Forugh's poems, most of which have never before been translated, together with new or original translations of poems by Nima, Naderpur, Shāmlu, Shahriār, Parvin E'tesāmi, Mahasti, Zhāleh, Eshqi, Behbahāri, Saffarzādeh, Dowlatābādi, Purān Farrokhzād (Forugh's sister), Kamyār Shāpur (her son) and extracts of poems by many others. The thesis combines three of my own interests: Persian literature, the advancement of women in Iran, and the story of Forugh. On each of these topics it would, of course, have been possible to delve much deeper. Indeed, I hope to be able to do this in my future researches. However, in this thesis I have tried to strike an appropriate balance between the three topics in order to put Forugh's life and work in the proper context.

*In the translations I have put particular emphasis on trying to capture Forugh's feelings rather than presenting literal translations.*
Persian literature is part of my heritage. I recall, when I was a child in Tehran, sitting around the 'korsi' with my mother and father on Shab-e Yaldā (midwinter's eve), and reciting verses from Hafez and Sa'di. My parents, both very knowledgeable about Persian literature and music, instilled in me an appreciation for which I shall always be grateful. I kept up this interest and was further stimulated during the period I spent as a teacher in the Department of Persian at Durham University by Mr. F.R.C. Bagley, the head of the department. Mr. Bagley has also supervised this thesis, and his comments, advice and criticisms have been extremely valuable in my work. I also appreciate the comments of Dr. Jalil Dustkhwa'h, his visiting colleague at Durham.

Women's advancement in Iran has recently been fairly rapid. I myself was fortunate to be able to attend Tehran University, where I studied English, and to be part of the first group of girl students in Iran to participate in activities which girls in the United States and Europe had been allowed to pursue for many years. These included educational tours, camping and the organization of seminars.

Since I married, I have travelled in many countries and have lived in Great Britain and the United States. I have therefore been able to make personal comparisons between the status of women in different parts of the world.

To me, Forugh Farrokhzad was something of a puzzle when I first heard about her and read her poems in the 1950s. I was unable to decide for myself whether she was

---

*A low, square wooden table with room for a charcoal burner in the middle, and usually surrounded and covered with blankets to preserve the heat. People sit on mattresses around it with their feet under the blankets to keep warm.*
someone to be admired or despised, even though I had lived through many of the problems which she faced. When Forugh died, I happened to be living in Tehran, and reports about her accident and burial further increased my curiosity about her. Unfortunately, it was not until my husband had completed his own studies and research and my two daughters were at school that I was able to satisfy this curiosity.

During my research for this thesis I made two special visits to Iran. There I interviewed a veteran feminist leader, Mrs. Badr ol-Holuk Bâmdâd, the poetesses Parvin Bâmdâd and Tâhereh Saffarzâdeh, the short-story writer and film director Ebrâhim Golestan, the poets Nâder Râderpur and Mehdi Akhavan-e-Sâles, the writer Professor Mohit Tabâtabâ'i, and a friend of the Farrokhdâd family, 'Esâlam Kazemieh, as well as Parviz Shâpur, Forugh's husband, and Mrs. Turân Vaziri Tabar, her mother. These interviews were particularly useful in helping me get a feel for Forugh's work in various fields as well as an idea of her character and upbringing. I am grateful to all these people for giving me the benefit of their knowledge and memories. For arranging these interviews and providing moral support for my work, I would like to give special thanks to Professor Manuchehr Āghâh, Dr. Hushang Šâdalu, Mr. Farhâd Massoudi, and Mrs. Parvin Fakdâman, as well as my very good friends Mrs. Pari Malâyeri and Sharif and Lisu Adib-Soltâni, all of whom made great efforts on my behalf in the midst of their busy lives.
All the writing for this thesis has been done in Vienna, Virginia (near Washington D.C., U.S.A.), where I now live. I have made extensive use of the Library of Congress and I would like to thank Messrs. George Atiyeh and Ibrahim Pourhādi for their assistance. Most of all, however, I must thank my husband Julian and daughters Ānāhītā and Māndānā. They have given me the support and understanding which has enabled me to complete this thesis.

Mehri Sharier

April 1978.
**NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION**

In this thesis, the following system of transliteration has been used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initial/final</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>sh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and median</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and median</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>t</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and median</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median/final</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
<td>q</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ch</td>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kh</td>
<td>consonant v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d</td>
<td>median/final vowel ow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>median/final vowel u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>vowel for final o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>z</td>
<td>initial vowel ow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zh</td>
<td>initial vowel u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s</td>
<td>consonant h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* not transliterated

Continued......
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>vowel for final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>vowel for final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>(before ezāfeh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>consonant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>median/final vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>median/final vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>initial vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>initial vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>initial vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>median/final vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>final (ezāfeh after consonant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>١٠</td>
<td>or ١٠ (ezāfeh after vowel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* not transliterated
CHAPTER ONE

THE DEATH AND LIFE OF FORUGH
CHAPTER ONE

THE DEATH AND LIFE

OF FORUGH

In this chapter I attempt to build up from existing information and from Forugh's own verses a picture of the life of this famous poetess: of her birth and family background, her childhood and education, her early marriage and divorce. I also give a brief account of her publications in various books and magazines, and of her other artistic activities, particularly in films and the theatre. However, since it was Forugh's death, at the age of 32, which finally made her famous in Iran and led to a much wider recognition of her talents than she had received during her life, I begin the chapter with an account of the circumstances of her death and the effect it had on the Iranian literary scene and Iranian society.

Forugh's Death

Forugh Farrokhzad died in a traffic accident on February 14, 1967. Yet the true facts surrounding her death and particularly the two or three hours leading up to it remain hidden in the mists of time and the reluctance of her family and friends to divulge her last conversations on that fateful
afternoon. The rumours are that she committed suicide, or at least that her mind was very disturbed, in the moments before the accident occurred. These rumours are certainly given credence by the fact that Forugh made a fairly accurate forecast of the season, and even the time of day, at which she would leave this world. In addition, it appears that many of the actual details of the accident, normally published in the Iranian press, are missing from contemporary newspaper reports.

The process leading to Forugh's death can be considered to have begun in the winter of 1964/65, when she wrote the following lines (from her poem 'Irān be-yāvarin be-āghāz-e fasl-e sard'):

```
Ze'man gavest
Ze'man gavest va'ayat che'barvarnava'est
Che'barvarnava'est
Amaron ruz az oll dama'ast
Men ruz farsa'da ra' midanam
Dharf ahfana' da ra' mihanem
```

"Bemaderm gavest: Dehi'k e nazam shod
Gavest: Dehi'k e farsa' da ra' mihanem
Bare' yezad roza'nam hirasti be'mashe'"

"Nai'ma' be'it al' az dast jowand boor, an dast jowand
Keh ze'rer barsh yek 'rez be'f mofon shod"

'An age is over.

An age is over and the clock strikes four.

The clock strikes four.
Today is the first day of winter.

I know the secret of the seasons,
And I understand the language of time.

I told my mother that all is ended.
I told her that it always happens before you realize;
We must send an obituary to the newspapers.

Perhaps the truth was those two youthful hands,
those two youthful hands
Which are buried under a continuous snowfall.

It is, of course, possible to interpret these lines as purely symbolic views on death. However, some of the known facts about her death bear a resemblance to these lines which perhaps cannot be dismissed as coincidental. As the clock struck four on a winter's day in Tehrān she was fatally injured. And as her body was being buried, the snow began to fall.

The first, rather general, reports of her tragic accident, which occurred on 3ahman 24, 1345 (February 14, 1967) are reasonably consistent. Forugh was driving her Jeep station wagon from the Golestān Studios in Qolhak, a northern suburb of Tehrān. At the Marvdasht crossroads in Darrus, a nearby suburban area, her vehicle collided with another station wagon. Forugh was reportedly thrown from her vehicle into the road, and she died before reaching hospital. In Tehrān at the time it was generally agreed that the accident was
Forugh's fault. She was coming out of a side road into
a main road and apparently did not stop at the junction.

Yet if this was her method of committing suicide it
was surprisingly efficient. A passenger in Forugh's Jeep,
Rahmān Asa'ī, was apparently completely unscathed by the
accident, even though the vehicle reportedly crashed into a
wall after Forugh had been thrown from it, and the driver
of the other vehicle, Gholām Hoseyn Kārābī, was also com-
pletely unhurt. It is much more likely, if the reports are
true, that, given the instinctive rather than orderly manner
in which all Tehranis drive, Forugh's mind was elsewhere
when she reached the crossroads. A number of people I have
interviewed have suggested that earlier in the same afternoon
she was involved in a lengthy and bitter argument at the Golestān
Studios, where she worked, and that this had affected her
driving.

Some evidence for this was given recently by Yadollah
Royāyī, a former colleague of Forugh, in a television inter-
view. He mentioned that on that last afternoon Forugh had
recited a poem to him and asked him to write it down.
Royāyī said that this poem was the last she ever composed,
and, indeed, that the last lines of the poems were her last
words on this earth. The poem was given the title 'I am
Depressed' ('Delam Serefteh Ast').

دلم گرفته است
دلم گرفته است
به ایوان می‌روم و انجشتنم را
بر پوست کشیده‌ی شب میکشم
'I am depressed; I am depressed.
I go to the balcony and I rub my fingers
against the taut skin of night.
The lamps of friendship are out;
The lamps of friendship are out.

Nobody will introduce me to the sun;
Nobody wants to take me to the sparrows' feast.

Be sure to remember the flight
(Because) the bird is going to die.' *

Today, it is still not clear why the Iranian newspapers were so remarkably silent about her accident after the first reports had been filed. The usual detailed descriptions of the cause of the accident, the results of the post-mortem, and the legal charges arising out of the accident, are missing from the press reports. There were no interviews with either of the two men involved in the accident, even though it was reported that Kamyabi had been taken to the Tehran Court of Justice for questioning. Whether or

not there was anything sinister in these omissions — and this would be the reaction of many who have studied the operations of the Iranian press — they certainly added to the aura of mystery surrounding Forugh's death.

Forugh had once stated that she hoped she would meet a sudden death; yet she could not have foreseen the tremendous impact which the news of her sudden death produced. A brief, five-line family obituary in the Tehran newspapers on the day following her death announced the funeral arrangements. Although it had not been given any special prominence, the newspapers of the following day reported that hundreds of friends, poets, artists and writers attended the funeral as the snow fell at the Zahir od-Dowleh Cemetery in the north of Tehran. In addition, wreaths from the Empress Farah, Prime Minister Amir Abbās Hoveyda, and the Iranian Women's Organization were laid on her grave.

This treatment was in sharp contrast to the many harsh criticisms she had faced during her life from officialdom, and indeed from many literary personalities, for her outspoken views on various subjects, particularly the role of women in society. It submerged the desires of her relatives, who were among the strongest of her critics, to lay her to rest without ceremony in a public cemetery near the religious city of Qom; and, since the Zahir od-Dowleh Cemetery is normally reserved for Sufis, it elevated her public stature
from vagabond to philosopher.

The eulogy was given by Yazdânbakşh Qahremân. It was the first of the many which were to flow in increasing numbers from Iranian poets. He said that despite her suffering during her life she was the pride of Iranian women — an untamed lioness — and he ended his eulogy with the following lines:

"Pooh dear, poor Forugh.
Lover of life, enemy of lies,
You are dead, but in truth your death is life.
Yes, you are living in the hearts of your countrymen
Because true death is the shame of being a slave."

He recognized, that is, the freedom she had discovered for herself by fighting against the traditions and the hypocrisy of Iranian life.

Her sister, Purân Farrokhzâd, in her own poem 'Beneath that White Stone', suggested, however, that Forugh had wasted her life because she was never happy with the existing situation of herself and of Iranian women in general, and because of her incessant criticism of life in the tradit-

* During the past few years, an annual Farrokhzâd prize has been awarded for outstanding Iranian literary and artistic work."
Tell me truly,
Beneath that white stone, what happened to you?
Ch, you of complete honesty
And complete misfortune!
Do your piercing eyes scan the deepest darkness
Like a window which lets in the light?
Are the seeds of truth sprouting
In your outspread hands?
And has your hair become grafted to the grass?
Did your kind heart,
Which
Prayed for the flowers,
Meet the ultimate affection?
Answer me!
beneath that white stone

What happened to you?

Another contemporary poet, Ahmad Shāmlu (Shāmād) used his eulogy to express his desire for continuance of the work Forugh had started:

نامت سپیده دمی است که بر پنای آسان می گذرد
- مبلک بادنام تو
و ما هسپتان
دورو هم کنیم
شب را و روز با

... هنوز را...

'Your name is passing like a dawn on the sky's brow. Blessed be your name!

We shall always recall it

By night and day, constantly......'

On the other hand, M. Omid perceived Forugh's death both as a loss to a literary heritage which Nīnā-Yushij had started — 'I am still weeping over the death of Nīnā' — and as a loss of a national heroine, a woman who was noble and free, 'more manly than a man'.

Among those who have written about Forugh, Sadr od-Dīn Klāhi has provided a perceptive appraisal of her work which is more balanced than most. He warns us to regard with great care the emotional words of her eulogists and detractors, words coloured excessively by friendship or enmity, and to appraise Forugh's work in the context of the whole history of Persian literature rather than in just the post-Nīnā era. These, and other comments on her work will be discussed in Chapter Three. Now it is necessary to begin the story of her brief but eventful life.
Forugh's First Birth

Forugh grew to believe that she had been born twice. She considered that her reincarnation was signalled by her fourth and final book of published poetry, which she indeed called 'Another Birth', and which contains a lengthy poem of the same name. In this poem she says

I know a small, sad fairy
Who lives in an ocean
And sings of her feelings
In a small wooden flute,
Softly, softly.
A small, sad fairy
Who dies at night from one kiss
And from one kiss will be reborn into the world at dawn.

In an interview, Forugh once went further and claimed that this verse itself was the start of a new life for her. It was, she admitted, the culmination of an unstructured life and education, and the end of her unsophisticated writing, the truth about which she had only just realized.

Whether this self-appraisal was correct will become clearer after we have discussed her life and her work.

---

This poem has been fully translated in at least two articles. See the references in the bibliography to the articles by Tikku (p. 165) and Tehrani (pp. 63 ff.).
Foiughzaman Farrokhzad (her full name) was born in Tehran on Dec 15, 1313 (January 5, 1935). Her parents were middle-class; her father, Mohammad Farrokhzad, a colonel in the army, and her mother, Turan Vaziri Tabar, a housewife. She was the third of seven children and had four brothers and two sisters. During her childhood she lived the typical quiet, secluded life of a Persian girl; active, inquisitive and sensitive, absorbing and questioning her environment but greatly restricted in the type of activities now regarded in most countries as essential for the healthy upbringing of an intelligent child.

Entertainment was basically self-made. During the few years before Forugh went to primary school (and even after the age of seven) she spent her free hours playing with her sister Puran or her cousins or her family servant's children. Her sister writes that she and Forugh often used to sit under the acacia tree in their garden for hours, with their feet dangling in the small stream which carried water into their goldfish pond on its way through the neighborhood. The acacia tree is mentioned several times in Forugh's poems. This is not surprising when it is considered that it was one of her major childhood playthings. According to Puran they used to pull the blossoms from the tree, throw them into the running water and watch them be carried away, despite the constant scoldings of their mother.

* In order of age, according to their mother, the Farrokhzad children were Purandokht (Puran), now a poetess and writer, Amir-Masud, educated in Germany and now a surgeon, Forugh, Fereydun, who studied politics and economics in Germany and is now an impresario, Gloria, who owns a boutique and Mehrdad and Mehran, both German-educated industrial engineers. It may be noted that the original name of the family was not Farrokhzad, but Mobarezeh.
Over the years, Forugh's view of her childhood garden became more and more harsh. Towards the end of her short life she wrote a poem entitled 'I feel sorry for the garden', in which she used recollections of her childhood experiences to describe her criticisms of what she thought to be the stagnant and hopeless life of a middle-class family. She even used the fact that her sister loved flowers as a way of illustrating her sister's empty happiness within her constrained existence: 'She picks plastic flowers, but she gives birth to real children.'

On one occasion, when their brother's pet sparrow had died and had been buried in a corner of the garden, Purān and Forugh reportedly sprinkled the white acacia flowers over the grave and wept. Perhaps it was this incident which instilled in Forugh the notion expressed repeatedly in her poems that all graves were to be covered with white; it will be remembered that she forecast that her own grave would be covered with snow.

When the weather was too cold for the girls to play in the garden, entertainment had to be found in the house. In the presence of their elders they were probably seldom allowed to join in conversation, but when they were alone they could fantasize with tales of romance, the interpretation of their dreams, and the repetition and embellishment of traditional superstitions. Recollections of such superstitions

* 'Delam baraye 𐭢𐭥𐭠𐭥𐭢𐭥𐭠𐭥𐭢𐭥 'ni-suzad'. This poem has been translated by Kassud Parsan. See Iranian Studies, Winter 1973, p. 55.
provided with the basis for her cynical poem entitled 'Somebody who is like nobody' ('Kasi keh mesl-o hich kas nist'), which starts with the lines

'I dreamt that someone was coming.
I dreamt I saw a red star;
And my eyelids keep on trembling,
And my shoes keep on pairing.
May I be struck blind
If I tell a lie.'

One of the best descriptions of the limited life led by girls of her age in Tehran is given in her poem 'Those days' ('An ruzh'), in which she writes:

Those days of ignorance and awareness;
Those days when every shadow held a secret
And every closed box concealed a treasure.

* This poem has been fully translated by Thomas M. Ricks in The Literary Review, Quarterly XVIII:1, Fall 1974, pp. 106-9.

** This poem has been translated in the article by Tehranian (see bibliography), pp. 54 ff.
Every corner of a closet in the silence of noon
Seemed like a world unto itself.
Anyone not afraid of the dark
Was a hero in my eyes.'

Towards 'Now-ruz', the traditional Persian new year festival, which begins on the first day of spring, the girls would find much more to entertain them. Purān wrote that they would sit beside the sewing machine of the family dressmaker and fashion small pieces of waste fabric into dresses and veils for their simple dolls. As winter drew to a close they could begin to talk of the visits and visitors, the gifts and sweets, and the new clothes and ribbons which always came with the calendar's biggest, and longest, celebration. If Forūgh retained any happy memories of her childhood as she grew older, they belonged to 'Now-ruz'.

But, as she said sadly in 'An ruzhā':

"Those days have passed;
Those days of enchantment and wonder.
... Those days have passed;
Those festive days."

* The New Year celebration, at the time of Forūgh's childhood, lasted for thirteen days. Nowadays, the official holiday is limited to three days, although the 13th day is also a holiday.
With servants to look after them at home, young children were rarely allowed to accompany their parents to social gatherings. Forugh's brother Fareydun recalls how, on many occasions, their mother used to lock up the house and some of its rooms behind her before leaving to visit her friends or family. Leaving the traditional, religious and conservative home environment was usually a treat reserved for holidays such as 'sizdah-bedar', the thirteenth day of the new year, when it is considered unlucky to stay at home and when all Iranians are supposed to go out into the countryside, or for very special family occasions such as weddings or funerals or the return of one of the family from a pilgrimage to Mecca. Once in a while, however, Forugh would accompany her mother to the bazaar, and the memories of these trips lingered. She recalled that

پازار دیروهای سر گردان شنور بود
در بیوی شنوده و ماهی
پازار درزیر قدمها پهن میشد، کفی میکرد، با تمام
لحظه‌هاي راه می‌آمخت
وچرخ میزد، درنه جسم عروسکهای
پازار مادر بود که میرفت با سرعت بسی‌گی حجم
های رنگی سیال
وپازار می‌آمد
با بسته‌های مدهی با زنبیل های پر
پازار پازار بود که میرخت، که میرخت،
که میرخت
The bazaar was afloat in pervading odours,
In the sharp smell of coffee and fish.
The bazaar would unroll under one's feet; it would
spread and mingle with all the little sights
along the way,
And it would revolve, deep in the eyes of the dolls.
The bazaar — it was mother who went quickly towards
the many coloured, changing shapes,
And who would return
With gift packages, with full baskets.
The bazaar — it was like rain, which rained and rained and rained.

**Forugh's Education**

The restrictive atmosphere of Forugh's home is reflected in her belief that the start of her schooling was the first step in her loss of innocence. In a poem published after her death she wrote:

ای هفت‌الگی
بعد از تو که جای بزی‌مان زیر می‌زد بود
از زیر می‌زد
به پشت می‌زد
و از پشت می‌زد
به روز می‌زد رستم
و روز می‌زد بازی کردم
و باختیم، رنگ ترا باختیم، ای هفت‌الگی.
'Oh, seventh year!

.... After you, our playground, which was beneath the table,
From under the tables
Moved to behind the tables,
And from behind the tables
We reached the top of the tables.
And on top of the tables we played
And we lost. We lost your fresh tint
O seventh year.'

Like many young, urban, middle-class girls of the time, Forugh attended one of the growing number of mixed primary schools in Tehran. In the early 1940s girls could go unveiled to school; nevertheless, she was possibly taken to the school door by her strict father or one of the family servants, who would have met her at noon and repeated the process in the afternoon for reasons of security.

The wide variety of subjects taught, along the lines of the French primary educational system, were interspersed with a considerable amount of religious education and reading from the Qoran which later reappeared in Forugh's work. For example, she used various verses of the Qoran as a basis for her lengthy poem 'Revolt against obedience' ('Esvān-e bandegi'), in which she made strong criticisms of religion.

Forugh did not find schoolwork particularly easy. A brief insight into some of the academic problems she had at
primary school is given in the poem 'Kasī keh mešl-e hich kā nist', where she implies that the third-grade primer was difficult to learn:

'Someone like no-one else .... (who)...

Could recite the hard lessons of the third-grade book

With his eyes closed,

And could even subtract one thousand

From twenty million without making a mistake.'  

After she reached the age of eleven, Forough tended to withdraw into herself much more than she had done before. She grew quieter, spent much of her leisure time delving into Persian literature, and the problems of life appeared to weigh more heavily on her mind. By the time she was thirteen, and had begun attending the Khosrowkhāvar High School, she had already started to write poetry. She recalled later:

'When I was thirteen or fourteen I composed many ghazals, but I never published them. Now when I see ghazals I generally like them, but I tell myself, 'Young lady, you, too, had a ghazal-complex!' 36

Yet her originality caused problems for her. One of

* Her mother told me that Forough had, in fact, composed short poems from the age of seven or eight.
her classmates, now Mrs. Yazdi, remembers that the essay-writing hour was one of the worst hours of school for Forugh. She explains Forugh's hatred of compulsory essay-writing by the fact that Forugh used to write so well, and that her teacher automatically assumed she had 'stolen' the essay from published authors. Consequently, Forugh was often reprimanded. Indeed, one writer later said that Forugh's artistic abilities developed despite the lessons she had been taught at high school.

She left high school at fifteen, having finished the ninth grade, to attend a women's arts college. There she learnt dressmaking and painting and also met a number of students and teachers who were later to become close friends. Dressmaking provided a useful relaxation for her. She once said: 'When I return home from dressmaking I feel lighter in my mind and my poetry flows more freely' With painting she was able to diversify her artistry. She studied for a while under Petgar, a famous Iranian painter, learning the principles of art from him. She apparently learnt very quickly, helped by a natural instinct for, and understanding of, colour. Soon, however, she moved away from oil painting and started pen and ink drawings of contemporary life, producing sketches of high quality.

Forugh reached womanhood during the time she attended high school. She recaptures the impact this had in 'Realization'
"Daryāfī!":

آه، من پر بردم از شهوت- شهوت مرگی
هر دوهسانم از احساسی سرام آور تیر کشید

آه
من به یاد آردم
اولین روز باوغم را
که همه اندام
باز میشود در بیتی معصوم
تا یامیدن با آن میهم، آن گنگ، آن نامعلوم

... 

در حجاب کوچک
روشنایی خود را
در خطی لرزان خمیابه کشید.

'Oh! I was filled with desire, a desire to die.
Both my breasts stung with a sensation that
brought delirium.

Oh! I remember
The first day of womanhood
When all my body
Opened with innocent amazement
Until it mingled with that vagueness, that dumbness,
that unknown.
In the small lamp
The flame itself
Yawned before it began to flicker."

As she matured, she used to imagine herself as a fully-grown woman. In one of her poems she recalls that she used to hang pairs of cherries from her ears in order to pretend that she was wearing ear-rings, and she used to place dahlia petals on her nails to pretend they were long; in another poem she remembers colouring her cheeks with geranium petals. And as she matured, she naturally began to notice the attention of boys from the neighbourhood:
Those days have passed.

Those days of wonder at the secrets of the body.

Those days of careful acquaintance with the beauty of blue veins;

A hand that, with a flower,
Would signal another hand from behind a wall;
And little spots of ink on this trembling, quivering, fearful hand.

And love
Which was expressed again in shy hellos.

At warm, hazy noons
We would sing our love in the dust of the street.

We knew the simple language of the dandelion fairies;
We would take our hearts to the garden of innocent kindesses
And lend them to the trees.

And a ball with messages of kisses would pass from hand to hand.

And it was love, that confused feeling which, in the darkness of a passage,
Suddenly

Would surround us:

And would absorb us with its quick, burning breaths,
its heartbeats and its furtive smiles.  

In later years Forugh felt it necessary to
warn other young girls of the dangers surrounding these
feelings. In 'Lagoon' (Kordâb), she wrote:

آهوان، ای آهوان دشتها
کاه اکر در میر گل‌گشتها
جویاردی یافتد آواز خوان
دو به استناقتی دریاها روان

مرگ در مردان را یاد آورید

You young gazelles, running wild in the fields,

Sometimes when you are in the midst of flowers

You come across a singing stream, racing

Towards the independence of the ocean.

Yet you should remember (that some running water
meets its) death in a stagnant pool.

Forugh's Marriage and Divorce

Forugh's adolescence ended abruptly when she was six-
teen. Her father had moved to Tabriz during the previous months,
deserting his wife and marrying again. Her mother, for her
part, found it increasingly difficult to retain a strict family discipline over Forugh, who had left the relative safety of a girls' high school and was becoming more involved in 'suspect' (and sexually mixed) activities such as writing and painting. And Forugh herself was developing friendships with some of the youths in the neighbourhood.

For a middle-class Iranian family of the early 1950s the dangers were clear: a daughter's reputation as a flirt was likely to besmirch the family name. Even worse, there was the possibility that she could lose her virginity, and therefore bring shame to the family. The solution was simple; marry her off as soon as possible to preserve the sanctity of the Farrokhzad name, preferably to someone whose work and life-style would lead her to abandon her artistic ambitions. In other words, force her to settle down.

Of course, it would have been possible for the Farrokhzads to arrange a marriage for Forugh. This was still common practice in Iran, even in the metropolis; parents would arrange for their daughters to marry men whom they would not have seen or spoken to until their wedding day. For the families concerned there were numerous advantages to this system. One was that they could ensure that their child's spouse was from the appropriate social level. Another was that they could bargain over the terms of the
marriage settlement; indeed, they could even retain control over the transaction by insisting that the conditions (such as evidence of virginity or lack of disease) were properly met. For the young partners in marriage this system was usually regarded uncritically as an extension of the blind respect with which they had been taught to regard the judgement of their elders.

In some, slightly more advanced families, a small element of choice was granted to the children. The boys usually had more choice than the girls, though girls would sometimes be given the opportunity of choosing between two or three candidates on the basis of sight alone. A typical way of stage-managing this operation was for the prospective bride to be allowed to take glasses of tea into the room where the negotiations were being held.

It seems that this was the sort of situation in which Forugh found herself in 1951. Her mother and father had provided the blandishments, the urging and the temptations; all she had to do was to take a rapid decision. Somewhat to their distress, however, she chose a man who was a distant relation and whom she had met at various family gatherings, but who was eleven years older than Forugh. His name was Parviz Shapur.

Parviz Shapur came from the same sort of middle-class background as Forugh. He had graduated in economics in 1948 from the Finance Academy in Tehran, and had spent the following two years in the army. He had recently obtained a new

* This settlement was important for the future security of the bride.
position in the Ministry of Finance's office in Ahvāz, then an arid, dusty town deep in the heart of the southern province of Khuzestān. He needed a wife to accompany him there and to help him establish a home. For Forūgh's family this had a special advantage in that it would take Forūgh physically away from them as well as from the cultural environment of Tāhrān. They were therefore willing to accept Forūgh's 'decision'.

A simple marriage ceremony was organized quickly; so quickly in fact that Forūgh was later to write

'There is a street in which those boys
With unkempt hair, thin necks and skinny legs
Are still in love with me.
They think of the innocent smile of a small girl
Whom, one night, the wind carried away.'

In an interview with Mahmud Sajjadi, years later, she told how, at sixteen, she had been naive, dainty and free as a butterfly. She had believed that marriage would be as it
was related in fairy tales. She had gone with a simple, 
credulous heart to her husband's house, to help him build 
their own castle, full of gaiety and good fortune, in which 
they would live happily ever after.

Yet the first shock of reality came on her wedding 
night:

Greetings, O night of innocence.

Between the window and what is seen
Is always a distance.

Why did not I look?

Like that time when a man used to pass beside the 
dripping trees.

Why did not I look?

It seems that my mother cried that night,

* For Iranian girls at the time, marriage was often regarded as 
a door to freedom because a married woman could have a more 
active and varied social life, and use make-up.
That night when I found pain and the sperm took shape;
That night when I became the bride of the acacia blossom;
That night when Esfahan was full of the tingling
reflection of blue tiles,
And that person who was my half returned within me.
And, in the mirror, I saw him.
Like the mirror, clean and bright.
And suddenly he called me
And I became the bride of the acacia blossom. 50

This poem, nevertheless, still displays Forugh's belief in the unity of marriage, a belief which was to remain with her for at least a few more months. Indeed, there is little doubt that Forugh was prepared to throw her whole being into the love of her husband. In one of the poems written soon after her marriage she said:

آری آغاز دوست داشتن است
گرچه یا یان راه نپداست
من به یا یان دیگر نیندیشم
که همین دوست داشتن زیباست

'Yes, being in love is the beginning,
Though the end of the road is unknown.
I no longer think about the end,
For this being in love is so beautiful.' 51

Forugh told Sajjadi that the early part of her married
life was like a clear sky with no cloud in sight. Soon, however, a tinge of uncertainty developed. She was less sure of herself or of the life she had embraced:

'I will set alight your stack of hopes
With the flames of regret and disappointment.
Oh mischievous heart you are guilty.
Perhaps you will stop your mischief for a while.
I will tie you with a heavy rope of sorrow
So that you cannot fly towards him again.
Oh bird-like heart you are tired and restless.
Be patient still, patient in your grief for him.'

Writing down these feelings caused more problems than it solved. Ahvāz may have been 400 miles from Teherān but the news soon spread among her own and her husband's fami-
lies that she was breaking the traditional rules of wifely silence with her poetry. This, in turn, led to gossip which finally darkened that clear early sky of her marriage. Some of the twenty poems she wrote in Ahvāz were published under her maiden name in the first edition of 'Asir' in 1952/3, but the reaction to her outspoken language led to increasing disagreements with her husband, who had, by and large, encouraged her to continue with her writings. The surprise and disappointment which this brought to Forugh is clearly expressed in her poem 'Revolt' ('Evyān'), in which she says that she is prepared to accept all the other restrictions of marriage if only she be allowed to write her poetry freely: 54

بهلی‌هایم می‌زن، قفل خموشی
که در دل قصه‌ئی ناگفته دارم
زیاهم یاز‌کن بنگران را
کریز سودا دلی آشفته دارم

بیای مرد، ای موجود خودخواه
بیایگشای درهمی قفس را
اگر عماری بی‌رنگانم کشیدی
درها کن دیگرم این یک نتیه را

هنم آن مرغ، آن مرغی که دیریست
بسر اندیشه پراز دادم
سرودم ناله شد درسپاسشگ
پهلو هنیا سر آمد روز گام

* Parviz Shapur told me in an interview that he had also been concerned to help Forugh keep a proper filing system both for her poems and her personal correspondence.
بلبل هایم مزن قفل خموشی
که من باید یگویم راز خودم
به گوش مردم عالم رسانم
طین آتشی آواز خودم

بیا بگویی در تا یپر کنایم
بسوی آسمان روش در شعر
اکر بگذاریم پوراژ کردن
گلی خواهم ندن در جلست شعر

لیم با یکداستنیش از تو
تنم با یکی علی آگیش از تو
نگاه به اشترهای نهایت
دل با ناله خوانش از تو

ولی ای مرد، ای موجود خودخواه
مگو ننگ این شعر توننگ است
بر آن شوریده حالان هیچ دانی
فنای این نفس تنگ است، تنگ است

مگو شعر توسیر دانگه بود
از این ننگ و گنه پیمان ده
پیشت وحود و آب کوثر از تو
مرا در قهر دوزخ خانهای ده

کتابی، خلوتی، شعری، سکوتی
مراسمی وسكرزند گانست
جه تم گر در پهشته رمدادم
که در قلیم پهشته جاودانی است
Don't put the lock of silence on my lips

Because my heart has untold tales to tell.

Release my feet from these heavy ropes

Because my heart is troubled by this business.

Come here, you man, you selfish being!

Come and open the doors of the cage!

Even if you imprison me for life,

At least give me a breath of freedom again now!
I am a bird, a bird that for a long time
Had meant to fly.
But the songs in my cramped chest have become moans,
My life has ended in disappointment.
Don't put the lock of silence on my lips
Because I must tell my secrets.
I must make the fiery sound of my voice
Reach people's ears everywhere.

Come and open the door so that I may fly away
Towards the bright sky of poetry.
If you let me fly
I shall become a flower in poetry's garden.
My lips with sweet kisses are for you,
My body with its perfume is for you.
My eyes with their hidden sparks,
My heart with its tearful plaint, are all for you.

But oh, you man, you selfish being,
Don't say 'Disgrace! Your poem is a disgrace!';
For visionary lovers, you know,
Their cage is tight and cramping.

Don't say 'Your poem was wholly sinful,'
Let me drink a dose of this disgrace and sin!
You may have paradise, and houris and the water of Kowzar; *
Let me make my home in the pit of hell.

* Traditionally, the name of the stream in Paradise.
A book, a quiet place, a poem and silence
Are the rapture and ecstasy of my life.
It does not matter if I am not admitted to paradise
When there is an everlasting paradise in my heart.

At night, when the moon dances silently
In the still, dumb sky,
You are asleep, while I, drunk with desires,
Hug the body of the moonlight.

The breeze took a thousand kisses from me.
I gave a thousand kisses to the sun.
In that prison where you were my warder
One night my whole frame trembled from a kiss.

Drop the talk of 'good name', O man!
My disgrace has given me a drunken joy.
I will be forgiven by God, for He
Gave every poet a crazy heart.

Come and open the door, so that I may fly away
Towards the bright sky of poetry.
If you let me fly
I shall become a flower in poetry's garden.'

But it was not to be. Forough took a trip back to her
mother's house in Tehran, then attempted a reconciliation with
her husband, but by the spring of 1955 the marriage was
effectively over. * The cynicism which grew within her

* Parviz Shāpur later displayed considerable artistic talent
himself. He started writing humorous stories for the magazine
Toufig in 1958, using the pen-name 'Kāmyūr' when writing
about men and 'Mahdokht' when writing about women. From 1967
he contributed caricatures to the magazines Nein and Jahn-
now, and then used a technique now called 'cakalimaturo'
first in the magazine Einshan and then in two books: Einshan-a

(cont. on next page)
about the institution of marriage finally rushed to the
surface in 'The Ring' ('Halqeh'):

Dخترک خنده کنکن گفت که چیست
داز این حلته زر
داز این حلته که امکنت مرا
این چین تنگ کرده است بیر

داز این حلته که در چهره او
اینهه تابش و رخندگی است
مرد حیران شد و گفت:
حلته خوشبخخی است، حلته زندگی است

همه گشند: مبارک باشد
دخترک گفت: درینا که مرا
پازدد مینی آن شک باشد
سالیا رفته و شیپ

زنی افسرده نظر کرد بر آن حلته زر
دید در نقش فروندلغاو
روزهایی که بهامید و فای شوهر
بیشد رفته، هد

زن پریشان شد و نالیده که وای
وای، این حلته که در چهره او
پازده تابش و رخندگی است
حلته بردخ و زندگی است

Gorbeh, published in 1971, and Miraqsam, published in 1975. He is now retired. In an interview, he told me that, on reflection, 'Forugh was as unpredictable as the spring — you could never forecast whether the sun would shine or the rain would fall.'
'A little girl asked with a smile, 'What is
The secret of this ring of gold?
The secret of this ring which encircles my finger
Holding it so tight?'
The secret of this ring, on the face of which
There is so much glitter and shine?

The man was surprised. He said,
'It is the ring of good fortune; the ring of life.'

Everyone said, 'Congratulations!'

The little girl said, 'Alas, I
Still don't understand.'

Years passed. Then, one night
A sad woman looked at that golden ring,
Saw in its glittering pattern
Those days in which she hoped for a faithful husband
Were gone, all wasted.

The woman winced and moaned, 'Oh!
Oh! This ring whose face
Is still glittering and shining
Is the ring of slavery and bondage.'

Nine months after her marriage to Parviz Shāpur, Forugh had given birth to her only child, a son named Kāmyār. But by the time she was divorced, Kāmyār had reached the age of two, and under Persian law as it then stood, Forugh was obliged to relinquish
custody of her son to her husband and to her husband's close family. The separation greatly affected her at first, although she soon began to regard it as yet another one of the obstacles which she had to overcome on her path of poetry. In 'Abandoned Home' ('Khâne-ye matruk'), she wrote

I now know that from that far-away house
The joy of life has flown away.
I now know that a child in tears
Is mourning for its departed mother.
Yet, though I am tired and anxious
I follow my chosen path.
My friend is poetry; my lover is poetry.
I shall journey until I find him. 56

Forough's contacts with her son were relatively limited during the rest of her life. He grew up with Shâpur's mother and brother, who apparently made every effort to convince him that
his mother and her family were among the most disgraceful people in the world. Forugh's brother Fereydun recalls that when Kamyar was placed in the Alborz boarding school in Tehran, he refused to go and see anyone with the name Farrokhzad even when the school principal asked him to. Occasionally, Forugh would visit the school under an assumed name (since her son did not, in those days, even recognize her face) and would tell him that his mother loved him and thought about him. He refused to believe this and used to run away from his visitor. When he was in his teens, Kamyar was sent to England to study. Now in his twenties and a poet himself, he will always have a small place in Iran's literary history if only because he was the inspiration for one of Forugh's most beautiful and moving poems, 'A Poem for You' ('She'mi barvey to'):

این شعر دا برای توهیج
دریک گزینه توشنه تابستان
در همه ماه این جه شوم آغاز
در کهنه‌گور این غم یپی‌یاوان

این آخرین ترانه‌لالگیست
دریای کاهو‌نامه خواب تو
باشکه بانگک و حضی این فریاد
پیچید در آسان شباب تو

بگذار سایه من سر کردن
ازاسایه تو دور و جدا باشد
روزوی بیم رسمی که گر باشد
کس بین ما، نه غیر خدا باشد

* A recent short poem by Kamyar Shapur, given to me by his father, is translated in Appendix A at the end of this chapter.
من تکیه دادم به دری تاریک
پیشانی فشرده ز دردم را
می‌سایم ازایم، براین در باز
انگشت‌ها نازک و سردم را
آن داغ پنگ خورده که می‌خندید
پرسته‌های بیده، من بودم
کنن، که یا نگ هستی خود باشم
اما دریغ و دار که دزن، بودم
چشم‌انگیزه تو چون لغزد
براین کتاب دهم ی آغاز
عمیان ریشه دار زمان‌ها را
بین شکته‌های درد می‌آواز
اینجا، ستاره‌ها همه خاموشند
اینجا، فرشته‌ها، همه کریانند
اینجا شکوفه‌های کل مرهب,
یافت‌تر ز خار یابانه.
اینجا نشته برسر هر راهی
دیو دروغ و نگک و ریاکاری
در آسمان تبره نمی‌پنیم
نوردی نصحی روشن بیدادی
بگذار تا دوابره شود لبریز
چشمان می‌زد، ز دانان شاه‌ها
رقم زخود که پرده برانداز
ازچشه پاک حضرت مرهبا
بگنش‌ها زساح خوش‌نیای
درسی‌هام سناره توفانست
This poem I am writing for you
On a thirsty summer evening
Half way along this doomed road
In the old grave of this endless sorrow.

This is my final lullaby
Beside the cradle where you sleep.
Perhaps the frantic calls of my pleas
Will ring in the heaven of your youth.

Let the shadow of vagabond me
Be far apart from your shadow.
One day we shall reach each other, and if
Anyone stands between us, it will be none other than God.
I have leant my aching forehead
Against a dark door.
I rub my thin and cold fingers
On this open door in hope.

That disgraced person who used to laugh
At silly taunts — it was me.
I said I would be the voice of my own life,
But, alas, O woe! I was a woman!

When your innocent eyes glance
Over this confused, never-started book,
You will see that a deep-rooted rebellion against our times
Is blooming in the heart of each verse.

Here, all the stars are quiet.
Here all the angels are crying.
Here the blooms of the "Mary flower" *
Have less value than camel-thorn.

Here every way is blocked
By the demon of lies and disgrace and hypocrisy.
In the dark sky I cannot see
The bright morning light of awareness.

Let my eyes fill up again
With drops of dew.
I took it upon myself to unveil
The pure faces of the Holy Marys.

* Tuberose.
I have drifted away from the shore of 'good name';
In my bosom is the sign of a storm,
A place where burns the flame of my anger.
Alas, this is the dark air of prison.

I have leant my aching forehead
Against a dark door.
I rub my thin and cold fingers
On this open door in hope.

Against this group of superficial bigots
I know this fight is not easy.

My sweet child, the city where you and I live
Has long been a nest of devils.

A day will come when your eyes will glance
Sadly through this painful tale.
You will find me in the midst of my words,
And you will tell yourself, 'She was my mother.'

The life of a divorced woman in Tehran was not easy in
the mid-1950s. With no house of her own, Forugh was ob-
liged to live in her mother's home. With no partner she
was treated almost as a social outcast, and a dangerous
temptation for other wives' husbands. And with little or
no income she was forced to find work in an environment
where most women who did not possess a high school grad-
uation certificate worked in menial occupations. Above
all, her fight for freedom to write poetry, and
the content of her first two published collections of verses, 'Asr' and 'Divār'; had given her wide notoriety and a name in Tehran society which was almost totally disreputable.

At 22, therefore, Forugh found herself with nowhere to go except back to her poetry. She put concentrated effort into her third collection of poems, 'Ésān' which was published in 1957, and it was the surpassing quality of this work which finally opened a few doors for her. It also provided her with sufficient funds for an extended visit to Italy and to Germany where two of her brothers were studying.

On her return, she was able to obtain work on the weekly journal Ferdowsi, where she worked with the editor, Ali Akbar Kasma'i, sometimes writing about her recent travels and sometimes contributing items in verse. Kasma'i soon became a close friend and, in an article published after her death, recalled that he was captivated by her. However, like many Iranian men, he considered love to be a synonym for peace and relaxation; Forugh thought it should be 'a medicine to release her from pain; an excitement to release her from sadness'.

He said that Forugh was still pursuing 'pure love' rather than love tainted by restrictions. She wanted a partner in love — not another husband — to enable her to forget her past, and, possibly, to take revenge on men and the laws that they made. He remembers that she once said:
"When two lovers reach the climax of lovemaking together, they find God". Kasma'i added that she always wanted to be near God.

On one winter's night, when he was escorting her back to her mother's home, she told him that in summer the neighbours all looked out of their windows to see with whom she was returning and at what time. He admits that his first instinct was to feel glad that it was winter and that the neighbours' windows were closed. Then, however, he suffered pangs of regret, followed by open embarrassment. He, too, had become influenced by the emotional, highly personal fault-finding which overshadowed her life and her work. It is perhaps not surprising that Forugh and Kasma'i soon went their separate ways.

The Last Eight Years

An important turning point in Forugh's life came in 1958, when she met Ebrâhim Golestân, a well-known Iranian film director and short-story writer. She thought that, having tried journalism, she should not sit still. She felt driven to sample new delights, and saw in the cinema another outlet for her talents. She learnt cinematic techniques quickly and avidly, though this did not distract her from writing poetry. Indeed, it appears that Golestân played a

* Ebrâhim Golestân came from a wealthy Shirâzi family. He owned the Golestân Studios where Forugh worked. At the time he met Forugh, he was married and had children.
vital part in encouraging her to persevere with all aspects of her work. The relationship which grew between them provided both a defence against the vituperative personal criticism launched against her and, inevitably, further fuel for her critics.

During the following five years, Forugh's film-work and poetry reached a new level of maturity. In 1959 she travelled to England for the first time to study film-making and to learn English, and in 1960 she played a short role in a film entitled 'Matchmaking in Iran', ordered from Golestan Studios by the Canadian National Film Institute. The following year saw her back in Khuzestan, the province in which she had made her marital home, this time as an assistant to Golestan in his production of a much-vaunted documentary 'Water and Heat' about Abān, and of a film called 'One Fire'. A further visit to England enabled her to study film editing, and this was followed by an opportunity to produce a brief advertising film for Layhān newspapers.

Some of the films in which she assisted or played remained unfinished. For example, a film about the Caspian Sea made in the summer of 1962 met this fate, while a scenario she wrote for a film about the life of women in Iran in early 1963 was never used. However, in the autumn of 1962, she took three of her colleagues to a leper colony.

* In an interview, Forān Golestan told me that he was opposed to the continuing discussion of his financial and other contributions to her life.
in Tabriz and produced perhaps the best of all her documentaries, 'The House is Black'. This film won the award for the best documentary at the 1963 Oberhausen Festival, though Forugh later said, 'This award does not mean anything to me. The prize is a statue. What use is a statue to me?'

It was the making of the film itself which was rewarding to Forugh. She recalls how, in her research for the film, she sat and talked and ate with the lepers, how she grew attached to some of them, and how she compared her own previous imprisonment — in family, school and marriage — with the miserable isolation of the lepers. She even adopted a young boy, Hoseyn, from the leper colony and took him into her mother's house to live.

The peak of her poetic achievement came in 1963 with the publication of 'Another Birth' ('Tavallodi Digar'), her fourth collection of poems. Some examples from it have been quoted earlier in this chapter, and more will be given in the following chapters. I have also mentioned Forugh's belief that this volume represented a new understanding and a new sophistication in her work. Suffice to say here that the volume finally turned the tide of criticism in Forugh's favour. It was, as contemporary poet Ahmad Shafa has said, full of the promise that she would reach the

* Hoseyn Mansuri is now (1978) about 20 and is reading Psychology in London.
pinnacle of poetic recognition in Iran.

The confidence given by her literary and cinematic successes was reflected in her social behaviour. She was now invited to parties and social gatherings of various types, and she began to gather crowds around her. This was not because of her beauty — her face, which had never been beautiful, was beginning to look a little haggard — nor because of her clothes, most of which were self-made and unpretentious. It was because of her words of honesty about her own life and about life in general. Sometimes, indeed, she went too far, causing embarrassment by the often almost childish delight which she took in throwing stones at tradition and the 'establishment'.

Forjagh continued to work in a variety of fields. In late 1963, she acted in the Persian translation of Pirandello's 'Six Characters in Search of an Author'; she reportedly translated Bernard Shaw's 'Saint Joan' in preparation for a theatrical production in which she was to play the leading role; she toured a number of institutions in Europe at their request; and she became the subject of two short films about her life, one prepared for UNESCO and one by film director Bernardo Bertolucci. She became convinced that in whatever she attempted she would succeed. In one of her last published poems, 'It is Only the Sound which Remains' ('Tanha

* I was unable to trace a copy of this translation.
Sedāst keh Nīmānād'), she expresses this succinctly:

چرا توقف کنیم؟
من خوش‌های نادر گندم دارم
با دزی پستان می‌گیرم
و در نی‌می‌دهم

'Why should I stop now?

I can hold

Unripened ears of wheat to my breast

And give them milk.'

Yet the beliefs about her impending death, which I mentioned earlier, also appear to have grown within her. At 32, she had changed her environment and seemed to have an entirely new and exciting life before her. Then she died.
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This poem, which was sent to me by Farviz Shapur, Kamyr's father and the ex-husband of Forugh Farrokhzad, bears a distinct similarity in content to many of Forugh's own poems. It was reprinted in Negin (a monthly journal) in Tir 1346 (June 1967):

When we reached the town of non-existence
Butterflies were eagles,
And in the port, in place of ships,
Crocodiles were anchored.

When we reached the town of non-existence
White doves were asleep
And gray bears were awake.
There, in place of Gods,
Marble idols were ruling,
And, in place of lamplight
Was flame from a dragon's mouth.
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FORUGH AND FEMINISM

In Iran, the relationship between feminism and poetry is particularly clear. Poetry has, for the most part, been composed by educated Iranians, while the feminist movement has usually been led by educated women. Moreover, feminism has been one aspect of a general trend against the influence of reactionary religious leaders and towards westernization and modernization which has also been reflected in the subjects of modern Persian poetry.

The word 'feminism' can be given a number of different meanings. The strictest meaning describes the philosophy of full social, economic and political equality of the sexes. Here I use the word in the more general sense of any action which encourages or supports the advancement of women's rights and interests. This avoids the difficult question of how far women should advance, and permits discussion of the concept in relation to an existing situation rather than to any theoretical ideal.

In this chapter I start with a historical sketch of the position of women in Iran over the ages, including some reference to early Persian poetesses. I then discuss the changes in this position during the first half of the twentieth century, and further developments during the 1950s and 1960s, when Forugh's books were being published. Following
this I describe some of the factors which influenced or encouraged changes in the position of women. These include westernization and opposition to the clergy as well as the words and actions of Persian women themselves. I then examine the work of a number of recent Persian poetesses, starting from Zhâleh and Parvin E'tesâni, before assessing Forugh's own views and writings on feminism. Finally, I draw together the evidence in an attempt to discover whether Forugh really had a distinct and important role in the advancement of women's rights in Iran or whether she was just part of a trend which was in any case taking place.

Persian Women in History

In over 2,500 years of Persian history, few women have reached positions of great power or influence. During the seventh century A.D., Purûndokht and Āzarmidokht both became rulers of the country for brief periods, while during the 13th and 15th centuries, Queens Ābesh Khâlun and Gowhar Shâd played important parts in Fârs and Eastern Iran. Such women were, however, exceptions to the general rule and did not have any real impact on the position of their fellow countrywomen.

Today, when we look back at the early history and traditions of Iran, we can see little justification for this situation. While there may have been good reasons why
women should not have been regarded as the equal of men, tradition did not supply sufficient reason for their complete domination by the opposite sex. As His Imperial Majesty the Shāhanshāh wrote in 1960, 'According to ancient Persian tradition, man and woman ...... were created equal.' In 1967, he further wrote, 'We are the heirs of an ancient civilization and culture which has never held women in ...... low esteem.'

Even the spread of Islam ought not to have been the cause of women's subjugation. Several passages of the Qur'ān give equal standing to men and women in terms of human values, while the Prophet Mohammad not only said that 'The noble show respect for women, the base, contempt', but also gave instructions that he should be succeeded by his daughter Fātemeh's line rather than by any male relative. Furthermore, Islamic law makes a point of providing women with a certain degree of economic independence through rights of property ownership.

As many have pointed out, however, the laws of Islam can be interpreted in many different ways. The right of interpretation has always been available to the Moslem clergy, but few have seen fit to use it in such a way as to benefit the position of women in society. Indeed, the additional provision, in the Shi'a sect, for temporary (or contract) marriages appears to have added to the idea that the
male was the dominant sex. (The purpose of this provision was to help overcome loneliness, prostitution and illegitimacy.)

Before the beginning of the twentieth century the position of women gradually became worse. This is not to say that women were banned from studying or, even, from reading or writing poetry. It is just that this normally did not happen. There was no acceptance, even among intellectuals, that women should be given scope for advancement. Where they had any influence in decision-making, it was very much behind the scenes and was often related to simple matters of the household or harem. As a result, many of the women themselves became opposed to (or at least passive to) the idea of change. It is perhaps not surprising that a popular saying of the nineteenth century was that a woman should ask her husband three times each day what to do, what to say, and what to think.

The poverty of women's education is reflected by Professor Browne. He wrote that 'almost any educated Persian can compose tolerable verses and the great majority do so, while the number of those who habitually indulge in this pastime on a considerable scale and have produced 'divans' of poetry has been at all times fairly large'. Yet in his own survey of Persian poetry from the fifteenth to the nineteenth centuries, Browne does not mention even one poetess.
M. Ishaque goes back further and is somewhat more careful. He says that although many women have composed verses throughout history — he gives some information about more than 100 of these — there are very few poetesses worthy of the name: 'One cannot claim to be a poet simply by writing a few verses'. He adds that there is often confusion as to whether certain poems were actually written by women or were simply attributed to them by their relatives or by tradition. 10

Ishaque considers that Rabi'a Qasim, who lived in the 8th century, and about whom there grew up a number of romantic stories, was one of the first modern poetesses of Iranian origin. She apparently composed religious poems, and from such evidence as there is, these had depth and sincerity. 11 They could hardly be called feminist poems, however, and were not nearly so outspoken as those of Mahasti (Mahsati), who lived some 250 years later.

Among Mahasti's quatrains we find many of the characteristics which are later found in Forough's work. She criticizes society in general: 12

ئای جخ فلک خواب از کیه نست
بدادری عادت دیریه نست
ئای خاک آقرا سیب تو بسگاند
بن دانه قبی ک در سیب نست
O turning universe! Your spite causes decay.
Oppression is an old habit of yours.
O, Earth! If your heart were opened,
Many things of value would be found inside.

She talks of women's weak position:

I am like a weak bird without feathers and wings.
I have fallen into a trap and no one knows what has become of me.
I feel a sharp pain in my heart.
Today, in my weariness, I complain of it.

She criticises her husband, whom she loves:

You are my butcher and I am boiling with worry over you.
I will try my best until your knife reaches my bones.
It is the custom that when you kill you sell.
For God's sake, if you kill me do not sell me.
And she is prepared to use vulgar language:
The judge sulked when his wife became pregnant, and asked indignantly, 'What has happened; I am old and impotent. This whore is not Mary, so whose is this baby?'

The similarities between the work of Mahasti and that of Forugh have not escaped contemporary commentators. For example, Yaghma'i, writing after Forugh's death, compared her openness and frankness with that of Mahasti, though without assessing the quality of the poetry of either. 16

A third woman discussed by Ishaque is Qorrat ol-Eyn, who lived in the 19th century. She was educated and eloquent and attained a leading position in the Babi movement. She refused to live with her husband because he did not accept Babinism and is even said to have refused the Shah's favours. Eventually, she died in prison. Ishaque concludes, however, that although a number of verses are ascribed to her, her fame comes mainly from her religious activities. Although Babin preached female emancipation, she could not really be called a feminist because she made no specific effort to advance the position of Iranian women except by proving
that she could act, and in the end die, like a man. 17

Sects such as the Zabis and the Baha'is, as well as Christian missionaries, generally did dis-service to Iranian feminism by their support for it. During the nineteenth century the ulama of Shi'ite Islam became openly hostile to greater rights for women as part of their stand against new or different religions. In addition, they were afraid that the introduction of any aspect of western civilization would loosen their hold over the laws and customs of the country. Consequently, the fight for greater freedom for women became closely involved with the desire for modernization of the country and with the growing conflict between the state and the clergy.

The Status of Women, 1900-1950

Two major political events affected the status of women during the first half of the twentieth century. The first was the Constitutional Revolution; the second was the rise to absolute power of Reza Shah. Yet not all the effects of these two events were either positive or long-lasting. They illustrate, in many respects, how little is the real impact of changes in national laws.

The Constitution states in its introduction that every citizen of Iran shall have a share in the affairs of the state, and in Article 2 that the Parliament shall represent
the entire population of the country. It also states that all Persians shall have equal rights before the law, that they shall be free from arbitrary arrest, and that their houses cannot be entered nor their wealth taxed except under the law.

Freedom of the press is also guaranteed by the Constitution. The far-sighted and educated Persians who had helped draw up the Constitution were, however, thwarted by the fact that the Parliament remained under the control of the feudal landowners and other persons who, like the religious leaders, did not want to see changes made.  

For women, what had first seemed like a door to freedom turned out to be another prison gate. Part of the election law which was later drawn up read:

'Those deprived of the right to vote shall consist of all females; minors and those under legal guardianship; fraudulent bankrupts; beggars and those who earn their living in a disreputable way; murderers, thieves and other criminals punishable under Islamic law.'

The Civil Code of 1939 was no better. It gave a husband permission to divorce his wife at any time he wished. One article said that no wife may hold a job without her husband's agreement, and another said, as Forugh was to learn much later, that in case of divorce the mother could keep her son only until the age of two; after that the son would be given to the care of the father. The Code allowed a man
to practice polygamy, but his wife (or wives) could not even spend a night outside his home without his consent. Thus although the spirit of the Constitution appeared to favour greater rights for women, the actual results meant that women were really no better off after the Constitution than they had been before.

Almost as soon as Rezā Shāh came to the throne in 1925, he started to order certain actions which would lay the foundation for new laws favouring women's rights. In 1926 he asked the chief of police to take his wife to a public restaurant — a most unusual occurrence — and a short time later began urging ministers and deputy ministers to take their wives to official receptions. He encouraged women to adopt European dress, as some had already done, at least in the privacy of their homes. In 1931, a law was passed which enabled women, in certain circumstances, to start divorce proceedings.

To assist in his plans he arranged for the first meeting of the Congress of Women of the East to be held in Tehrān in 1932. This congress recommended that women should have the right to vote, that there should be compulsory elementary education for girls as well as boys, and that polygamy should be abolished. Rezā Shāh clearly did not regard the voting issue as very important, but he took steps to expand state education for girls and let it be known that he frowned
on temporary marriages.

Rezā Shāh felt that a major obstacle to the advancement of women was the 'chador' or veil with which almost all women covered themselves when they were in public. By 1935, it was estimated that, with official encouragement, about 4,000 women in Tehran (about three per cent of the female population of the city) had ceased to wear the veil when outside their homes. During this year, teachers, schoolgirls and the wives of army officers were ordered to abandon the veil, and the Shāh arranged, as one of the great events of the year, the first ever parade of schoolgirls in gymslips.²⁴

On January 7, 1936, just over a year after Forugh's birth, Rezā Shāh appeared in public with his unveiled wife and daughters for the first time. On this occasion he announced that 'the women of this country ... have been unable to display their talent and ability. ...We must not imagine indefinitely that one half of the community of our nation need not be taken into account.' This date is now regarded as the effective start of women's emancipation in Iran, since the veil was effectively banned on that day.²⁵

The general ban on the veil, enforced by the police who were authorized to strip off these now unlawful garments, was to cause many problems. The removal of restrictions, such as not being served in shops or not being allowed to travel on public transport, was a great help for women who had grown up to use the veil. Being asked to face the
stares of men and the insensitive actions of the police was another matter. The English-born Mrs. Olive Siratgar wrote: 'I was in time to see police tearing silken scarves from women's heads and handing them back in ribbons to their owners.', while Peter Avery notes that some old ladies never went out again until after 1941.

The superficial nature of this ban is illustrated by the fact that as soon as Rezā Shāh abdicated in 1941, the veil was quickly resumed by many women. This was either because the women, and their husbands, had felt that they were being disrespectful to Islām, or, as Avery suggests, that the veil was a useful device for disguising poverty.

An excellent description of the problems that women faced in the 1940s with respect to the veil is given in the British Admiralty handbook, Persia:

"Centuries of cloistered life have thus unfitted the majority of women for rapid improvement in their status. Hence the abolition of the chadar by Riza Shah has precipitated rather than removed a problem, which needs time and education for its solution. At present both men and women, where they depart from tradition, are trying to accept a European standard of external relations while retaining the mental reservations of the Islamic system. Educated men want their wives to be companions and yet wish to be free to beat them. ... The legislation of Riza Shah has greatly improved the status of women, allowing them to initiate divorce on certain grounds, and giving them control over their own property and the right to a dowry. But domestic influences generally are still those of the ancient regime, and the present agitation for the permissive use of the chadar probably reflects a considerable body of feminine opinion."
This situation remained much the same up to the mid-1950s. The same is true of the laws relating to the inequalities of women and men. As Avery writes,

"... women were unequal to men in theory in only five respects: a man could have more than one wife if he could prove himself rich enough to keep more than one establishment and to give each wife equal status and comforts. A woman, on the other hand, could only have one husband at a time. A man could divorce his wife when he wished, but a woman had to have special reasons for suing for divorce. A woman's inheritance rights were less than a man's, although modern reforms had reaffirmed her dowry claims on her husband and she had control of her own property. The man is legally head of the family and entitled to custody of the children. The woman might not vote nor stand as a candidate in elections." 30

The Status of Women: The 1950s

The status of Persian women was brought home clearly to Forugh during the 1950s, when she was between the ages of 15 and 25, was married, had a child, divorced, and then tried to establish an independent life. A useful description of women's position is given by the figures of the first national census of Iran, which was taken in 1956. 31

For example, in the city of Tehran in 1956, 66 percent of the women over the age of 15 were married, 13 percent were single, 17 percent were widowed and only four percent were divorced. For the ages 20-24, the percentage of divorcees was even lower. Thus Forugh was very much in a minority of women in Tehran after she separated from her husband.

Then, if we look at the figures for employment, the low degree of women's emancipation is clear. Of all women in Tehran over the age of 10, three-quarters were housewives and 16 percent were students of some sort; less than 10 percent were in paid employment. Of those who were employed, 60 percent were domestic servants, 13 percent were in craft industries such as dressmaking, and 17 percent were in professional occupations. Of the professionals, two-thirds were teachers, 30 percent were nurses, and only a very small number (121) were in artistic fields such as writing. Again it is clear that Forugh was one of a very small number in her chosen field.

In terms of education, the situation was somewhat different. Thirty-five percent of Tehran's women could read and write in 1956 (compared with 55 percent of men), and 21,000 had a higher level of schooling than Forugh, who it will be recalled left after the ninth grade. In other words, Forugh would have been at a disadvantage compared with other women who had more education. It is perhaps not surprising that she first attended dressmaking classes after leaving school. This would have been one of the few openings for her if she were not able to get married.

These various figures suggest in themselves that pressure was growing for the advancement of women's rights during the 1950s. The presence of a large number of reasonably educated women with
few opportunities for employment in professional positions except teaching and nursing implies that Reza Shah's educational reforms were beginning to have the effect he had hoped for twenty years previously.

However, it was not to be until the 1960s that changes in the law would provide a stronger legal basis for greater emancipation of women. As part of the series of measures known as the 'White Revolution', which came into force in 1963, women were given the right to vote and to stand for Parliament. Then, in 1967, the Family Protection Law was passed. Under this law, no husband may marry another wife without the free agreement of his first wife; a husband cannot divorce his wife without a court order; and courts are required to try reconciliation before granting a request for divorce. But even by this time substantial changes had taken place in the actual position of women, particularly in the larger towns. As a result of pressures from politicians, writers, and feminists of various types, Persian women during the 1960s were freer than they had ever been before in Persian history. Before discussing the role that Forugh played in these changes, I shall first assess the contribution of those who pressed for westernization, then the work of the women feminists and women's organizations, and finally the work of other Persian poetesses whose writings were influential during the twentieth century.

*This law, together with others relating to family affairs, are also to be found in 'Qanun-e Madani-ye Irān', Vols. 1-3, Tehran, 1974.*
Poets, Politicians and Feminism

From the beginning of the twentieth century, various poets and politicians tried to improve the status of women, both by criticizing their existing status and by encouraging westernization — a process which naturally included greater rights for women.

As many writers have pointed out, there was something of a breakthrough in the history of Persian poetry at about the time of the Constitutional revolution. Yār-Shāter, for example, says: "The greater portion of classical poetry concerned itself with general sentiments. ...Poets seldom touched on topical questions and ... their poetry hardly ever reflected contemporary events, unless in a very remote and indirect way." He goes on to say that in the early decades of the century, "for the first time poetry was directed towards the man in the street. ... Previously, poetry had been either court-poetry or poetry written for the cultivated members of society. The direct and indirect contacts with the West gave rise to a more liberal and democratic conception of society, and a result of this new democratic attitude was the incursion of colloquial language into poetry; the people had become significant, and their language was elevated to the rank of a language suitable for poetry. A number of popular poems and ballads
emerged; satirical, humorous and derivative verses were widely circulated."

Among the poets who took issue with the then existing status of women, three are outstanding: Eshqi, Lāhuti and Iraj. Sāyyed Mohammad Rezā Mirzādeh Eshqi, who was born in Hamadān, was later to become a prominent liberal patriot and a newspaper publisher in his home town. I have extracted the following verses from his poem 'Black Shroud' to illustrate his ideas and his style:

مرنا هرچه نیست بجز آنکه زن
زاژن گاه است که تازندام اندکردنم
من سیاهه رو و تا این سیاه از تن نکنم
تو سیاهه و چوب اینا چوب تو سیاهه
منم آن کس که بود بخت نواسیدن کن
من اگر گریم گربه‌ای تو
من اگر خندی‌خندانی تو

بکم گر دزن این جامه‌گاه است مرا
نکم، عمر در این جامه‌نامه است مرا
چکرم؟ بخت از زاین رختپسی است مرا.
حاسمل عمر از این زندگی آه است مرا
مرگ رهنا و سحر چشم پرده است مرا

زحمت مردن من پاک زدن است
تالب گریم‌نیم در تنم است

من به‌ورانه زوریان شدن ایران
من ملک‌زاده این ملکت ویران
درخت خوش حاشیه‌دهن بودم
I have no fault except that I am a woman.

Because of this fault I must remain in a shroud as long as I am alive.

I wear black, and as long as I do not take it off,

You are unfortunate, and I, like your fortune, am unlucky.

I am the one who can change your fortune;

If I cry, you will cry too,

If I laugh, you will laugh.

If I take off this veil I commit a crime,

And if I do not my life will be wasted inside it.
What can I do? My luck is bad because of this veil;
Sighs are the result of living this life.
Death is waiting for me each night and dawn.

    The time of my death is one step away;
    To the edge of the grave I wear a shroud.

I am ruined because of Iran's ruin.
I am the princess of this ruined country.
I was the daughter of Khosrow, the ancient king.
I was pampered in Shirin's lap.
My first house was not the corner of a ruin.
This house is not the home of my ancestors.

Why this shame? Man is God's servant and woman is too.
What have women done to be ashamed before men?
What is this veil, this ugly face-cover?
If it is not a shroud, tell me what is this face-cover.

    Down with those who have buried women alive.
    It is not religion, whoever they maybe.
    What has been said above is enough.

If a couple of speakers speak in the same tone as mine,
This murmur will gradually spread in society.
Through this murmur the women will gain confidence.
The women will take off this shameful cloak and be proud.
The delights of life will then be enjoyed by all the people.

    But as long as the women are covered in shrouds,

'Half the people of Iran are dead.'
Similar sentiments were expressed by Abu'l-Qasem Lahuti, the son of a Kermani shoemaker who, having had his education in Tehran financed by a family patron, became a strong supporter of the Constitutional movement. For example, his poem 'To the Daughters of Iran' contains the following lines:

درباری چون تو زآراپناش داشت با کار
شرم پاشه یک تو در بردن و خلق آزاد

...  

سخن آزادی و آزادی وزحمت ی گری
بیچین گر تو چنین مادر خوبی باشی

At this stage of civilization, my beauty, it is not right That such a charming person as you should be deprived of the adornment of knowledge.

It is a shame that you are veiled while others are free.

It is a shame that you are asleep while the world is awake.

...

Speak of knowledge and freedom and hard work
So that your children may grow up with these words.

Surely, if you are such a good mother
You will change the copper fortune of your country into pure gold.  

Many consider Shahzadeh Iraj Mirza Jalal ol-Mamalek (Iraj) to have been the undisputed master of popular, colloquial
poetry in the time. He came from a family of poets and was a descendant of the second Qajar monarch, Fath Ali Shāh. He was born in Tabriz and obtained his education there. He gained great popularity as a writer during his lifetime. Some of his views on women are expressed in his 'Aref-nānch', which begins with the following lines:

'Oh God! Until when will these men be asleep; until when will these women be veiled.

Why should the loved one's face be covered? O God, uncover this mystery.

Are not women humans like us? Do not women recognise good and evil?

Do you think this veil is made of iron and zinc, that it can stop women from being coquettish?

Although these poets, and others such as Aref, Kamāli and Bahār, expressed their feelings in clear, strong terms, their impact was surprisingly slight on the government of the time. Many people knew these verses by heart, yet the message, if it sank in, did not result in any significant changes in the status of women.

The change of dynasty in 1925 brought about a different type of approach to women's problems. From this time on-
wards, pressure for an improvement in the situation of women became an integral part of the general pressure, imparted and supported by Reza Shah, for modernization through westernization. At this time a number of politicians, such as Hasan Taqizadeh and Ali Akbar Siāsi, adopted the view that there should be a complete acceptance of the West, even though they differed as to how this should be achieved and which Western countries Iran should follow. All, however, distinguished between the adoption of Western technology and the adoption of Western customs. Banānī quotes one writer as saying: 'We must learn their science, their technology, and emulate their sense of lawfulness, responsibility and initiative. Otherwise, any ape can learn their dances'.

Many of these arguments, though not attacking religion, were directed against the power of the clergy, even when propounded by former olamā or sons of olamā. Such arguments supported Reza Shah's ambitious and largely successful programme of modernization in education, industry, transport and government administration, as well as his more superficial reforms such as replacing traditional Persian names and dress by European forms.

Some writers suggest that Reza Shah's reforms did not reach into the home. For example, 'A large number of girls are growing up at Tehran and Esfahan to become teachers and nurses, but the vast majority even of urban women retain the mental habits of the nineteenth century still'. However,
the influence of these reforms, as will be seen later, was much more pervasive in the long-term than any political or poetic propaganda. They led, eventually, to much greater pressure from women themselves for the advancement of women's rights.

The Women's Movement

Throughout this century, a number of Persian women have, through their efforts or example, helped the feminist cause. Of course, it is not possible to list all these women here. Nor is it always clear whether those women who have reached high positions have themselves held a feminist philosophy. Most have come from rich upper or middle class families, with broad-minded parents who have been in contact with western countries. Many have spent a considerable proportion of their early life in Europe, the United States, or a western environment within Iran. As the rights of women have spread, many more from similar backgrounds have joined the growing numbers of various organizations which, in name at least, appear to support the feminist movement. Again, however, the distinction between those committed to feminism and those just seeking organizational status is not always clear.

Around the turn of the century, Hajji Mirza Hadi Dowlatabadi stressed the need for girls' education and provi-
ded an example through his daughter Sedeqeh. She became one of the pioneers of Persian feminism when, in 1920, she founded a journal in Esfahan with the title 'Zaban-e Zanân' (Women's Voice) — the first publication edited by a woman in Iran. She was forced to leave the country but returned in the 1930s to become first a school inspector and later head of the Ladies' Centre (Kahnum-e Tenuvan). 

Apart from some small private classes arranged by groups of educated fathers for their daughters, there were, by 1910, only about six Iranian schools providing modern education for girls in Tehran. These had been founded in the immediately preceding years by patriotic, constitutionalist Iranian ladies. More important were two foreign schools. One was 'Zhândârk' (Joan of Arc), which was sponsored by the French Government, and which is still in existence. The other was an older institution, established in 1396, the American Mission School for Girls. Out of these two schools graduated a number of Iran's later feminists. Among the most famous of these was Parvin E'tesâmi, about whom more will be written later in this chapter.

Another graduate of the American School, Mehr Bâmu, became a teacher and later promoted the Society of Graduates of the American School, whose aim was to improve women's education and rights, e.g. in divorce, without challenging the religious leaders. Other graduates of the school founded a journal called 'Alam-e Nesvan' (Women's World), which tried to spread information to women on family affairs and housekeeping. A small but vigorous society named the League of Patriotic Women came into being in 1922. Its founder and first president was a Qajar princess, Mohtaram Eskandari, who died soon afterward and was succeeded by Mastureh Afshâr. In 1924, this League published a periodical named 'Nesvan-e Vatankhâvâh' (Patriotic Women). 

During the 1920s and 1930s many other journals dealing
with various aspects of women's life in Iran were founded. Some did not last long; others were less influential than the actions of a few brave women whose names were to become household words. For example, Sārā Khánum dared to appear in public without a veil long before this was officially encouraged by the Shāh. She became the first women employed in the Iranian Civil Service and was the first woman to represent her country at an international meeting — the Philadelphia Trade Fair of 1926. Another woman, Khánum Shahnáz Āzād, was jailed for publicly denouncing the veilings of women.⁵⁰

As Rezā Shāh took full command of the country during the 1930s and was clearly a strong supporter of greater rights for women, the actions and words of feminists became less strident and less important than the actions and words of the Shāh himself. By increasing the number of schools and, especially, by opening Tehran University in 1936 to women students, he encouraged a group of intelligent women to become leaders in their chosen fields and to become influential in later movements supporting women's rights.⁵¹

Surprisingly, many of the outstanding academic achievements of the first groups of educated Persian women were in the scientific fields rather than the arts. For example, Dr. Akhtar Ferdowsi, an early girl student at Tehran University, obtained her doctorate in pharmaceutics and became a professor in the university.⁵² Dr Tal'at Habibi
had a similar history but in the field of zoology.\textsuperscript{53} Dr. Malekzadeh Bayani, whose education was mainly in Paris, became a leading archaeologist, as did Mrs. Zahra Nabil, who later became a Senator.\textsuperscript{55}

Other women moved into sociology, law and related fields. Dr. Taj-Zan\dn DANesh, for example, became a professor and adviser to the government on criminology.\textsuperscript{56} Mrs. Koukab Na'arefi obtained a doctorate in humanities from the United States and later became a high civil servant in the Ministry of Health.\textsuperscript{57} Dr. Mehrangiz Manuchehri\dn, one of the first women entrants and graduates of Tehran University, founded the Iranian Federation of Women Lawyers and later became a Senator.\textsuperscript{58}

While these women, and many others like them, were engaged in study, others were helping in the general advancement of education. One of the most famous of these was Mrs. Bersabeh Hossepi\dn, who graduated from Geneva and opened Armenian kindergartens in Iran in the 1920s. In 1931 she was able to obtain permission to open the first official kindergarten in Tehran for boys and girls.\textsuperscript{59} Yet another woman who became famous was Dr. Leyla Mirbakhsh, who was the first woman to open a pharmacy in Tehran.\textsuperscript{60}

Very few of these women are known to have associated themselves closely with the feminist movement or with the various women's organizations which have sprung into existence during the past twenty years. Their contribution has been rather to show that Persian women are quite capable of
handling the work and responsibilities previously reserved for Persian men.

A second group of women, in addition to becoming eminent in their various fields, were more closely connected with the feminist movement either through their work with women's organizations or because of the nature of their work. For example, one of the first students at Tehran University, Mrs. Badrol-Koluk 3amdad, is now regarded as a leader in the Iranian women's movement. Among various important achievements she has been a lecturer in the Girl's Teacher Training College, founder of a model private school in Tehran, founder of a women's association (The Women's League of Supporters of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights), editor of the newspaper 'Zan—3 Maruz' (Today's Woman), and author of books on a wide variety of subjects from housekeeping to social behaviour. 61

Two women whose importance also derived from their work in education are Dr. Forugh Kia and Dr. Farrokhru Parsay. The teaching ability of the former spanned such subjects as biology, women's diseases, home nursing and midwifery, and literature. 62 The latter was one of the first women to become a member of Parliament, and later the first woman to become a Minister (of Education) in the Iranian Cabinet. Dr. Parsay studied medicine and was a high school principal before becoming a civil servant. While Minister of Education she was also chief of the federal organization of women's societies. 63

Three other civil servants are worthy of mention. Mrs.
Effatol-Holuk Nahvi followed her education in Europe and the United States by being appointed to the United Nations Office in Tehran and later the Plan Organization. She became the first woman Director-General (in the Ministry of Water and Power) and has been Iran's Representative on the International Commission on the Status of Women. Dr. Parvin Sufi-Siavash had a background in law before becoming a teacher, educational inspector, and high school principal. She has written a number of articles on the protection of women workers and is Chief of the Society Campaigning against Women's Illiteracy. At present she is an undersecretary in the Ministry of Interior. Mrs. Hajar Tarbiat, who became a Member of Parliament and later a Senator after working at high levels in the Ministry of Interior, was a founder member of the 'Kamun-e-Banavan' (Ladies' Centre) in 1935, before becoming principal of the Tehran Teacher Training College and Director-General of Social Affairs at the Ministry of Interior.

While many of the minority sections of the Iranian population had their own women's organizations (for example, the Armenian Women's Charity Society, the Zoroastrian Women's Charity Organization, the Iranian Jewish Women's Organization), as did professional groupings (the Women Jurists' Association, Iran Nurses Association), a number of broader societies were also formed. In 1944, the Iranian Council of Women ('Shoura-ye Zanân-e Iran') was founded by Mrs. Safiah Firuz, who was a daugh-
ter of Hajj Mohammad Hasan Namazi, the famous Iranian merchant, who was educated mainly in Hong Kong. During the 1950s particularly the Council of Women became more active than the older Ladies' Centre, which had been transformed into an adult education centre for women and remained under the direction of Sedigeh Dowlatabadi until her death in 1961. In 1956, the Council of Women presented a list of requests to the Shah. This included 'reform of laws regarding the status of children and the implementation of divorce; removing all inequalities between men and women under the civil law; banning polygamy; banning temporary marriage; granting women equal opportunities for government employment; eliminating provisions of the penal code which permit husbands, fathers or brothers to kill their daughters, wives or sisters (in certain circumstances such as adultery, etc.); enacting a labour law which would more nearly equalize the conditions of work of men and women; establishing social insurance for women as well as men; in educational work, recognition of the equality of women in administrative, technical, and teaching functions; putting only qualified women in charge of girls' schools; inviting women to participate in the High Council on Education; giving women supervisory positions in social welfare projects; and more vigorous protection of the right of women to vote in municipal elections.' There was not, however, any immediate response to these requests.

Other organizations to be formed during the 1950s were the 'Jam'iat-e Bidari-ye Zanân' (Women's Awakening Society), 'Jam'iat-e Nah-e Now' (New Path Society), and the
Nevertheless, as Binder has pointed out, most of the women who are leaders in these groups belong to several organizations. He estimated the total membership of all the organizations in 1959 at 3,000 to 5,000 only.

Binder also notes that the women were not very aggressive in their demands, nor particularly revolutionary in their methods. Though the leaders were all from influential families, they did not appear to work through their male relatives. They preferred making representations to the government or the court rather than trying to reach out for mass support. Their social positions largely determined their loyalty to the regime, even though some were known to have formerly been members of the Tudeh party. Many were associated with the Mardom party, but only because this party had outspokenly favoured women's rights.

The growing number of different women's associations led, in March 1959, to the creation of the High Council of Women's Organizations, which incorporated all the eighteen societies then existing under the Honorary Presidency of Princess Ashraf, the twin sister of the Shah. Fifty women who had been pioneers in various branches of the women's movement were elected as the founding members of this council. In effect this move reaffirmed the loyalty of the women's leaders to the Shah and his government. The member associations retained their names and functions.
A further consolidation of the women's associations took place in August 1966, when the Organization of Iranian Women (under the patronage of Princess Ashraf) was formed. By 1971 this body had 32 member associations and 14 affiliated associations, and claimed a total membership of 70,000 for its 89 branches spread throughout the country. The Organization of Iranian Women has held annual meetings in Tehran and has become associated with similar organizations in other countries. However, for the most part, it appears to have been a follower rather than a leader in the feminist movement in Iran.

Feminist Poetesses

Most Persian poetesses of the twentieth century wrote at least some of their poems about the position of women. Indeed, their fame usually grew around such feminist poems. In the following section I illustrate this type of work with some new translations of poems by the best-known of these poetesses.

Ālam Taj 'Zhāleh' Qā'em Maqāmi, who was born in 1834, was one of the first poetesses to break away from the seclusion of the harem and the traditional content of classical poetry. She was the daughter of Mirzā Fathollāh, who came from a family of diplomats and was the son of a Prime Minister (Qā'em-Maqām Farāhāni), and Sāmu Maryam, who arranged for her to study Arabic and Persian with private tutors. When she was
sixteen, a marriage was arranged for her with Ali Morad Khan Bakhtiari, who was forty years old and shared none of her educational background or literary interests. She gave birth to a son, Hoseyn Pezhman Bakhtiari, but when he was nine years old her husband died, and because of the already-mentioned child custody law, Hoseyn was taken away from her and put into the care of her late husband's uncle. From that time, Zhaleh started to fight for women's rights. She became a member of one of the early unofficial women's societies, and spoke out fearlessly in favour of women's rights in divorce and against misuse of religion. Many of her poems were published in the journal "Naghma". Her son, Hoseyn Pezhman, who became a distinguished poet and scholar, collected them into a divan, which was published in 1933, about 13 years before she died in 1946. 

Two of Zhaleh's most forceful poems with a feminist theme are 'Advice to My Sisters' (Andarz be Khwaharai) and 'The Rights of Women and Men' (Hoquq-e Zan o Kard). In the former, translated below, she urges women to band together to protect themselves against being dom-trodden by men; in the latter, which is given with my translation in Appendix 3 to this thesis, she makes a lengthy case for women's rights, using simple logic and reference to Qur'anic precepts.
The door of your repentance is open until the sun rises from the east.

You must repent, O lovely sister, so that you can believe the charges against your sisters.

Nature has put a load on our shoulders; do not add another stone to it.

Alas you are neglecting your task if you only pay court to your husbands.

Men will never treat women like women when they are both the governors and the governed.

Apart from a warm bed and a soft embrace, what do we have of value for our husbands?

Sometimes they call you 'house' and sometimes 'child'; your master is ashamed of your real name.
So, O sisters, O girls, O fellow-women, for you there are enough heavy ropes,

Learn a lesson from your own mother; do not become an object-lesson for others.

Although those who are the supreme judges in this country have forgotten the name of women,

Never besmirch this name, for girls must defend each other.

Be a defender of your sisters, not an ally of ill-natured men.

Try to be optimistic not pessimistic, for wise people do not become cynical.

If I have faults, I also have merits.

Care for merit, O best of the best!

After Zhâleleh, the outstanding poetess of modern times was Parvin E'tesâmi. She was a shy, reserved young woman who, like Forugh later, was divorced after a very short marriage, and some of whose poems, such as 'The Broken Roof' ('Bâm-o Shekasteh'), and occasional verses, tell of the bitter effect of this divorce on her. Also like Forugh, she took no part in women's organizations but significantly influenced greater women's

* See the footnote on p. 268 of her 'divân'. 'Bâm-o Shekasteh' is similar in content to Forugh's poem, 'Abandoned Home' (see Chapter One).
rights through her poetry. Even before enrolling in the American Girls' School, she had learnt Arabic and Persian from her father, who was an eminent journalist and scholar. She was sensitive and compassionate, and wrote about the problems of women in the same way as she wrote about the problems of all poor, downtrodden and oppressed people, with whom she deeply sympathised. Her concern with the advancement of her sex comes through in many of her poems, but in none perhaps so strongly as in 'Women in Iran' (Zan dar Irān), which she wrote after the compulsory unveiling on January 7, 1936:


Until now, you could say that women in Iran were not Iranians.

Apart from misery and worry they had no function.

The woman's life and death took place in the corner of seclusion. What was a woman in those days if not a prisoner?

Nobody else lived in darkness for centuries as women did;

Nobody else was sacrificed in the temple of hypocrisy as women were.

In the court of justice and equity, women had no witnesses;

in the school of merit, women were not pupils.

The pleas of women were left unanswered in their lifetimes;

and this injustice was open, not hidden.

There were many who wore shepherd's clothing, but inwardly

were wolves, not shepherds.

For women, in life's broad arena, there was no destiny or role

except narrowness.

The light of knowledge was hidden from the eyes of women;

but their ignorance was not due to inferiority or stupidity.
How could a woman be a weaver without the thread and spindle of merit? There could be no harvest or crop where there was no cultivator.

The fruits on offer in the shape of knowledge were plentiful; but there was no share in this plenty for women.

She stayed in a cage and died in a cage; in the garden there was no mention of this garden-bird.

The woman's lot was to follow the road of precedent, through the desert of anxiety to the well of calamity; clever was the woman who got off this dark road.

She needed a complexion made beautiful by knowledge; an emerald bracelet or a ruby from Badakhshān was no sign of excellence.

A hundred lengths of shot silk have less splendour than the simple robe (of knowledge); glory is from virtue, not from glamour.

The character of the wearer makes shoes and clothes precious; worth and mediocrity do not stem from dearness and cheapness.

Simplicity, purity and austerity; each is a jewel; jewels from mines are not the only ones that shine.

What was the use of gold and ornaments in a place where the women were ignorant? The ornaments and gold could not hide the blemish of ignorance.

Blemishes can be hidden by the robe of austerity; the robes of arrogance and sensuality are no better than nakedness.
No woman is frivolous if she is dignified and pure; no pure person falls into the evils of vice.

Woman is a treasurer, purity is the treasure, greed and avarice are the thieves; she is lost if she does not know how to protect her treasure.

The Devil is not invited to the table of virtue; he knows that there is no place for him there.

We must set our feet on the right road, because when we take the wrong road our only diet is remorse.

The eyes and the heart need a covering, but one of decency; the outworn veil has nothing to do with being Moslem.

While Parvin E'tesami wrote poetry in the classical form, most later poetesses tended to use 'modern' or 'free' forms of verse. (See Chapter Three). Among those worthy of mention in the period following the Second World War are Simin Behbehani, Parvin Dowlatabadi and Tahereh Saffarzadeh.

Simin Behbehani was born in 1927, the daughter of Abbas Khalili, a newspaper publisher and novelist, and Fakhr-e 'Adel who founded the literary society 'Danešhvaran-e Iran'. She lived with her mother after her parent's divorce and soon revealed her own literary talent, publishing three collections of poetry. She became a high school teacher, and in some of her poems she has used scenes from the classroom to depict the hardships faced by Iranian women. An excellent example is her poem 'Passive Verb' (Fe'el-e Majhul):
به‌چا سیب‌خانه‌ای بخر... سلام
در اول فل مجهول است
فل مجهول چیست؟ می‌دانید؟
نیبت فل ما بی‌هم‌شک است

درده‌مند زبان چوآوژی
dرته‌پیکار ذهنی می‌نگیزد
صورت ناساز‌اندANNRFK که مگر
شیء پرودی سنجکم می‌نگیزد

ساعی دادان سخن دادم
حق کناردارا ادا کردم
تازاجاز خورد آب‌کاه
قائله، دا ذان میان سدا کردم

وداله، ازدرس من چه فهمیده؟
پایش منت سکوت یوس وسکوت بود
ده جوابده کجا بوده؟

رفته بودی بعلام ده‌رووت؟

خندیدی دختران وعذر من
دیگت برفری داله چون بادان
لیک او بود غرف حیرت خویش
شکمنی انتنامی کنتم
پچها گروش و داله، سنجین است

دختری طله‌دزده‌انه فرام
درد درگوش و داله، یاپین است.

پایاه خندیدا وهمه‌ها
تند و یی گیر میرسد بکویش
دیز آخشنده فیده‌یس
داله‌اندرد آب مورد وسید و خوشی

فیرت تا حق چشم حیرام
آن در مین نگاه خیری او
موج زن در دوچشم یی کاهش
دراذی از درود گان تیره‌ی او
"Good morning, children. Salaam.
The first lesson is about the passive verb.
Do you know what a passive verb is?
It is the relation of a verb to its object."
In my mouth my tongue was like a pendant
Which moves inside the emptiness of a bell.
My face was as disagreeable
As the sound of glass rolling on stone.
For an hour I kept on talking about it,
Then, having said what it was my duty to say,
To find out how well I had spoken
I called Zhaleh out from among the others.
"Zhaleh, what did you learn from my lesson?"
The answer was silence, silence.
"Come on, answer me. Where were you:
Have you been daydreaming?"
The laughs of the girls and my own stern voice
Poured over Zhaleh's head like rain.
But she herself was sunk in bewilderment.
Angry and vengeful, I said,
"Children, Zhaleh is deaf."
A girl said sarcastically, "No, miss!
Lessons in Zhaleh's ears are like 'Yâ-sîn'!"
More laughs and noises
Continued to reach my ears.

* There is a Persian saying that reading verses of 'Yâ-sîn' from the Qur'an into a donkey's ear does not help to move the donkey.
Under my fury, erupting glare
Zhâleh stayed quiet, cold and silent.
The two nails of her piercing glance
Struck deep into my bewildered eyes.
In her two innocent eyes
Secrets from her dark life welled up.
All I could read in her eyes
Was a story of sadness and deprivation.
She sighed and started to speak
With a voice which was brittle and shaking.
"The passive verb is the action of my father
Who made my heart bleed with pain.
He punched and slapped my sister,
And threw my mother out of the house.
Last night till dawn my baby sister
Was sobbing from hunger.
My brother, hot with fever,
Was moaning beside me till dawn.
Sorrow for the two of them made this eye of mine weep,
Made this eye of mine bloodshot.
I do not know my mother now,
Or where she went and whether she is well."
She spoke and sighed, and then
only her weeps and sobs remained.
Her face, so like a tulip's petal,
Was being washed by her tear-drops.
My own grief mixed with hers.
"All I have said was wrong.
Today's lesson is a story of your sorrow.
Tell me, why did I speak?
The passive verb is the conduct of the father
Who pains you in your innocence.
It was the blaze of his whim
That is destroying a homeless mother." 31

Parvin Dowlatabadi, born in 1922, is the daughter of Hesam od-din Dowlatabadi, who was a politician and deputy. She also became a teacher and founded her own school as well as publishing her poetry in various journals. 32 Her work has a more philosophical slant than that of many other poetesses, as her poem 'This is Life' (Zendegi in Ast) shows:

Zendegi a' in ast,
Dr Shargi shey, va dr Shidy Shargi
Dr amad roshni a'ftada, nafsh tere Zendegi
Rah ra neghrod besten
Baste draha ra shoksten
Dr qabai qirgoun sheb re Freda se'rdan
Ruz roshn ra be zdavy sheb yilada fekunden
Zendegi a' in ast
Zendegone ast.
This is life.

In bitterness sweetness, in sweetness bitterness.

The hope of light shadowed by the pattern of darkness;

It is closing unopened roads,
Walking towards tomorrow in the black cover of night,
Throwing bright daylight into the depth of midwinter's night."
This is life.
It's like this.
Thinking of sleep
In the white glow of moonlight,
Sitting on the silver wings of clouds
In the midst of dreams,
Breaking the locks of the fortress of sadness and grief,
Tearing ropes with the fingers of desire, even when
they were made of the golden thread of the sun's rays.

Being alive, living, free to do as you please.
Tearing up the green bed of the lawn of fantasy,
Wiping the shadows of cold fear from one's memory.
This is life.
Choosing one's own beliefs, not borrowing the thoughts
of strangers.
Finding existence in one's self,
And non-existence in one's self.
Growing like a pure seed in the deep black soil.
Being angelic one's self, washing one's self in the
silent thoughts of a running river.
This is life.
Nothing but this.

* Shab-e yalda
Existence is a delirium brought to life
By the hot fever of youth,
A disbelief whose colours come from the many patterns
belief.
This is life.
The mixed pattern of the rainbow which comes from the
sunlight
Fades into whiteness.
In the darkness of night, life appears as a tired sleep­
walker,
Who returns from afar, from an unknown world but from ourselves,
Dragging his feet and telling tales.
As Iranian women became freer, some behaved irrespon­
sibly. One modern poetess who criticises misuse of
emancipation is Tâhereh Saffârzâdeh, who was born in Sirjân
in 1933. She received her university education in the
United States and has produced poetic works in both English
and Persian. In her poem 'Child of the Century' (Kudak-e
Qarn), she condemns mothers who abandon their children to
go out drinking, dancing and gambling:
The child of this century
Is alone each night within the walls of his home.
He is drowsy, but at bedtime he is frightened of the future tomorrow
His cries for his mother will ring in the ears of the world.
He has been told tales of a mother's kindness, a mother's compassion;
How a mother sits awake and watchful beside the cradle.
But this child does not believe them.
At night, when his eyes grow drowsy,
He asks himself: 'Where is my mother again tonight?'
A soft voice answers:
'Close your eyes, because tonight your mother is here,
Sitting at a card table
Under a pall of bitter grey smoke
In the midst of flames of trick and deceit,
Striving to find good luck.
Her face is full of rusty thoughts of winning
And losing; empty thoughts, useless thoughts.
Left at the end of a narrow cul-de-sac,
Her lonely child cries out:
'O mother. My trump suit is in your hands,
Those hands which hold the cards so tight.
Quick, get out of the flames of trick and deceit,
I fear your hands and my fortune will be burnt by this
blood-coloured fire.'
Sounds of laughs and shouts,
'Last hand, last card, last chance',
Shut off the child's moans.
Suddenly he is awake
And sees in his wakefulness all he has seen in his sleep.

Another night, when his eyes grow drowsy,
He asks himself: 'Where is my mother again tonight?'
A soft voice says quietly in his ears

'Your mother is here

In a gaily-coloured abode of night-life,
In the warm and scented air of a prison.
Your beautiful mother is wrapped around the figure of
a stranger, her arms around his neck,
Their feet on the floor, moving to the soft music
In a room full of merriment and drunken laughter.'

He cries:

'O mother! My place is there, on that bosom where
that strange man lays his head.'

But his astonished cries get lost in the noise.

'Last round, last dance, last glass'.

Till dawn, when sleep comes out of the eyes of night,
The mother of that lonely child whirls inside a nest
of arms.

He sees in his wakefulness all he has seen in his sleep.

Another night his mother is at home. She is there
In her room, quarreling with his father.
They say bitter, abnormal, angry words, and repeat them.
The quarrel is over money and the disgrace she brings to
the streets.
The poor child, frightened and shaking,
Hides his head under the blanket
And tells himself:

'Happy are those nights when mother is not at home.'
With all those noises all those nights —
Last hand, last dance, last glass, last quarrel about
disgrace to reputation —
When can he ever sleep peacefully,
The child of this unfortunate century?

**Forugh on Feminism**

In assessing Forugh's contribution to feminism in Iran, one can only look at the way she lived her life (which I have described in the previous chapter) and at her poetry. Forugh did not associate herself with any of the various women's organizations or movements; she was neither a politician, nor had any desire to be. It would probably also be fair to say that she was much more concerned with explaining her own position to the rest of the world, and ensuring that she obtained certain freedoms for herself, than with fighting for the rights of women in general.

In the end, perhaps, it was this approach which raised her stature as a feminist over many others who were more obviously active and influential in the feminist movement. Her background also helped. She did not come from a rich or powerful family; she did not have a particularly good education; and she had experienced at first hand many of the problems which Persian laws and customs created for women. In other words, she was not just a do-gooder.
Nevertheless she did write feminist poetry. One of the most famous of such poems is 'To My Sister' (Jāhānār), in which she openly asks for a change in the law:

'Rise up to demand your freedom! Why do you remain silent, my sister? Rise up, because from now on you must drink the blood of tyrannical men. Demand your rights, my sister, from those who keep you powerless, From those who, with a hundred tricks and lies, keep you cloistered at home.'
For how long, in the harem of men's lust, are you to be a mere object of pleasure and delight?

For: how long a miserable slave, prostrating your proud head at his feet?

For: how long, for a scrap of bread, must you become the temporary wife of a hundred year old Hajji,
And put up with rival wives — a second, a third...?

For how long this tyranny and injustice, my sister?

This angry moan of yours must surely become a shout and a roar.

You must cut these heavy ropes, so that your life may be made free.

Stand up! Uproot this injustice! Give comfort to your bleeding heart!

Fight, fight, for the sake of your freedom, to change the law. * 36

After her marriage, Forugh soon discovered that she was caught in a dilemma because of the laws and customs of the country. If she spoke out against her husband, or even if she spoke her mind on such forbidden subjects as love, she would be strongly criticised. If, however, she remained silent, she felt that she would be under such strain that she would be unable to carry out her wifely duties. This dilemma is captured in the poem 'Prisoner' (Asir):

*The Family Protection Law, which restricts polygamy and divorce, was passed in June 1967, four months after Forugh died.
ترا میخواهیم و دانیکه هر گز
به‌گام‌های در آغوش‌نگارم
tوئی آن آسانان صاف و روشان
من این کنجد فنس، مرحی اسرم

ز پشت میلیها سرد و نیرو
نگاه حسرت حیران بر دویت
در این فکرم که دستی پش آید
و من ناگه گشاهم پر بسویت

اگر ای آسانان خواهم که یکروز
از این زندان خامش پر بگیرم
به چشم کودک‌گریبان و چه گریم
ز من بگذر، که من مرحی اسرم؟

در این فکرم که در یک لحظه غفلت
از این زندان خامش پر بگیرم
به چشم مرد زندانیان بخندم
کنارت زنیگی از سر بگیرم

در این فکرم من و دانیکه هر گز
مرا بارای رفن دین قسمی نیست
اگر هم مرد زندانیان بخواهد
دگر از به پروازم نفس نیست

زیشت میلیها، هر صحیح روشان
نگاه کودکی خندد برویم
چو من صر میکم، آواز شادی
لبه با بوسه می‌آید بسویم
'I want you, but I know that I never will
be able to embrace you as I wish
You are a clear and bright sky;
I am a captive bird in the corner of this cage.

From behind these cold and dark bars
My envious eyes are gazing at your face.
In my mind a hand came forward
And I was suddenly able to fly towards you.
I am thinking that in an unguarded moment
I might fly away from this silent prison,
Laugh in the eyes of the gaoler,
And start life afresh beside you.

But in my mind I knew that
I shall never be able to leave this cage.
Even if the gaoler allowed me,
I would not have enough breath to fly.

From behind the bars, each bright morning,
A child's face smiles at me
And when I start to sing happily
His lips come towards me with kisses.

O heavens, if one day I want
To fly from this silent prison,
What can I say to the weeping eyes of this child?
leave me alone, I am a caged bird!
I am a candle whose flaming heart
Will brighten a ruined place.
If I choose to remain silent
I shall break up a home.

The futility of an Iranian woman's life, the lack of respect with which men treated her, and the feeling that there was no one who would even listen to her problems, is expressed by Forugh in her poem 'A Bitter Tale' (Afšâne-ye Tallâh):

نه امیدی که بر آن خوش کنم دل
نه پیمانی، نه یک آشنا!
نه در چشی نگاه فتنه سازی
نه آهستگی بر از موج صدای

ز شهر نور و عشق و درد و ظلمت
سخر گاهی زنی دامن کشان رفت
پریشان مرغ به گم کرد های بود
که زار و خسته سوی آشیان رفت

کچک کس در قلیان انتخاب غم ریخت
کچک کس باز بانی آشنا بود
ندا سند این بیگانه مردم
که بانگ او طین نالعما بود

پچشین خیره، شد شاید یابد
نه انگاه امید و آرزو را
درینا، آن دو، چشم آش افروز
بادان گل از اندک اورا

بنا، جز از هر چیزی نگشتند
در جز چهل فلز ظاهر ندیدند
به جا رفته، در گوش شرودند
که زن دا به عشت آفریدن

شیب در دامن افتاد و نالید
مرده! بگذار در این وایسین دم
ز دیدار دم سرآب گردد
شیخ پنهان شد و در خورد برهم

چرا امید بر عشقي عیت بست؟
چرا در بستر آغوش او خفت؟
چرا راز دل دیوانه‌اش را
بگوش عاشقی بیگانه خو گفت؟

چرا... او شنی پا کرده‌ای بود
که در دام گل خورشید افتاد
سحر گامه چو خورشید بر آمد
بهکم تشیران لنزید و جان داد

بهجامی با ای شورافکنی بود
که در عشق لب‌انی تشه مسوخت
چو می‌آمد زره بی‌مانه نوشی
بُلب جام از شادی می‌افروخت
There is no hope to cheer my heart,
No message, no friendly postman,
No provoking look in the eye,
No tune full of lilting melodies.

From the city of light and love and pain and darkness,
A woman trudged out sadly at dawn,
A worried bird which had lost its way,
Going, tired and sorrowful, towards its nest.

Where did anyone weep for her?
Where did anyone know her language?
These strangers did not recognize
That her voice had a tone of sorrow.

She gazed at someone's eyes to try to find
Her hidden hopes and wishes.
But alas, those two burning eyes
Threw her into the lap of sin.
They told her only of desire.
They saw only her outward aspect.
Wherever she went they sang in her ears
That women are created for enjoyment.

One night she fell upon a lap and cried
'Don't go. In these last moments let
My heart be gladdened by seeing you.'
But the ghost disappeared and the door shut.

Why did she put her trust in a useless love?
Why did she sleep in the bed of his embrace?
Why did she tell the secret of her foolish heart
To the ears of a stranger?

Why? She was the clear morning dew
Which fell into the sunflower's trap,
And at dawn, when the sun rose,
Fell into its thirsty mouth and died.

She was the strong wine in the glass
That was burning with the love of thirsty lips.
When the wine flowed, the drinker glowed from happiness,
Set the wine aflame in the heart of the glass.

One night, suddenly her waiting ended;
Her lips poured desire on a burning mouth.
Why did that man become so angry with her?
Why did he cling to the fragments of her glass?
And now here she is, and this cold silence.
No messages, no friendly postman,
No provoking look in the eyes,
No tune full of lilting melodies.  

As can be seen in the above poem, Forugh’s views offer a sometimes confusing picture — she appears to be unable or unwilling to distinguish between her own personal problems and those of women in general. Some writers consider that her contribution to feminism was simply the outspoken way in which she dealt with matters which women had hitherto been forbidden to mention. Others, myself included, feel that she was using her own experiences to illustrate a much deeper philosophy. The poem 'Sin' (Jonān) seems to support the first point of view; the poem 'Confession' ('Biterā') the second.

گنه کردم کناهی پر زلندت
در آغوشي که گرم و آتشین بود
گنه کردم میان بازوانتی
که داغ و کیته جوی و آهتين بود

در آن خلوتگه تاریک و خاموش
تگه کردم پچشم پر ز رازش
دلم در سینه بر تابانه لرزید
ز خواهش های پچشم پر نیازش
I committed a sin, a sin full of pleasure,
In an embrace which was warm and fiery.
I committed a sin within arms
Which were hot and vindictive and strong.
In that dark and silent private place
I looked into his secret-laden eyes.
My heart shook uncontrollably in my chest
From the entreaty of his imploring eyes.

In that dark and silent private place
I nervously sat next to him.

His lips poured desire over mine
I overcame the anxiety of this distraught heart.

I told his ears the story of love,
I want you, O my love.
I want you, my life-giver.
You, my distraught lover.

Desire blazed in his eyes.
Red wine danced in the glass.

My body in the midst of the soft bed
Moved drunkenly over his breast.

I committed a sin, a sin full of pleasure
Beside a trembling, senseless form.

O God, I do not know what I did
In that dark and silent place.'39 *

*This poem has also been translated by Girdhari Tikku. See his article in Studia Islamica, No. 26, 1967, p. 159.
دل گرفتن خواهشی جانسوز
از خدا راه چاره می‌جویم
پارساوار در برابر تو
سخن از زهد و توه میگویم

آه... هر چه گفتم آنچه دلخواهست
بازبانم رفیق و همراست
هر چه گفتم دروغ بود، دروغ
کی ترا گفتند آنچه دلخواهست

تو برایم تراثه میخواینی
سخن تجربهای ثهان دارد
گوشی خوابی و تراثه تو
از چهاری دگر نشان دارد

شاید این اینا شنیده‌ای که زنان
در دل «اری» و «ته» به لب دارند
ضعف خود را عیان نمی‌سازند
راز دار و خموش و مکارند

آه، من هم زنم، زنه که دلش
در هوای تو می‌زند پری‌بال
دوستت دارم ای خجال لطیف
دوستت دارم ای امید مجال
'So that I may hide from you again
The secret of this worried mind,
I pull the soft yet heavy cover of my eyelashes
Over these boasting eyes.

My heart is gripped by a burning desire.
I am asking God for a solution.
Like the devout, in front of you,
I talk about piety and repentance.

O don't ever think that my heart
Is friend and companion to my tongue.
All I have said is lies, just lies.
When did I tell you what my heart desired?

You are singing a song for me,
Your word has a hidden rapture.
I seem to be asleep, and your song
Brings word of the other world.

Perhaps you have heard about women
That their hearts say 'yes' while their lips say 'no'.
They do not show their weakness.
They are secretive and quiet and deceitful.
Oh, I am also a woman, a woman whose heart
Flies forth in desire for you
I love you, O tender fantasy!
I love you, O impossible hope.'
Conclusion

Forugh was unlike most other Iranians, male or female, who had argued for the advancement of women's rights in Iran. As we have seen, apart from some fragments of Mahasti's outspoken writing, Forugh was really the first poetess to express a woman's feelings frankly and fearlessly. Zhāleh used logic and knowledge of the religious and state laws to argue her case, while Parvin E'tesāmi wrote moving social poems in genteel language and classical form. Moreover, Forugh did not have the background of these other poetesses. Whereas Zhāleh and Parvin E'tesāmi had family support as well as financial and literary status to carry out far more than they actually did, Forugh had to battle with both family and society in order to make any impression at all. Thus, Forugh's achievements in the field of feminism must be given additional credit when compared with most others.

Even those poetesses of more modern times who moved away from the traditional form and content of poetry did not stress personal feelings. Simin Behbahāni wrote of physical and mental cruelty to women in general, Parvin Dowlatābādi concentrated on more philosophical aspects, while Tāhereh Saffārzādeh criticised the misuse of freedom by those women who had obtained it.

Similarly, poets such as Eshqi, Lahuti, Iraj, Āref, Kamālī and Bahār expressed pro-feminist views in strong terms, but only as part of their overall criticisms of society and government. Not only did these have little immediate impact, but they could not begin to delve into what women themselves were actually thinking and feeling in the way that Forugh did.
In addition, Forugh differed from most of the Persian women who had been involved in the women's movement through their organizations, their positions, or their achievements. Most of these women were from relatively rich families which had wide contact with the West, whereas Forugh was from an ordinary family with little outside contact, and she had neither the education nor the ambition for power or personal position.

During the latter part of the 1950s and the 1960s, there was a growing number of young women who had received more than an elementary education, who were starting to break into positions formerly restricted to men, who were not overawed by conventional religion or tradition, or by their elders and rulers, and who needed a heroine to inspire them with confidence. By speaking out in the way that she did, Forugh provided them with a voice which spoke their own language.

Forugh's poetry also impressed Iranian men, particularly younger men. The earlier poetry and feminist writings had spoken of women in the abstract and had treated their relations with men as general ethical, social and legal problems. Forugh presented women as living creatures, each an individual with her own emotions and abilities and personality. Forugh's poetry shocked many men by its frankness, but it impressed many more by its reflection of real feeling and experience, and helped them to understand the individual women in their lives better.

Whether Forugh was self-centred or concerned about women in general, there is no doubt that she ultimately made a significant
impact on the advancement of women's rights in Iran. It is true that she had many predecessors, that there had been some changes in the law over time, that the spread of Western ideas had opened the eyes of many Iranians, and that, indeed, by the time her poetry became famous (or notorious), there had already been some progress at least in the status of urban women. However, Forugh gave a push to the feminist cause at a time when it was perhaps most needed. Inevitably, her greatest influence on the status of women came after her death, but in my judgement she had done enough when she was alive to be regarded as one of Iran's leading feminists.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE POETRY OF FORUGH

Although it was the content of Forugh's poetry for which she became most famous, the changing style of her writing is also of interest. As time passed, Forugh experimented with different styles, drawing on her readings of classical and modern Persian poets and poetesses. She is now regarded as one of the leaders of 'new poetry' in Iran, yet much of her writing reflects the classical tradition.

To put the style of her poetry into perspective, it is necessary to start this chapter with a brief description of the main forms of classical poetry, together with some examples which are known, or which I believe, to have influenced Forugh. The reasons for the introduction and spread of new forms of poetry are then discussed, with examples from the work of Nimā-Yushij as well as poets contemporary with Forugh, such as Shāmlu and Nāderpur.

Again, an attempt is made to assess their influence on her. This is followed by a discussion of the influence of foreign writers and religious teachings. Forugh's own views on the nature of poetry are then discussed, followed by an account of the changing style of her poetry. The chapter ends with some criticisms of her poetry, based largely on the writings of Iranian poets and intellectuals.
Classical Persian Poetry

Of the many verse-forms in classical Persian poetry, the four most important are the qasideh (elegy), the ghazal (lyric), the robâ'i (quatrain), and the masnavi (rhyming couplet). All these verse-forms are based on the beyt (couplet), though the rhyming pattern sometimes refers to the mesra' (line, or hemistich, equivalent to half a beyt). Each has its own distinguishing features of rhyme, but in addition, the content of the poem, as well as the audience for which it is designed, play a part in determining the verse-form.

The qasideh, of Arabic origin, sometimes has a lyrical introduction, but its main characteristics are that it usually consists of at least 15 beyts, in monorhyme, and that it is a 'poem with a purpose'. This purpose is generally praise of a particular person — often a king or a nobleman — but occasionally it is religious or secular teaching or even satire. Before the beginning of the twentieth century the qasideh was, for the most part, the poetry of the court, and since the poets often relied on the patronage of the court, they took pains to ensure that their poems were as 'perfect' as possible. Consequently, the traditional qasideh was often very formal in terms of structure, very flowery in terms of language, and very extravagant in terms of its praise.
It is no surprise, therefore, that this form of poetry was to have little influence on the free-thinking, down-to-earth Forugh Farrokhzad in the mid-twentieth century. Forugh attributed this lack of influence to the fact that she had not learned her poetry from technical books. "If I had," she said, "I could now write qasidehs." Her only long poem, *Esyan-e Bandegi* ('Revolt Against Obedience'), is not technically a qasideh, but it is in the form of two-beyt stanzas, each with a different rhyme.

Much more influential on her was the ghazal, which is in monorhyme like the qasideh, but usually contains only five to 15 beyts. The origin of the ghazal, which is used for love and wine poems, is unclear; with some authorities suggesting that it evolved from pre-Islamic Persian verse-forms, about which only fragments of evidence exist, some suggesting that it was an Arabic verse-form, and others believing that it derived from the lyrical introduction to the qasideh. In any event, there is little dispute that it represents one of the most pleasing forms of lyrical poetry, and compares favourably to the sonnet in English literature.

The ghazal emerged as a true representation of the cultural life of medieval Persian cities rather than a poem purchased by patronage. Yet it is not always clear who the audience for a particular poem was, nor even whether readers were expected to take concepts of, for example, love and wine at their face value, as metaphors, or as
This ambiguous mixture of symbolism and lyricism reached its highest form in the ghazals of Hafez, the eminent poet of the fourteenth century. Like many others, Forugh recognized a perfection in his work, not only in its linguistic beauty but also in the subtle satire directed at bigots and hypocrites. She said on one occasion: "I wish I could write poems like Hafez, and like him have so sensitive a touch that they would bring reality into every moment of every life of every person in the future."

Forugh was so entranced by Hafez that she used one of his ghazals in place of an introduction to her second collection of poems, 'Divār':

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{گل در بر و می درکن و مشوق پکامست} \\
\text{سلطان جهانم به چنین روز غلامست} \\
\text{گوشم میارید در این.جمعه هم شب} \\
\text{در مجلس ما ماه رخ دوست تمامست} \\
\text{در ماهب ما باده خلالست ویاگن} \\
\text{بی روی تو ای سرو گل اندام حرامست} \\
\text{گوشم همه بر قول نی و نغمه چنگست} \\
\text{چشمم همه بر لب و گردش جامست} \\
\text{در مجلس ما عبار میاپیزک هم را} \\
\text{هر لحظه زگیسو تو خوشبوی مشامست} \\
\text{اک چشنا نقیت مگو هیچ و زکشکر} \\
\text{زآنرکه مرا از لب شیرین تومامست} \\
\text{تا گنج غمت در دل ویرانه مقیست}
\end{align*}
\]
This ghazal was translated in the late 19th century
by Herman Bicknell and his translation is used here:

My breast has its flowers, my palm has its cup, and my loved one smiles and is gay:
The Sultan, whose sceptre extends o'er the world, is truly my bondsman to-day.

Bring hither no tapers to burn at our feast, for soon where we revel to-night,
The face of my Friend, as the moon at its full, shall dart on us brightest of light.

The faith that we follow has constantly held that the wine cup's lawfully used;
Yet—rosy-framed Cypress, forbidden its use, if thy presence here is refused.

No essences mix thou to spread through the hall where gathered in friendship we meet:
My soul from the points of thy lips is regaled each moment with freshest of sweet.

My ear to the voice of the flute is inclined, and the harp's harmonious sound;
My eye to thy rubies is constantly turned, and the goblet speeded around.

Say nought of the lusciousness candy contains, e'en sugar unmentioned may be;
For all, save the sugar possessed by thy lips, is wanting in value to me.

Since dolorous love as a treasure has lain in the ruined shrine of my breast,
The nook of the vintner's apartment alone has yielded me shelter and rest.

Why speak of the shame that may fall to my lot? it blazons with glory my name:
Why ask after glory appointed in me to bring but the burden of shame?
A wine-drinker am I, to giddiness prone, whose glances and manners are free;
And where among those who inhabit this town is one who resembles not me?

Withheld from the Muhtasib's knowledge, I pray, the story of error like mine;
He also with ardour that equals my own unceasingly searches for wine.1

O HAFIZ, where tempts neither go'let nor friend,
Never stay thou one moment for balm;
The time of the rose and the jasmine has come,
And the joyous feast of Siyām.2

Hafez often uses the terms zāhed (ascetic) to describe
a hypocritical religious zealot, and rend (drunkard) to describe
the sincere God-worshipper, with the image of the kherae (tattered
cloak worn by ascetic dervishes) as a symbol of religious hypo­
crasy. Forugh uses the metaphors zāhed and kherae very effect­
vively in her poem 'Pāsokh' ('The Answer'),3 which she wrote in
reply to critics of her frankness, and she ends this poem with a verse
quoting a celebrated beyt of Hafez:

بکنار تابعته بکویند مردمان
در گوش هم حکایت عشق مدام ما
هرگز نمیرد آنکه دلش زنده شد پخشک
ثبت است در جریده عالم دوام ما

1 The "Muhtasib," or Superintendent of Police, inspected weights and measures,
and repressed the scandals of wine-drinking and games of chance interdicted by the
Koran.

2 The feast of "Siyām" or "Fitr," the Feast of the Fast, is the day of rejoicing
which follows Ramazān. It is named by the Turks the Little Bairiam; the Great
Bairiam, or Festival of Sacrifice, being celebrated on the 10th of Zul Hijjah.

3 'Pāsokh' appears in Forugh's book Divār, pp. 113-7.
Let people tell with sarcasm,
In each other's ears, the story of our everlasting love.
"Those whose heart is brought to life by love
will never die.

Our durability is registered in the universe's record."

A popular form of short poem, easier to write than the qasideh or ghazal, is the qet'eh or 'fragment' (i.e. fragment of a qasideh). The qet'eh, in monorhyme and usually short, together with the robā'i (quatrain) and short masnavi pieces, was much used by classical writers for verses interspersed in prose works, such as Sādi's Golestan.

Stanzas were not used in classical poetry except in the forms called mosammat (stanzas consisting of five rhyming meṣra's with a sixth meṣra which has the same rhyme all through the poem). Sometimes at the end of a stanza some words (called mostazād) are added; when these are in a different metre and rhyme, the poem is a tarkib-band, and if identical words (like a refrain) are added after each stanza, the poem is a tarji'-band. 13

In the robā'i (quatrain), the rhyming meṣra's are grouped into fours with a pattern aaba, or sometimes aaaa, in each verse of two berts. 14 It is composed in special metres and is almost certainly a purely Iranian verse form, and because each verse deals point-
edly, often satirically, with a single thought or event — and ends with an ingenious turn of phrase — it is often known as an epigram. The roba'î, which has frequently been used in popular chanted poetry and which may incorporate almost any subject-matter, is best known through the poetry of Bâbâ Tâher and Omar Khayyâm. 15 Two types of metres are used for quatrains; quatrains in the less common type, as used by Bâbâ Tâher, are called do bârti.

Forugh recognized the influence of Khayyâm on her own writing in the same way as Hâfez by including four of his quatrains in the first part of Divâr. These have been translated in various ways in both prose and verse, as Arberry has noted;16 however, only one of these versions is given here:

کویندکه: دوزخی بود، عاشق و مست
قولیست خلائی، دل در آن نتوان بست
گر عاشق و مست، دوزخی خواهد بود
فردا باشد بپشت همچون کت بست

کویند: بپشت و حوریعین، خواهد بود
وآنجا می تاب و انگیزیت، خواهد بود
گرما می و معشوق گزیدم چه باک
چون عاقبت کار همین خواهد بود

من ظاهر نیستی و هستی دائم
من باطن هرفراز و پستی دائم
با اینهمه از داشت خود شرم باد.
کمرتپهای وزای مستی دائم
Drunkards are doomed to hell, so men declare,
Believe it not, 'tis but a foolish scare;
Heaven will be empty as this hand of mine,
If none who love good drink find entrance there.'

'In Paradise are Houris, as men know,
And fountains with pure wine and honey flow;
If these be lawful in the world to come,
May I not love the like down here below?'

'Being and Notbeing alike I know,
Essence of things above and things below,
But, — shame upon my knowledge! — to be drunk
Is after all the highest lore I know.'

'O City Mufti, you go more astray
Than I, although to drinking I give way;
I drink the blood of grapes, you that of men:
Which of us is the more bloodthirsty, pray?'

Mainly, though not solely, for long narrative poems,
especially those incorporating heroic, historic or romantic
epic themes, the _magnavā_, a series of _beyts_ with the _mesra_’s
rhyming in pairs, aa, bb, cc, etc., was used. This was essen-
tially a Persian form of poetry, rarely used by the Arabs.
The greatest *masnavi* writer was Ferdowsi (10th - 11th century), who put the national epic into this form of verse. Other famous users of the *masnavi* form were the great mystic poets Farid od-Din Attâr (12th century) and Jalâl od-Din Rumi (13th century); the witty moralist Sa'di (13th century); Nezâmi, who wrote lyric and romantic epics in the 12th century, and Jâmi, who provided allegorical interpretations of traditional Persian legends in the 15th century.

As will be seen later, Forugh occasionally used the *masnavi* verse-form. While she did not openly admit to the influence on her of Rumi, Kâsma'i feels that this influence was tremendous and made itself felt in her own *masnavis*, such as 'Mordâb', an extract of which was translated in Chapter One. We certainly know that Forugh had read many of the works of the mystic Sufis, and it is also likely that Jâmi attracted her interest. Jâmi's *masnavi*, 'Levli o Majnun', which I believe had a great impact on her, partly because, as Mo'tamen says, it is a classic example of the *masnavi* technique and partly because it describes graphically the status of Persian women, contains the following lines:

بيچاره زنان که بسته بالند
زن مالک کار خوششن نیست
از مرد هنر بود زن عیب
سیراب کلش ز آب آزم
پیرون ز رضاشان چه جوید

مردان همه جا خجسته حالتند
آدم شد عشق کار زن نیست
عشته که برآورد سر از حیب
دختر که بود پرده شرم
با مادر و با پدر چه گوید
Mun everywhere are happy.

It is unfortunate women who have their hands tied.

It is not women’s role to concern themselves with love;

A woman is not her own master.

Love which is paid from the pocket is art to a man

But it is disgrace to a woman.

Who is that girl behind the veil of shyness,

Like a flower watered by the sweat of embarrassment?

What can she say to her father and mother?

What can she seek without their permission?²³

The metres of classical Persian poetry, which have elaborate rules with Arabic terminology called ‘aruz, have only recently been investigated by scholars. A recent book by L.P. Elwell-Sutton has thrown new light on this difficult subject. His detailed studies show that there have been few significant changes in the metres of classical Persian poetry over the centuries. A major contribution of his work is to move away from the traditional methods of analysing metres, which were designed for Arabic poetry, to a system which is based on the syllable.

Having defined, and described the relationships between, three lengths of syllable — short (υ), long (—) and overlong (υ) * — he shows that most Persian poetry falls into five major

* A short syllable occurs when a consonant is followed by a short vowel; a long syllable either when a consonant is followed by a long vowel, or when a consonant is followed by a short vowel and another consonant; and an overlong syllable when a consonant is followed by a short vowel and two or more consonants, or by a long vowel and one or more consonants. See L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The Persian Metres, pp. 84-5.
metre patterns. These are:

* * * * * * * * * *

1. O - - O - - - - - - - - - -
2. O - - - O - - - - - - - - -
3. O O - - O O - - - - - - -
4. O - O - O - - - - - - - -
5. - - O O - - - - - - - -

For example, if one takes the lines by Jāmi quoted immediately above, they can be seen to fit into Elwell-Sutton's fifth category.²⁴

Classical Persian poetry is, and has always been, much more than just rhyme, rhythm and content. In many ways it is an innate part of Persian life itself. Persians, irrespective of their social class or their ability to read and write, approach poetry with considerable emotion and enthusiasm. As Rypka says, they love and take pleasure in the euphony of the language, the rhythms, the idioms and the grandeur; and as Elwell-Sutton notes, "It has sometimes been said that every Persian is a poet ... (and)... is familiar with the great poets of his language to a degree that is rare or unknown among peoples of other cultures."²⁵

Before the rise of modern educational facilities, the recital and interpretation of classical Persian poetry was as much an element of a child's upbringing as the recital and interpretation of the Quran. Indeed, even in the new schools of the 1930s, poetry reading was a daily exercise
in memorizing and word-learning. The nature of the poems themselves, with the sequence of verses not necessarily logical and the imagery not necessarily obvious, provided an intellectual stimulus; the classical formalism and tradition provided a basic framework for expression of thought and feeling; and the strictness and regularity of the rhythms and rhymes made them simpler to learn. 26

At home, too, classical poetry was always in the air. During my own childhood, for example, it was used as an entertainment, particularly when groups of women and girls got together, and it even provided the basis for literary games, such as the one in which each person in turn recites a verse beginning with the last letter of the previously recited verse. At funerals and weddings it supplied advice or sympathy, and it was also used to tell fortunes or to answer urgent questions. In addition, it could be adapted for use as a code language in political conversations. If one examines the work of Parvin E'tesāmi, for example, it can be seen that she was able to turn traditional words and images into vehicles for criticizing society. 27

The Spread of Modern Poetry

For about one thousand years, from the ninth to the last half of the nineteenth century, Persian poetry experienced no violent change in style or content. 23 As Prof-
essor Bowne notes, classical poetry had become so stereotyped that it was often hardly possible to guess whether any particular poem had been written in the fifteenth or the nineteenth century.29

During this same period also, few changes had taken place in Persia's social institutions or cultural patterns. Consequently, some authorities have suggested that there was a clear connection between the unchanging nature of poetry and the unchanging nature of society. Further evidence towards this connection is that the introduction and spread of modern poetry was accompanied by significant changes in the political, social and economic structure of the country. This argument suggests that as the audience for poetry shifted from the courtly elite and the city philosophers to the man or woman in the street, so did the form and content of the poetry itself.30

Nevertheless, other events also played a part. For example, the writings of the French romantic movement of the nineteenth century gradually found their way into Persia and became popular with the younger generation of Persian writers.31 In addition, as Persians travelled, particularly to Turkey and Russia, they learned more about other cultures and heard of changes taking place in Western culture. They realized that to the symphonies and concertos of classical music were being added music of a more popular form; that pamphlets and the press were being used to help social reformers achieve their ends; and that traditional social
relationships were being adapted to sudden and impressive advances in economic well-being. 32

Another related factor was a growing reaction both against the artificiality of classical poetry and the effect it was presumed, by some, to have on its readers. One writer, for example, considers that the panegyric qasideh of court poets contributed to the arrogance and tyranny of shahs and nobles, while Sufi teachings produced pessimism and love poetry corrupted the morals. 33 Sometimes reaction to classical poetry went to extremes, especially when critics formed literary groups to express their views. 

As Yar-Shater records, one semi-religious group even went so far as to hold an annual celebration to burn the classics. 34

In any event, it is by no means certain whether it was internal or external factors (or a combination of both) which led to the introduction and spread of modern poetry, or whether the movement towards modernity should be regarded as revolutionary or evolutionary.

From the middle of the nineteenth century some poets such as Sabā tried to produce a literary reversion to the original styles of Persian poetry that had arisen in Khorāsān. As part of this process, several obscure verse-forms were revived. 35 However, as Nāderpur has pointed out, this was not so much a renaissance as a step back into the distant past. 36 And Ibn Khaldun's doctrine

* The philosophy of these groups was not always clear. Some claimed they were Futurists (i.e. they wanted to ignore the past); some were Dadaists (i.e. they wanted to destroy tradition); and some were letterists (i.e. they did not want literature to be constrained by technical or moral rules).
that 'the art of composing in verse or prose is concerned only with words, not with ideas' continued to remain in effect. Professor Browne noted that even in the latest (renaissance) poetry of the classical style, seldom was any allusion found to such modern inventions as tea-drinking, tobacco smoking, railways, telegraphs or newspapers.  

It was from the 1830s that Persian poets gradually began to consider methods of breaking away from the constraints placed on them by classical poetry. Some, such as Adib al-Mamâlek Farâhânî, tried introducing foreign words:

\[
\text{تُنِّيِّورِسِيَّته و فَاقْرُولَتَه دِر إِبْرَّان نَبُودِ، يَارَبٌ}
\]

\[
\text{کجا تَعَلِيم دَادَنَد اَین گُروه دیبلماسی را ۴}
\]

'In Persia there were no universities or faculties; O Lord, where did they teach this group diplomacy?'  

This type of innovation brought the following poetic reaction from Iraj:

\[
\text{در تَجِدید و تَجِدید وَاشَد اَدِبّیَات شَمل شُورَا شَد}
\]

'The door of revision and modernity has opened; Literature has become all topsy-turvy.'  

As regards form, poets complained of the tyranny of metre and rhyme of the old classical rules, which prevented them from expressing their thoughts and feelings naturally. The monorhyme of the qasideh and ghazal was felt to be more restrictive than the requirements of metre.

Many poets began to make use of the qasideh, and they began to experiment with changes in rhyme pattern. Again, Iraj had a critical response in verse:

\[
\text{مَی کم قَانِعَا را پس وَیشَن نَشَر نَابِتْه دُوره خرَیش}
\]
'I make the rhymes go forward and back,
So that I shall become the genius of my time.'

Nevertheless, many poets, including Forugh in most of her earlier poems, began to make very frequent use of stanzas consisting of two rhyming beyts, with a different rhyme in each stanza, and without any mostazād.

In the main, modern Persian poetry developed from two basic approaches. The first was to retain at least the rhythm and rhyme of classical poetry but to make the content more realistic and the language more down-to-earth; this is defined by Nuri-Alā as 'she'īr-e jādīd' or 'recent poetry'. The second was to break out into entirely new styles of poetry, usually in free or blank verse; this is known as 'she'īr-e now' or 'new poetry'. The universally recognized pioneer of 'new poetry' was Nīmā Yushij (pen-name of Ali Esfandīāri, 1895–1960), whose role is discussed below. While some modern Persian poets adopted just one of these two ways, others, such as Forugh, were willing and able to use either.

Together, these two major branches of verse-writing constitute what is today known as 'modern Persian poetry'. It is, of course, possible to make further distinctions. For example, Hoquqi examines seven different groups of poets, the major element distinguishing these groups being the impact which Nīmā Yushij had on them. He starts by explaining that one of the simplest ways to tell classical poetry from new poetry is that in the latter the hemistiches may not be of regular length. Then he states that Group One consists of
those who show a fanatical opposition to any changes in
the form and content of classical poetry — the 'Adherents
to the Old Style'. Group Two includes those who claimed
to write new poetry, but who really only made additions
to the regular hemistiches in their poems — 'Mostazād Sāzān'
— or used long metres — 'Bahr-e Tavil Gūvān'. The third
group changed the length of their hemistiches but did not
otherwise follow the rules and way of thinking of Nīma;
this group is called 'Writers of Rhythmical Prose'. A fourth
group contains those who were strict followers of Nīma in
the beginning but who later changed their style because they
did not have enough ability to adhere to what they had started
— the 'Chahār pāreh Sarāyān' or 'Four-line Versifiers'. Group
Five, the 'Pretender Poets', rejected classical poetry as
well as the new groundrules laid down by Nīma. They rejected
the notion that Nīma was the father of new poetry, and they
themselves wrote only 'Shapeless Verse'. They were not,
however, as far out on a limb as those in Group Six, the 'Mowī-e Now', or
'New Wave' poets, whose work is an ultimate form of blank
verse, containing neither rhyme nor rhythm nor poetic content.
Group Seven are the 'Nīma'i Poets', or those whose work by and
large reflects the thought and style of Nīma, even though indivi-
dual style may shine through. Other commentators use different
classifications, some calling the followers of the Nīma'i style
'Mystic Poets' ('Erfān Gūvān') and 'Poets only concerned with
Content' ('Mohtavī Gūvān') and introducing a further category,
'Mīnāneh Row', a 'half-way' or immature type of new poetry.
However, such distinctions tend to become extremely blurred.
The subjects of early modern poems, such as those by Adib Pishavari (by some regarded as the first modern Persian poet), Iraj, ʿAref, Farrokhi, Eshqi, and Bahār, varied widely, but were centred around socio-political and patriotic themes. One such theme was strong criticism of the way in which the government (in the last two decades of the nineteenth century) was selling concessions to foreigners to develop the country's natural resources. By the turn of the century, pressure had built up so much that the shāh was obliged to sign a decree establishing a constitutional government.

The unexpected success of the constitutional reform movement provided a tremendous boost to both popular journalism and popular poetry; indeed, many of the earliest modern poems first appeared in the newly created pamphlets and magazines. The link between poetry and journalism was so great that Naderpur suggests that the poems should really be regarded as editorial commentaries rather than pure literature.

Some examples of poems urging social reform, particularly with respect to women's rights, were given in Chapter Two. However, the daring political nature of this type of poetry also deserves to be illustrated. Shafaq, for example, quotes E.G. Browne's translation of ʿAref's critique of the way the U.S. adviser Morgan Shuster was forced out in 1911 as follows:

'Should Shuster fare from Persia forth,
Porsia is lost in sooth;
O let not Persia thus be lost,
I' ye be men of truth.'

Similarly, he quotes Bahār's opposition to the British-Russian Agreement of 1907 which divided Persia into two spheres of influence:

"'Russia her pact will keep', you answer me.

Not I, but human nature tells you plain,
That pacts weight naught compared with present gain." 49

A pioneer among those who wrote 'new poetry' was Nimā Yushij, a writer of considerable originality whose poems were of a very personal nature. Most modern poets and poetesses, including Forugh, regard Nimā as the one poet above all others who persuaded Persians that poetical expression of ideas should not necessarily be constrained by strict metre or orthodox rhyme, and that instead of metaphors and allusions a spade should be called a spade.

"For me," said Forugh in a now famous interview,

"Nimā was the beginning. Nimā was a poet in whose work for the first time I found thought, not just emotion. I felt I was facing a human being rather than a handful of useless feelings." He described everyday problems in his poems and he produced solutions for them. He was able to describe important matters in a very simple manner. This simplicity surprised me, especially when I looked behind it and I saw all the deep and difficult questions he raised
In his book 'Ta'ārif va Tabserah', Nimā provided a brilliant exposition of the philosophy behind new poetry. He did not dispute the important contributions of classical poetry, nor did he suggest that a complete break from it or disregard of it was necessary. "Classical poetry did not happen by accident," he said, "and it will not die by accident." Nevertheless, he argued that a poem was not just rhythm and rhyme; these were simply the tools of the poet. Neither was it the organization of idioms or the listing of well-known concepts; these techniques were more suitable for business accounting. In his view, poems were a means of talking to the man-in-the-street, and the traditional rhythms of poetry, often forced or exaggerated by those who recite this poetry, just did not fit into everyday speech patterns. This is not to say that he considered rhythm and rhyme unimportant, but he insisted that the rhythm of poetry should be the rhythm of speech, and that this depended on the particular content of the poem. In the same way that one could answer a lengthy question with a brief response, it was quite feasible to lengthen or shorten lines of poetry without upsetting the flow. However, he said that in his 'free poetry' ('she'r-e azad'), the length of a hemistich was not just a matter of fantasy or imagination. There had to be discipline even in apparent disorder.

Nimā explained that the most important element in any poem was the way it expresses the feelings of the poet. "My poetry," he said,
"comes from the pain I feel." He was very critical of those modern poets whose work appeared to be in the style of new poetry, but which, when closely examined, had neither emotional content nor harmonious rhythm. In addition, he suggested that because of the down-to-earth nature of good modern poetry it is not really possible to compare it with the mystical poetry of the classical writers. Consequently, he believed that the arguments of those traditionalists who criticized new poetry on comparative grounds were irrelevant.54

Nimā's poems varied widely in content. The example given here, 'Rira', is written in the style of new poetry and it was one of ten of Nimā's poems chosen by Forugh for a collection of new poetry edited by Majid Rowshangar.55

```farsi
ری را ... صدا می‌آید امشب
ازیست کافی که بند آب،
برق سیاه‌خالی، صورتی از خراب
در چشمم کاند.
گویا کسی است که می‌خواند.

اما صدای آدمی این نیست:
با نظم هوشیارانی من
آوازه‌ای آدمیان را نشیدم.
در گردش شایان سنگین
زاکوه‌های زند
سنگین تر.
و آوازه‌ای آدمیان را یکسر
من دارم ازیر:
```

```farsi
یک شب در درون گایش، دلتنگک
خواهدند آنچنان
که من هنوز همیشه درایا را
در خواب
می‌بنم

ری را ... ری را
دارد هواه آن که بخواند
درین شب سیا.
او نیست با خودش
او رفته با سداشن، اما
خواندن نمی‌تواند.
```
Firá ... a sound is heard tonight
From behind the pinetree, where the stream is dammed;
A light so shining and black that a vision of Destruction hits the eyes.
Perhaps it is someone singing.

But it is not a human voice:
By listening carefully, I
Have heard human voices
During unpleasant nights
— More unpleasant than my sorrows —
And I know by heart
Each and every human song.

One night, in that boat, upset,
They sang in such a way
That I still dream of
The horror of
The sea.

Firá! .... Firá
Wants to sing
In this black night.
She is not here herself,
She has gone with her voice, so
She cannot sing!

* There is some doubt about the actual word used by Himā in this poem, though this is a correct translation of the word used in the above version.
Poets Contemporary with Forugh

As will be seen later, Forugh's views on poetry owed much to Nimā. However, it is not easy to separate the influence he had on her from the influence of more recent poets who followed Nimā's approach or were, in fact, his disciples. Moreover, the fact that Forugh had personal relationships with some of these poets biased, to some extent, her assessment of their influence on her.

Forugh, it will be recalled, was brought up in a restricted family environment and was then thrust first into new surroundings and then into life on her own. She said: "'Divār' and 'Esvān' were really hopeless attempts at survival ... the last gasps before freedom. When you are young, feelings are like roots which have been dug up. If they are not treated carefully, the plant will die." 57 Forugh went on to say that she had to discover the world for herself, even though she had read Nimā. "If I had not read him," she said, "I would not understand how he reached his conclusions. ... (But) there were others apart from Nimā who caught my interest. One of these was Shāmlu, because with his poetry and feeling he was the closest to my own views. And when I read his poem 'She'ri keh zendegist' I realized that the Persian language has many possibilities and it is possible to express thoughts very simply." 58
Ahmad Shâmlu (who usually writes under the name of A. Bâmdîd) had been a close friend of Nimâ when he was young. He had defended Nimâ's approach to poetry in those times when Nimâ had faced strong criticism from the traditionalists. As was mentioned in Chapter One, he also had great respect for Forugh's poems, particularly those in the new style. His poem 'She'ri keh zendegist' is really a guide to modern poetry; the message conveyed by its title 'The Poetry which is Life' is simple, and the style sets an example to all writers of new poetry. Since Forugh mentioned it on several occasions, and was clearly impressed with its message, the whole poem is given here:

"..."

"..."
موضوع شعر
امریز

موضوع دیگریست...
امریز، شعر، حرفه خلق است
ژیرا که شاعران
خود شاخه‌ی زنجانی خلند
نه پاسیون وسنبل کلخانه فلان.

پیگاهنیست شاعر امریز
با دردهای مشترک خلق:
او با لبان مردم
لبه‌خند می‌زند،
درد وامید مردم را
با استخوان خوشی
پیوند می‌زنند.

امریز

شاعر

بايد ليس خوب بيوشد
که تنزو واکس زده باید باکنده
انگاه درشاوند ورن نقطهای شهر
موضوع ووزن و قافیات را

(بی‌بک) بک
با دمی که خاص خود اوزت
ازیبین عابرین خیابان جدا کنم:...
خوب...
حالاکه وزن یافته آمد
هنگام جنگجوی لفت است:

هر لفت
(چندان‌که برمی‌ایندش از نام)
دوشیوه‌یست شوخ و دلارام ...

با هم پرای ورن چه جستست
شااعر لفت در خور آن جستجو کنند
این کار، مشکل است و نجمل سوز
لیکن گریز نیست:
آقای ورن و خانم ایثان لفت، اگر
همتا و همطراز باشند، لاجرم
محمول زندگانیان دربی‌زیر نیست.
مثل مرن و ... زننامی ...
(مرونده، بوهم، اوکلاته، آسمداناژن)
موضوع شعر نیز
پیوند جاودانه لهیای مهر بود ...

او، شعر می‌نویسد،
یعنی
او دست هم‌نهب به جراحات شهربر
یعنی
اوگاه می‌کند به شب، ازوصح ولی‌زیر

با آنگوش‌مانه در این شعری مشت
لبخندگوکان ما (این شرعی‌شاد)،
لیکن چسور چنین کلمات سلیم
احساس شوم مرئی وارد به شعر داد:
هم ورن را نکشت
او شعر می‌نویسد، یعنی
او دردهای شهر و دیارش را
فریاد میکند
یعنی
او با سرود خویش، روانهای خسته را
آباد میکند.

او شعر می‌نویسد، یعنی
او قلب‌های سرد و تین مانده را، زشوق
سرشار می‌کند
یعنی
او رویه صبح طالع، چشمان خفته را
یاد می‌کند.

او شعر می‌نویسد، یعنی
او انتخاب‌ناهه انسان عصر را
پیش می‌کند
یعنی
او بخشنامه‌ای زمائش را
تقریب می‌کند ... این بخش خشک، معمای انفاج خاص نیز
در کار شعر نیست ...
اگر شعر نزدیکیست،
ما در یک سیاه‌رین آب‌های آن
کرمای آقایی عشق و امید را
احساس می‌کنیم.
The subject of poetry of an old-style poet
Was not from life.
In the dry sky of his thought he would not talk
Except about wine and lovers.
He daydreamed day and night,
Trapped by the silly images of a lover's hair
At the time when others had one hand on their goblet
And the other on their lover's hair,
And were roaring drunkenly in the World of God.

Since the subject of the poet's verse was no more than this,
The impact of his poetry could be no more.
It couldn't be used in place of a drill,
Or for fighting.
With the tools of poetry
No demon could be pushed out of the people's way.
That is, it had no use.
You could not use it for hanging.

Meanwhile, I myself, using my poetry,
Fought alongside the Korean Shea Chou,
And once, also, a few years ago,
Hunged Hamidi the poet on the gallows of his own verses.

The subject of today's poetry is a different subject...

Today poetry is the weapon of the people,
Because poets are a branch in the human jungle
Not a jasmine or hyacinth in someone's greenhouse.

Today's poet is no stranger
To the same pains felt by ordinary people.

He smiles with the people's lips;
He grafts the pains and hopes of the people
To his own bones.

Today poets must wear good clothes.
They must wear clean, polished shoes.

Then, from those passing by in the street,
In the most crowded part of town,
He separates out the subject, the rhyme and the rhythm
(one by one, with special care).

"Come with me, fellow citizens!
I have been looking for you for three whole days,
Here and there, everywhere!"

"Looking for me? Very strange!

Sir, perhaps you have mistaken me for someone else?"

* This could also be translated as 'my own verses'. Dr. Mehdi Hamidi is a professor and poet hostile to modern poetry.
"No, my friend, that is not possible.
I recognize from afar the rhythm of my own poem."
"What did you say? The rhythm of a poem?"
"Wait a moment, friend.....
Rhythm and words and rhymes I always found in the street.
The unit of my poem all members of society.
From 'life' (which is really the subject of the piece')
To 'pronunciation' and 'rhythm' and 'poetic rhyme'
I will find the phrases from among the people ..... 
This way gives better life and spirit to a poem."

Now the time has come
For a poet to force the passer-by to understand
(With reasoning that is special to poetry)
So that he starts to accept it with satisfaction
And desire.
Otherwise all of his hard work will be wasted......

Well..... Now that the rhythm has been found
It is time to look for the words.
Each word (as is shown by its name)
Is a beautiful and charming virgin........
A poet should search for suitable words
For the rhythm he has found.
This task is hard and it tries one's patience,
But there is no escape from it.
Mr. Rhythm and his wife, Mrs. Word —
If not suited and well-balanced —
Will never live happily like me and .... my wife!
I was the rhythm, she the words (on the axle of rhythm).
And the subject of the poem, too, was
'The Eternal Bond of Loving Lips'.........

Although the smile of our children (these chords of joy)
Would fit this poem very nicely,
What is the use?
Because black and cold words gave a feeling
Of doom and sadness to the poem.
It saddened the rhythm as well as those happy chords.
The poem also becomes useless and meaningless
As well as tiring the master-poet unnecessarily.

Anyway, the discussion has become lengthy
And this painful wound has started to bleed.....

The design of today's poets' poems, we said, is life.
It is from life that a poet, with the water and
Colour of a poem,
Weaves one pattern over another.

He writes poetry. That is
He puts his hand on the wounds of the old town.
That is, he tells a story to the night
About the pleasant morning.
He writes poetry. That is
He shouts out the pain of his city and his district.
That is, he revives tired spirits with his song.
He writes poetry. That is
He fills up cold and empty hearts with happiness.
That is, he opens up sleeping eyes to the lucky morning.
He writes poetry. That is
He explains the certificate of merit of today's people.
That is, he writes the victory speeches of his time....

Those dry arguments about the meaning of certain words
Have nothing to do with poetry .... if poetry is life.
We should feel the warmth of the sun of love and hope
In the depth of the darkest phrases.

This one recited the song of his life in blood,
And that one the din of his life in a mould of silence.
But.... although in that rhyme of life
There is nothing but the long drawn-out blow of death;
In both poems the meaning of each death is life!

Forugh's admiration for Shāmlu has been shared by other
modern poets. Nāderpur, for example, regards him as a
very serious contributor to modern poetry, with great con-
cern for poetic content. He suggests that Shāmlu, together
with Akhavān-e-Sāles, are among the best contemporary poets. 61

Nāder Nāderpur himself is a very well-read and cultured
poet. He has studied classical poetry in great detail
and has made a point of understanding all changes in style
over the years and the reasons for them. His sustained poetic activity for the past 30 years has placed him, as Yār-Shā'ar says, among the leading poets of contemporary Persia. Nāderpur is a lyric poet; he does not consider it the poet's business to fight the wrongs of society or use his poems for political purposes. He is a master of words, and his language has its roots in the classics; indeed some critics suggest that he does little more than to put the wine of Hāfez and Khayyām into new bottles.

Forough's views on Nāderpur's work changed over time, for reasons that are not entirely separated from changes in the personal relationship between them. For example, when she was assisting Majid Rowshangar to produce an anthology of new poetry, her first suggestion was that the quality of Nāderpur's poems meant that they should be clearly distinguished from the work of other poets. Then, just before the collection was published, she expressed doubts that Nāderpur's poems were suitable for inclusion in the collection. On another occasion she criticises Nāderpur, not because of his own poems, but because he had suggested that a particular poem by Shamlu had neither technique nor beauty.

In any event, there is documentary evidence of those of Nāderpur's poems which she felt were of high quality. One of these is 'Desires' (Havashā), a poem not in the new style, which she selected for Rowshangar's collection just before she died.
چجو باز آید شبانگاه آیی
من و این بام سیز آسمان‌ها
من و این کوه‌هایان مه آلود
من و این ابرها این سایبان‌ها
دَوَم دریخ‌نزنران چون مه سیز
وزم در کوه‌هایان چون دم باد
بلند درنشیب درم زرف
یبوی صح، چون خورشید مرداد
برق آرم جموچی خرمن زرد
چجو بادی خوشه دا کیرم درآغوش
ردم پای نه به کشت‌زار
بنوش عمیر جنگل‌ها خاموش
سرایم با غرب آبشار
شبانگاهان، سروی آسمان
نهم دل برطمن نعمه خوش
چجو لزندر دوشکوت جاوادی
شوم مهتاب ودرگرم شبانگاه
بر آن دربایی زرف آسمان رنگ
بر آن امواج خشم آلود ساحل
که سرکویند چون دیوانه برسنگ
When the blue nights fall again,
I am (alone) under this green coiling of the sky;
I and these misty mountains;
I and these clouds, these shades;
I run away to the forest like a green mist
And I blow in the mountains like a wind.
I slide on the slope of a deep gorge
With the smell of morning like the summer sun.
I make the yellow crop dance like a wave
And like the wind I embrace the ears of corn.
I go barefoot in the fields, I drink
The perfume of the silent forest.
I sing with the roar of the waterfalls
A heavenly song at nightfall.
I put my heart into my singing
When it slips away in the eternal silence.
I become the moonlight and fly at night
Over that deep sea which has the colour of the sky;
Over those angry waves at the shore
Which hit their heads like madmen on the stones.
I become like a perfume, volatile and light-spirited.
I mix with the nightfall's wind.
I waft into the nostrils of the stars and the moon.
I place myself in the world of birds and fish.
I become the wine of the morning in the goblet of darkness,
So I touch the cheeks of the night vigil keepers
Like a dead leaf falling and swaying,
I start to dance on the banks of the streams.

The world is behind me and these beautiful desires
Which pull me every moment after them
Start to make so much noise in my heart
That I can fly with the moonlight.

From now on I am (alone) with this joy of life;
I and these fields and these flower-gardens.
When the blue nights fall again,
I am (alone) under this green ceiling of the sky.

The last of the three modern Persian poets who had an influence on Forugh was Mehdi Akhavān-e Sāles (who usually writes under the name M. Omid). As Yār-Shāter explains, he combines lyric and epic styles, but in a more narrative than pictorial manner. Although trained in traditional poetry and, in his early writings, strongly critical of Mimā, he gradually began to appreciate his work and eventually achieved a leading status among the modernists. Akhavān-e Sāles still retains parts of classical poetry in his own poems, however. He has explained that like some of the early modern poets he wished to use the traditional Khorāsānī style as a bridge between
the old and the new. Furthermore, his poetry has often a sardonic or ironic touch, closely related to his own personality, which, as Yār-Shāter points out, is not frequently found in the work of modern Persian poets, particularly those who are committed to achieving social change.66 He also knew Forugh personally, having originally met her at a literary group arranged by Ebrāhim Colestān in the mid-1950s.

Forough often said that apart from Shāmlu, Nāderpur, and Akhāvān-e Sāles, all other modern poets were just imitators. "They think their work is very good," she said, "and even comparable with Western poetry, but for the most part it is empty and without feeling." 67

Like Nimā and Shāmlu, Forough thought that being a poet or poetess was part of living. Consequently, she wrote harsh words about 'pseudo-poets'. "Some poets," she said, "are separate from their poetry. They write verse, but when you examine them closely they are mean, low-minded, jealous, and hard-hearted persons. When I see these people, who make so much noise in their poems and articles, I feel hatred for them, and I just cannot believe their writing." She also criticised their commercialism: "Perhaps it is just for a plate of rice that they are making all this noise!" 68
Influence of Foreign Writers

After Forugh's death, some writers suggested that she had been strongly influenced by certain foreign literary figures. However, from what we know of her upbringing, it is highly unlikely that she had studied any major foreign writer by the time she had completed her first three collections of poems. This is despite the fact that in the introduction to 'Divār' she quotes part of a Persian translation of Milton's 'Paradise Lost'. Her association with Ebrāhīm Golestān led to a broader, though still superficial, knowledge of European, especially French, writers. Golestān encouraged her to read more widely and even suggested appropriate books. In addition, the cultured circle of friends and acquaintances into which he directed Forugh rubbed off a little onto her thinking. Consequently, by the time 'Tavallodi Dīgar' was published, a greater influence of foreign writings becomes apparent.

Forugh herself made two statements towards the end of her life which imply that she was fairly clear on the issue. On one occasion she said, "I try to think independently; foreign writers have not had much influence on me." On another she said, "I have neither drowned myself in the classical literature of my own country nor become too fond of foreign literature." Yet she admitted that
having read some of the work of T.S. Eliot and Saint-John Perse she realized that there was such a thing as 'thinking poetry'. This mention of Saint-John Perse is particularly strange, since he is generally known as a writer of epics and long, impersonal poems, a poetic exile with no attachment to modern poetry. It suggests that she was basing her views on second or third-hand information.°  

Abiol-Ali Dastgheyb said that he knew Forugh had read Franz Kafka's 'Metamorphosis' and that this had influenced her. In evidence, he quoted lines from her poem 'Daryāft' (see Chapter One). Again, however, as Dastgheyb notes, this extract could equally well be explained by her knowledge of the writings of Sādeq Hedāyat, particularly 'The Blind Owl'.  

T.S. Eliot's name is mentioned by many commentators on Forugh's work. M. Āzād is probably closest to the mark, however, when he suggests that although Forugh admired and wanted to be like Eliot, she did not fully understand his use of English and was therefore obliged to return to a more Eastern style of writing. He also suggested that although she understood little French, she was able to learn from the style of French poets such as Jacques Prévert and Paul Eluard when their poems were read to her by her friends, and presumably were translated into Persian for her benefit.°° One can understand the impact of Prévert, a Dadaist poet who strongly criticised both
church and state and used the language of the common man. Less explicable is that of Eluard, who generally preferred to use mysterious images and flowery language. M. Azād also mentioned that Forugh had learned techniques from what she knew of the writings of Albert Camus, Jean Cocteau, and others who fantasized in their poems, but it is difficult to find concrete evidence of this in her own work.

Some have compared Forugh with foreign writers. M. Azād once suggested to Forugh that her work was similar to that of Anne Sexton, the American poetess who won the Pulitzer Prize. Forugh was heard to reply: "What delightful people these Americans are!" Others suggest her writing is much nearer that of Lamartine, the post-Revolutionary French poet who, like Forugh, was sent away from home (to avoid a socially impossible marriage) and who then had a 'spiritual rebirth'. His writing reflects, as does Forugh's, the various phases of his life — despair, pessimism, death — and he also wrote intimate poetry of the heart.

In general, it is highly unlikely that Forugh's poetry was influenced by foreign writers, even though some of it bore a superficial resemblance to works known abroad. Her later work did include Western ideas which she had, perhaps, heard about from others, but the direct impact on her art and thought was minimal.
Influence of Religion

Some of Forugh's work was influenced by what she had been taught about religion, but in different ways at different times. As a child she had read, and perhaps even been forced to learn by heart, various parts of the Qorān, and later she also read the Old Testament of the Bible. Among the poems in her first collection 'Asir' was 'Gonah' (see Chapter One), in which it is clear that she felt she had broken the rules imposed by religion and was therefore guilty of a 'sin'. By the time she started on her third collection of poems, however, she had changed her position and now criticised God for many of His decrees.

Forugh introduced her book 'Esvān' with quotations from the Old Testament as well as an excerpt from the Qorān. The first extract was Psalm 90 (A Prayer of Moses, the Man of God), which starts:

'Lord, Thou hast been our dwelling place in all generations .......

and contains the lines:

'The days of our years are threescore years and ten;
And if by reason of strength they be fourscore years,
Yet is their strength labour and sorrow; for it
Is soon cut off, and we fly away ....' 77

The second extract is from Lamentations 3, which begins:

'I am the man that hath seen affliction by the rod
of His wrath .
He hath led me, and brought me into darkness, but not into light.

Surely against me He is turned, He turneth His hand against me all the day ......

Also when I cry and shout, He shutteth out my prayer.' 78

A further indication of the way her mind was working is given by the extract from the Qurān — the chapter 'Moon'. This chapter begins: "The Hour of Doom is drawing near and the moon is cleft in two. Yet when they see a sign, the unbelievers turn their backs and say 'Ingenious magic!' " 79

From this starting point, Forugh presents one of the strongest criticisms of religion to be found in Persian poetry of any time. These are the first three poems of 'Esvān', namely 'Esvān-e Bandegi', 'Esvān-e Khodā'i', and 'Esvān-e Khodā'. She starts 'Esvān-e Bandegi' by saying that everything she has heard in the name of religion has no real meaning, and she asks God to listen to her even though she is supposed to have done wrong in His eyes. She claims that she has been brought into the world without anyone asking her permission, unknown to everyone, even to God. Then she has been warned constantly that if she does not behave in certain ways, she will go to hell. Now that she has grown up and married and seen many of life's problems, she feels that she has the right to question God about the teachings of some of His prophets. In a sense, she puts God on trial.

After this beginning, she responds to specific verses
of the Qur'an. One example takes verses from the chapter 'Resurrection':

'Then We said to the angels: Prostrate yourselves before Adam. They all prostrated themselves except Satan, who refused.

"Why did you not prostrate yourself?" Allah asked.

"I am nobler than Adam," he replied. "You created me of fire and him of clay."

He said: "Begone from Paradise! This is no place for your contemptuous pride. Away with you. Henceforth you shall be humble."

Satan replied: "Reprieve me till the Day of Resurrection."

"You are reprieved," said He.

Forugh counters this by saying that it is therefore God's fault that Satan is among the people and God's fault if people go to hell:
You yourself created cursed Satan;
You made him sinful and sent him to us.
It was you, it was you, who from one flame
Made this devil and set him in our path.

You reprieved him for as long as the world exists,
To make fire with the tips of his sinister fingers,
To take wild pleasure in a silent bed,
To kiss lips burning with thirst.

Whatever was beautiful you gave him without remorse.
He became poems, cries, love and youth,
The perfume of flowers scattered over the fields,
The colour of the world, the deception of life.

Forugh’s reproaches to God resemble those which through
the centuries have been made by many Persian poets and
thinkers, and never better than by Omar Khayyám:

Oh Thou who didst with Pitfall and with Gin
Beset the Road I was to wonder in,
Thou wilt not with Predestination round
Enmesh me, and impute my Fall to Sin?

FitzGerald

Forugh even took the example of Hafez, who had once
written:
My father sold the Garden of Paradise for two grains of wheat.

I will not be a good son unless I sell it for one of barley.

She wrote:

"حافظه آن پری که دریا بود و دنیا بود
بر هجوی بفروخت این باغ بخشی را
من که باشم تا بجامی نگذرم از آن؟
تو بزن بر نام شوم داغ زشتی را"

"Hâfez, that old man who was the ocean and the land,
Sold the Garden of Paradise for barley.
Whc am I not to sell it for a goblet?
Yet you mark on my unfortunate name the brand of shame."

As Forugh grew older, she thought more about religion. She gradually saw the futility of revolt and became less critical of God and the holy scriptures. At the same time, she grew more critical of the way people in society were losing their faith. By the time she wrote many of the poems which appeared in her fourth collection, her views had matured to such an extent that she returned to the theme of faith in the famous and powerful 'Terrestrial Verses' (Âyehhâ-ye-Zamini), a scathing criticism of society.
شب در تمام پنجره‌های پریده رنگ
مانند یک تصویر مشکوک
پوسته در تراکم و طلایان بود
و راهی ادامة خود را
در تیرگی زها کردند

دیگر کسی به عشق نیندیشد
دیگر کسی به فتح نیندیشد
و هیچکس
دیگر به هیچ چیز نیندیشد

در غارهای تنها
به‌هوایی بعد‌نا آمد
خون بری بنگ و افیون میداد
زیانی پادار
نوژادهای پی‌سرزاپیدند
و گاهواره‌ها از شرط
به‌گونه‌ای پناه آوردند

چه روزگار تالخ و سیاهی
نان، نیروی شگفت رسالت را
مغلوب کرد به‌ود
پیغمبران گرسنه و مناوک
از رعد، کاهه‌ای الهی گریختند
و سرها گمشده
دیگر صدا هیچ چوپانی دارد
در بیت دشت‌ها نشیبدند
آنها به خود فرو میرفت، و از تصور شوتوتا کی اعضا پیو و خستگی تیر می‌کشد.

اما همیشه در حواشی میدان‌ها
این جنایان کوچک را می‌دیدی که ایستاده‌اند
و خیوه‌گشته‌اند
به دیزه‌های مداوم فوارم‌های آب

گامی جرده‌ای، جرده قطعی
این اجتماع ساکت بی‌جان را
یکباره از درون مثلاتی می‌کرد
آنها به هم هژم می‌آوردند
مردان گل‌های یکدیگر را
با کارد می‌دریدند
و در میان بسترا از جون
با دختران تا یال‌های
همخواهی می‌شند.

آنها غریق و حشته خود بودند
و حتی ترسناک گنگی
ارواح کور و کودن‌تان را
مفلوج کرده بود

پیوسته در مراسم اعدام
و قتی طلب‌دار
چشمان پر تشنج محرومی را
از کاهش با فشار بهیرن می‌پریخت.
'And then the sun became cold
And prosperity left the land.
And the grass dried up in the fields
And the fish died in the seas
And the earth itself no longer took in corpses.

Night in all the pale windows
Was like an uncertain fantasy
Continuously in rebellion and ferment,
And the roads continued only into darkness.

No-one thought of love any more
No-one thought of victory any more
And no-one thought of anything any more.

In the lonely caves, futility was born;
Blood smelt of bhang and opium,
Frequent mothers gave birth to headless babies*
And the cradles, from shame, hid in graves.

What bitter and black times!
Bread had overcome the miraculous power of prophecy;
Hungry and poor prophets
Ran away from their meeting places with God,
And lost lambs, to their consternation,
No longer heard the shepherd's calls in the plains.

In the eyes of mirrors, you could say,
Movements and colours and images
Were reflected upside down,

* This could also be translated as 'mindless babies'.
And over the heads of low jesters
And over the shameless faces of harlots
A holy bright halo was burning like a flaming parasol.
Swamps of alcohol, with poisoned, acrid fumes,
Pulled into their depths
The stagnant crowd of intellectuals.
And crafty mice chewed the gilded pages of books
In old bookcases.
The sun was dead; the sun was dead and tomorrow,
In the minds of children,
Had a dumb, lost feel.
They pictured the strangeness of this old word
In their homework with a big black blot.
People, groups of good-for-nothing people,
Depressed, weak and dumbfounded
Under the grim burden of their bodies
Wandered from one exile to another,
And the painful desire to commit crime
Was swelling in their hands.
Occasionally a spark, an insignificant spark,
Would suddenly explode from within
This silent, lifeless society.
Then they would rush upon each other,
Men would cut each other's throats with knives,
And among the beds of blood
They would sleep with under-aged girls.
They were drowned in their own fear
And the terror-filled feeling of sin
Paralysed their blind and dumb spirits.

Always at the time of a hanging,
When the rope of the gallows caused the eyes
Of the hanging man to bulge out of their sockets,
They would turn deeply within themselves,
And from their lusty imagination
Their old and tired nerves would feel a pain.

But always, around the public squares,
You could see these petty criminals
Standing and staring
At the continuous play of the fountains.

Perhaps, behind those battered eyes,
In the depth of the frozen waste,
Something half-alive and confused still remained,
Which in its final agony
Wanted to start to believe
In the purity of the sound of water.

Perhaps, but what an endless emptiness.
The sun was dead, and no-one knew
That the name of that sad dove
Which had abandoned all hearts
Was faith.
Oh, you imprisoned voice,
Will the magnitude of your despair
Never, from any part of this hated night,
Tunnel towards the light?
Oh, you imprisoned voice,
Oh, you last voice of all.

Towards the end of her short life, therefore, Forugh began to understand the meaning of faith and to recognize the importance of religion, even though she still found it difficult to explain. Once she said: "Religion is something beautiful you wish to worship, such as a painting by Leonardo da Vinci in the National Gallery which I saw on my last visit to London." In another statement she said that she had as much respect for poetry as a religious person respects religion.

In summary, therefore, some of Forugh's work was affected by religious teaching, even though religion itself — and particularly the outward signs — did not play a role in her life. Her poems criticising religion are as strong and as full of personal feelings as her poems criticising society and the status of women. Indeed, she seemed to regard religious teaching as little more than another series of rules which had to be questioned. Her interest in the concept of faith towards the end of her life was only a small part of her explorations into human feelings.

Forugh's Views on Poetry

During the last few years of her life, Forugh made a number of observations on poetry, on its style and content,
its rhythm and rhyme. Many of these observations were similar to those of Ninâ and Shâmlu, but she added her own personal way of expressing them and, in some respects, went further, particularly where the difference between men's and women's feelings was being discussed. Forugh maintained a reasonably consistent viewpoint about the nature of poetry itself, as well as the language of poetry. About rhythm, however, her views were somewhat less clear.

"Poetry," said Forugh, "comes out of life. It is not limited to any special subject; there is poetry in everything." She believed that much of Persian poetry had been too limited in its subject-matter. She said that most volumes of poetry either dealt with spiritual matters, often at a level so high that most humans could not really understand them, or with advice, eulogy or facetious criticism.

Forugh accepted that this was similar to Nimâ's view, but she added that since every poet has a different character, their poetry will differ. For example, she was a woman and therefore saw things in a different light. "I see what Nimâ saw, but through my own window." She also had a much closer attachment to her poems than many other poets. She once said that her poems were like her friends, friends who made her into a complete person.

From the philosophy that poems are an integral part of life, it was logical to stress that the language of poetry
should be the language of life. "We can't always write poetry about love and sadness and pain," she said. "We live in a different world. We are going to the moon. Why shouldn't poems be about rockets?" She argued that if poetry is to be alive and strong, it is necessary to use the words of today. "For example, if I see that no poet has ever used the word 'explosion', I should not think that I must not use it. If it is the right word to use, I must use it." 92

On many occasions she used the example of her poem 'Ey Marz-e porzohar' to illustrate this point. * She said that this poem was about present-day society, her society, and that this could not be described by flowery language. "When I describe a street which is full of the smell of urine," she said, "I cannot possibly pretend that it has the fragrance of an expensive perfume! This would be cheating, and anyone who does it lies not only to himself but to everyone else." 93

* This poem has also been translated by Massud Farzan. See his 'Two Poems by Forugh Farrokhzad', *Iranian Studies*, Winter 1973, pp. 52-4. The title, 'O Bejeweled Land', is from a national song sung at schools in the morning and therefore well-known to all Iranians of Forugh's age-group.
دیگر خیال‌ام از هم‌سر راحت‌تست
آغوش مهر بانم و علن
پشت‌ک سوابق پر افتخار تاریخی
لاالی تبدل و فراغت
و جنگ و جنگ جنگی قانون ...
آه
دیگر خیال‌ام از هم‌سر راحت‌تست

از فرط شادمانی
رفت کنار پنجره، با اشیاق، شند و هفتاد و هشت
باره‌ها را که از غبارهین
وی خاکرو برادردار، منتبه شده بود
درون سینه فرودادم
و زیر شند و هفتاد و هشت قبض به‌دکاری
ورودی شند و هفتاد و هشت تپاق‌ای کار نوشتم
فراغ فره‌زاد

در سرزمین شیر و گل بلبل
موهبتیست دیستن، آنیم
وقتی که واقعیت موجود بودن ترپی ازسال‌های
سال پذیرفته می‌شد
گل سرخ

محصول کار-خانجات عظیم پاسکو

موهبت زیستن، آری
درزادگان شیخ ایبودتک کما نیچه کش فوری
وشیخ ای دل ای دل تنبیه تئاردنبوری
شهرستان گران وزن ساق و بان و بستان و
پشت پرده

گهواره مؤلفان فلسفة دای بابا بهمن چه ولتش کن
همد مسابقات الیکه هوش - وای!
جایی که دست به هر دستها نقی کدیر وصروت
میزی، از آن
بوک نبوغ نابهای تازه سال می‌آید
وبر گرزیدگان فکری ملت
وقتی که در کلاس اکبر حضور می‌یافتند
مریک به روی سینه، ششصد و هفتاد و هشت کباب پز
برقی
و بردوسه، ششصد و هفتاد و هشت ساعت ناوزد ریز
کرده و می‌گذرد
که ناموایی از خارج تهی کیسه‌های بودنست، به نادانه

فاتح شدم بله فاتح شدم
اکنون به شادمانی این فتح
در پای آینه، با افتخار، ششصد و هفتاد و هشت شمع
نیمه می‌افروزم
و می‌برم به‌دروی طالبی‌ها با جای خود کل‌می
در باره فواد قادر، خیات به عرض حضورنافر ارسام
واولین کل‌گیر سخننک رفیع زندگیم را
همراه باقلین که زندی پرگورد
بر فرق خوش بکویم
من زندام، بلخه مانده زنده رود، که یکروز زنده بود
و از تمام آنچه که در انحصار مردم زندم، بهره
خواهیم برد

من می‌توانم افراست
در کوه‌های شهر، که سرعت از امواب می‌یافت
و درمیان سایه‌های سکباد تیره‌ای تلگراف
گردن کنان قدم بردام
وبا غور، ششصد و هفتاد و هشت بار، به دیوار مسیره
های عمومی بئویم
خط توشتم که خر کنن خند.
من میتوانم ازفردا
همچون وطن پرست غیردی
سپسی از ایده آل علیمی که اجتماع
همچنان بسیار نظر، آنرا
با اشیای ودلبره دنبال می کنند
در قلب و مبناخریش داشته باشیم

سپسی از آن، هزارهوس پرورهزارایی
که میتوان بهصرف یخچال و میل و پرده رساندش
پا آنکه در ازای شمشدره و هشت رأی طبیعی
آنرا شوی به شمشدره و هشت مرد و تلین بخشید

من میتوانم ازفردا
دریستی منازل خاچیک
بعد ازفر و کشیدن چندین نفس، زنگد گرم جنس
دست اول خالص

صرف جنده بادی به یکی کوالی ناخالص
و پخش چند باحق و پاشو و غوغ و هولو
رسماً به مجمع فضایی فکرد و فضله های فصل
روشافکر

و یپر آن مکتب داخ تاراوا تاراوا پیوند
و طرح اولین رمان بزرگم را
که در حوالی سنی یکهزار و هشت و هشت
شمسی تبریزی
رسماً به نزیکددیگه تاراوا چاپ خواهد رفت
برهروپشت شمشدره و هشت پاکت
اشتی اصل دیپه بریزم
من میتوانم از فردا
با اعتماد کامل
خودرا برای ششصد و هفتاد و هشت دوره به
دستگاه مصد متحمل پوش
در مجلس نجوم و تأمین آتیه
در مجلس سیاسی و ثنا می‌مان کم
زیرا که من تمام مندرچات محله هرزودانه و
تملک و کرنش رامی‌خوانم
و هیچ چه درست نوشته‌ها می‌دانم
من در میان توده سازندگان قدم به عرصه هستی
نهادم
که چگرچه نان ندارد، لاما به یا آن
می‌دانم دید بار و وسیع دارد
که مرده‌ای فلکی به فرآیندی
از دراباز شمال، به میدان پرتره و وسیع
ودنجب، به میدان باستانی اعیان
و در مناطق پرازدهم، به میدان توپخانه رزیسیه است

ودرپنله آسان در خان و امن امنیت
از صبح تاغروپ، ششصد و هفتاد و هشت قوی
هیکل گچی

به اتفاق ششصد و هفتاد و هشت فرشته

آنهم فرشته از محور و گل سرشنده

به تبلیغ طرح‌های سکون و سکوت مشغولند
I have won a victory.

I registered myself.

I adorned myself with a name in an identity card, And my existence was designated by a number.

So Long Live 678, issued from the Fifth District, Resident of Tehran.

At last I have no more worries.

The bosom of the mother land;
The nipple of glories and historical past;
The lullaby of civilization and culture;
The noise of the rattle of law.
Aa, At last I have no more worries.

In ecstasy, I went near the window,
Eagerly.
I inhaled, 678 times, the air polluted by the dust of dung,
The smell of garbage and urine.
And under 678 bills, and on 678 work applications,
I signed "Forugh Farrokhzād".

Living in the land of poetry and flowers and nightingales
Is a great privilege,
Especially when the fact of your existence
Is finally accepted after many many years.
The place where I see,
With my first official look through the curtain,
673 poets, who, charlatans all, seem like strange beggars
Looking for rhythm and rhyme among the garbage.
And from the sound of my first official step,
Suddenly, from among the dismal swamps (of the streets)
673 mysterious nightingales who, to amuse themselves,
Have turned themselves into 673 old black crows, (and)
Fly lazily towards the break of day.
And my first official breath,
Smeared with the smell of 678 red roses,
Products of the great Plasco Company.*

*Manufacturer of plastic products.
Living is a great privilege indeed
In the birthplace of Sheykh Abu-dalqak,
Who plays the kamancheh* and smokes opium
And Sheykh Aydel Aydel, from the family of drummers,
Who is a lute player. **
The city of superstars, with their legs, hips and bosoms
On the cover of 'Honar' magazines;
The cradle of the author of the philosophy of
'Oh, so what? It's not my concern!'
The cradle of the Olympic Games of wit;
A place where, when you touch any instrument
That gives picture or sound,
The noise of fame of a young genius comes out,
The intellectual elite of the nation.
When they attend adult education classes,
Each one has put in a row on his chest 678
Electric kabab-cookers
And on their two hands 678 Nauzer watches,
And they know that weakness is one of the benefits
Of empty pockets, not ignorance.
I have won a victory, indeed a victory.
Now in the joy of this victory,
In front of the mirror, with glory,
I light 678 candles bought on credit.

* A musical instrument of the guitar family.
** The names of these two 'Sheykh's' are imaginary and
are intended to make fun of the world of popular music.
And I jump on the mantlepiece so that,
With your permission, I may tell you a few words
About the legal advantages of being alive;
So that, with the first blow of the pickaxe
I may, to your fervent applause, knock down
The lofty edifice of my skyscraper life
Onto the top of my own head.
I am living, yes, like the Zendah-rud, *
Which one day was alive,
And I will benefit from all that is in the monopoly
Of living people.
I can, from tomorrow, stroll among the thin shadows
Of the telegraph poles in the streets of the city,
Which are so full of national talent,
And, with pride, write 678 times:
On the walls of the public lavatories
'" wrote this line for fools to laugh at'.
I can, from tomorrow, like a proud nationalist,
Share in the great ideal of society
Which, every Wednesday afternoon,
Is followed with much joy and excitement.**
A share of that thousand desirable one thousand rials,
Which can be used for a refrigerator, furniture or curtains.
Or, instead of 678 true votes, can,
On one night, buy votes from 678 fellow-countrymen.

* The river of Esfahan, about which there are many legends.
** Refers to the weekly National Lottery.
I can, from tomorrow,
In the back room of Khachik’s shop,*
After inhaling a few breaths from a few grams
Of first-hand, pure quality (heroin),
And drinking a few bowls of not-so-pure Pepsi Cola,
And spreading a few ‘O Gods, O Gods,’
And ‘vagh, vagh’ and ‘Ho, Ho’,**
Officially join the group of academic thinkers,
The enlightened intellectual dirt
And followers of the school of ‘dākh, dākh, tarākh, tarākh’.*

And make the draft of my first long novel,
Which, more or less, in the year 1678 ‘Shamsi-ye Tabrizi’,***
Will officially go to the poor printing press,
And will be printed on both sides of 678 packets
Of Special Quality Oshnut.

I can, from tomorrow, with complete confidence,
Invite myself to 678 sessions
In one velvet-covered chair
In the parliamentary assembly for planning the future,
Or the parliament of thanks and praise
Because I read all the articles in Honar and Dānesh magazines
And ‘Flattery’ and ‘Bowing’**
And I know the ways of ‘good writing’.

---

* Armenian drink shop frequented by ‘intellectuals’.
** Dervish-like words.
*** Words used to represent sound of pompous conversation.
**** A joke mixing the Islamic calendar ‘Shamsi-ye Qamari’ and the famous spiritual guide of the poet Rumi.

+Make of cigarette
++ Made-up names of magazines to rhyme with Honar & Dānesh
I stepped into the world in the midst of the creative people,
who, although they have no bread,
have instead a big and wide horizon
whose present geographical borders
have reached in the north to the
Green and fresh Tir Square,
and in the south to the historical E'dam Square,
and in the crowded areas to Tupkhāneh Square.*
And in the shelter of the shining sky
and the safe environment,
from morning till evening
673 strong swans made of chalk,
together with 673 angels made of mud and dust,
are busy planning programs of stillness and quiet
I have won a victory, yes, a victory.
So Long Live 678, issued from the Fifth District,
Resident of Tehran,
who, thanks to diligence and willingness,
has reached such a high level as to be placed
in the frame of a window, at the height of
673 meters above the ground.
And has the pleasure of being able to throw herself
madly down into the skirt of the loving motherland,
not from the stairway but from that same window.

* These are all places in Tehran.
And her last will is this:
That in return for 673 coins
Honourable Professor Abrāhām Sahbā
Will write an elegy with a nonsensical rhyme
Lamenting her (lost) existence.

Forough, in recommending the use of everyday language, suggested that it was not necessary to follow strict rules in writing poetry. She said that the rhythm of a poem is like a string which holds the words together, and that use of the wrong word, which forces a hesitation in the rhythm, is like a knot in the string: "We should not sacrifice the meaning just to be polite to the rhythm," she said. "If necessary, a new rhythm should be created." 95

To illustrate this point, she referred to the poem 'Ay Vây Mādaram' by Mohamed Hoseyn Shahriār. She explained that in this poem, which is not in traditional form (since the length of lines and stanzas are irregular as are the rhymes), this famous and respected master of ghazals expresses his feelings in his own words and still combines rhythm and language perfectly. Some typical lines of this poem (which is translated in full in Appendix 1 on page 232) and which recounts Shahriār's feelings after the death of his mother) are as follows:

---

* A humorous reference to one of Iran's most famous poets, Ebrāhim Sahbā, who writes in the classical style. According to the International Who's Who, he was born in Torbat-Heydarieh in 1915. His best known works are 'Sahbā's Notebook' (Dūftar-e Sahbā) and 'Humans, Poetry and the Moon' (H rash, Sho'r va Hāh).
"No, she is not dead. I can hear her voice."

She is still telling off the children:

'Be quiet, Nahid!'  
'Bijín, get out of my way!'

With a quiet ladle  
She cooks soup for her sick boy.' 97

In a letter to Ahmad Rezā Ahmadi, one of the leading figures in the shapeless 'new wave' poetry, Forugh insisted on the importance of matching rhythm and language. 93 She wrote:

"Don't forget the rhythm of poetry. A thousand times I repeat, don't forget the rhythm. Look around you and wherever you look you will see the rhythm of nature. The leaves on the trees fluttering in the wind; the rapid flapping of wings by birds as they ascend and the steady beating when they fly; or the movement of water in a still pool when you throw in a stone." To stress the point further, and indicate her opposition to 'new wave' poetry, she added: "destruction for reasons other than reconstruction is of no use." 99
M. Āzād, writing after her death, said that the secret of Forugh's poems is that they are like ordinary conversation. The grammar of her speech is the grammar of everyday Tehran; the words are simple and the construction natural. With this in mind, we can turn to the changing style of Forugh's poetry as it developed over her lifetime.

The Style of Forugh's Poetry

I have already indicated that the style of Forugh's poetry does not fall into any standard mould. There is, however, a reasonably clear distinction between the generally classical form of the poetry in her first three collections and much of the 'new poetry' to be found in her fourth and fifth collections.

Since Forugh was openly and strongly critical of her own work, we have some idea of how her thinking changed as the years went by. In Chapter One it was noted that she had written many ghazals by the time she was 13 or 14. On another occasion she wrote: "I have written a large number of very bad poems. These poems came from within me naturally. I used to recite two or three each day in the kitchen or behind the sewing machine. I did not know whether I was reciting real poetry or not. All I knew was that they were simple and sincere poems. At that time I was not mature. I had not found my true shape, my language, or the world of my thoughts." 101
Although Forugh, by her own admission, did not study 'aruz, or prosody, she had, like many Persians, acquired a feeling for the classical Persian metres by ear, and she had clearly been attracted to the modern popular stanzaic verse forms from reading the works of contemporary poets.

In her first volume, 'Asir', her 44 poems generally conform to the traditional Persian metres. (In terms of Elwell-Sutton's five major metre patterns, 22 poems have metres in pattern 3, 12 in pattern 5, 4 in pattern 4, 5 in pattern 2 and 3 in pattern 1). In a few of these poems Forugh has shortened or added to the number of syllables in the mesra, as in 'Sabr-e Sang' and Halooeh (see Chapter One). In the poem 'Khawb', she introduces mesra's or lines of varying and irregular length:

\[
\text{شاب برود نسبت می‌دارد نسبت آرام،}
\text{جوان خاستگری تیادار}
\text{یاد نشین سابیرا را فرو حیات خانه هردم فرود و دومیدستی}
\]

This is a characteristic of Hoquqi's second group of modern poets, the 'Mostazad Sazan' or 'Sehr-e Tavil Goyan' (see above). One poem in this collection, 'Seda'i dar Shah', is a mosammat with traditional metres. With the exceptions of 'Khawb' and 'Seda'i dar Shah', all the poems in this book are in two-beyt stanzas, with different rhymes in each stanza.

As Shafa says in his introduction to 'Asir', the main contribution of Forugh in the collection was the
dynamism and artistic dimension of her personal confessions, and the skilful and sincere portrayal of her feelings. It was the content that was new, not the form.102

In 'Divār', Forugh begins to experiment with free verse. Out of 25 poems in this collection, seven are irregular, while 18 have conventional metres. (Nine in Elwell-Sutton's pattern 4, five in pattern 3, 2 in pattern 5, and one each in patterns 1 and 2). In seven poems, she shortens or lengthens some of the lines while keeping the conventional feet of the metre (in Elwell-Sutton's patterns 3 and 4), and she uses rhyme, though sometimes without a regular rhyme-scheme. In two poems the lines differ very greatly in length, though metrical feet are recognizable, while rhymes, when they appear, do so sporadically. These two poems are 'Tashneh' and 'Donyā-ve Sayeh-hū' (from which the following lines are taken):

Some authorities consider that Forugh copied the form of some of the poems in 'Divār' from the work of contemporary poets, but it is difficult to substantiate this. Esmā'īl
Nuri-Alā classifies the seven irregular poems as belonging to the style of 'she‘r-e now-e miäneh row' ('intermediate new poetry'), but in my view they are really just an immature form of her later work. A more important point is that the content of the poems in this second collection is much more personal and emotional than in the first collection. In some instances it is almost salacious. 103

Forgh's third collection, 'Esvān', consists of 17 poems, including her long poem 'Esvān-e Bandegī', which has been discussed above. Of these 17 poems, 13 are in stanzas of two rhyming beyts with regular metres (5 in Elwell-Sutton's pattern 3, 7 in pattern 4 and 1 in pattern 2). In one poem, 'Puch', she splits some of the mesra's into short lines of one foot each (of pattern 3). In the poems 'Zolmat' and 'Sorud-e Zibā'i', she lengthens some mesra's and shortens others, but keeps to the metre (pattern 3) and to the rhyme-scheme of pairs of rhyming beyts. In 'Rahgozar', there is no stanzaic arrangement; the lines are of varying length, but mostly consist of metric feet (pattern 2) and some of the short lines are printed as if they were montazéd. The rhymes are erratic, but for the most are in pairs (abcb, defe) although the poem is not printed in the form of two-beyt stanzas.

The emphasis in all the poems in 'Esvān' is still on a simple expression of innermost personal feelings, especially in the three major revolutionary poems against religion, and
the form of poetry is secondary. Indeed, Yadollah Ro'yayi, writing after her death, said that before her fourth book, 'Tavallodi Digar', the style of poetry was of little importance to Forugh. She was happy to be able to express her thoughts and feelings in lyrical stanzas of two beyts, and thought little of the constraints which might be imposed on her by this style. Fereydun Rahamā goes further and says that only in writing the poems which appeared in 'Tavallodi Digar' did Forugh actually appreciate the style in which she was writing. This view is certainly correct, since we have Forugh's own assessment that in her first three books she was, in effect, writing by instinct. Thus, any appraisal of Forugh's style based only on the poems in her first three books would be inadequate and misleading.

There is little doubt that a turning point in Forugh's thinking about poetic style came when she drifted away from her restricted, middle-class upbringing and her family problems and was taken under the wing of Ebrāhim Golestān. By introducing her to a wider, more intellectual group of friends, and to a greater variety of literary styles, he provoked her into thinking about form as well as content, and by providing financial and moral support he gave her the confidence to try out new styles of writing. It was from this time, we may be sure, that she read the teachings of Nīmā, heard the poems of Shāmlu, Nāderpur, and Akhavān-e Sāles, and read, or heard recitals and explanations of, works by foreign poets.
By the time 'Tavallodi Digar' was published, therefore, Forugh had gained considerable insight into both traditional and modern styles of poetry. Kasmi'i suggests, rightly, that if Forugh happened to write a poem in modern form it was not because she did not know the classical form or was unable to use it. Indeed, on the basis of what we know about Forugh's character, it seems that once she had understood the principles behind any particular style she resolved to prove that she could use it as well as any other poet, living or dead. Because of this, and because she wrote in classical form during the same period that she wrote modern poetry, it is difficult to categorize her as belonging to any particular group of poets.

As has been mentioned before, Forugh spent some time absorbing the teachings and poetry of Nimā. "Nimā influenced me for quite a while," she said, "but I tried to stop this. There was a time when I thought I was drowning in Nimā's style, but now I am safe." Not only did Forugh wish to protect herself from being monopolised by the influence of any one writer, but she also realized that such influence was no guarantee of success. "Though I have read Nimā," she said, "I have still written poor poems." She explained that she needed to mature in her own way and that this took time. "If I see people fall over stones and hurt themselves, that doesn't prevent me from treading the same path."
'Tavallodi Digar' is a collection of 35 poems, all of which except four are in free verse. Of the four exceptions, one, 'Ghazal', is a ghazal in perfect form (metre pattern 4). Two, namely 'Asheqangh' and 'Mordab' (see Chapter One), are masnavis, which, as Kasmā'i puts it, are as technically competent as any from Rumi. Both are in a metre of Elwell-Sutton's pattern 3, one having 38 beyts and the other 26 beyts. The fourth exception, 'Shār-e Safar', is not printed in stanzas, but it rhymes for the most in pairs of beyts, though sometimes irregularly, and is in metre pattern 4.

In many of the free verse poems, feet and sometimes whole nasra's from a classical metre appear. Elwell-Sutton quotes some lines from the poem 'Tavallodi Digar' which have something of his pattern 3 rhythm, a pattern which appears in a further 8 poems in the book, while traces of pattern 4 appear in 14 of the poems. In eight poems no trace of any traditional metrical element can be discerned. One of these is a poem in phonetically spelt language, 'Be-Ali Goft Mādarash Ruzi', which is discussed below. Except in the four metrical poems, rhyme is abandoned altogether, though occasionally casual rhymes appear in the midst of an otherwise unrhymed poem.

Forugh, in the metrical poems of her first three collections, speaks almost entirely of her own feelings and sufferings. In 'Tavallodi Digar', having come to see
herself in a broader environment, she also touches on social and philosophical themes as well as on folklore and everyday life. The use of free verse gave her an additional freedom of expression which she might never have found if she had clung to conventional metre and rhyme. Some of these free verse poems are very forceful, for example, 'Ey Marz-e Porzohar', which has been discussed above. Forugh herself considered them to be her best and so do most of her admirers today. On the other hand, the simple beauty of her rhymed and metrical poems has a charm for lovers of Persian poetry which is likely to ensure that some of them will long be remembered.

The posthumously published collection, 'Imān Beyāvarim be-Āghāz-e Fasl-e Sard', comprises the poem of this name (which has been mentioned previously) and five others. All are without rhyme, and although traces of traditional metre (pattern 4) can be found in the title poem and two others, this book must be described as a collection of free verse. It shows that Forugh cherished this form of expression up to the time of her death.

Since some of Forugh's last poems were much like stories in verse, Nuri-Alā suggests that they should be put into the category of 'manzumeh', which is a general description of all versified story-telling (a genre which in Iran probably dates back to the time of Zoroaster). He cites 'Imān Beyāvarim ...' as one in this type.
However, it is not easy to make distinctions between this narrative type and other types of new poetry. A somewhat similar situation arises with two other poems, 'Ey Marz-e Porgohar' and 'Re-Ali Goft Mādaresh Ruzi', which some classify as being in the style of 'tanz', a genre of satire in verse which makes the fullest use of everyday colloquial language and sayings. The second of these is, in fact, based on a popular verse giving advice to naughty children. Originally from a poem by Iraj, it is one of my own favourites, partly because it reminds me of my schooldays, partly because it is full of folklore and partly because of its vividness of description. (Because this is a lengthy poem I have included its translation in an appendix to this chapter).

In this section I have traced the way in which the style of Forugh's poetry developed. She started her poetic career at a very young age by writing two-beyt stanzas, with only occasional excursions into new poetry, and when she first started to write new poetry her poems appeared as a pale shadow of Nimā's works. At this stage it was the revolutionary content of her poetry, particularly the increasing expression of a woman's innermost thoughts and feelings, that by far outweighed the form it which it was written.

By the time her fourth collection was published, Forugh was paying much more attention to style in her
writing, while at the same time raising the quality of her expression and content. Her new poetry undoubtedly moves into the category of 'She‘r-e Now-e Nimā’i'; in this respect I agree with the conclusions of Hoqqui and Nur-Ali. However, since she also wrote highly competent ghazals and masnavis, and experimented with manzumeh and tanz, her work goes further than this single category. One must turn again to the content of her poetry to appreciate the distinctive nature of her work in her last two collections. She could, perhaps, be classified among those poets called 'Erfin Guyan' — Mystic Poets — or 'Mohtayi Gerayün' — those who concentrate on the content of poetry. However, this would detract from her achievements because she differed from many others of her contemporaries not only by writing from the viewpoint of a woman, but by using simple, everyday language to express herself. Thus one is left with the conclusion that Forugh's poetry must either be categorized, in terms of style, on a poem-by-poem basis, or that she must simply be regarded as unique.

Some Criticisms of Forugh

Much of the censure which Forugh faced when she was alive subsided after her death. There were two major reasons for this. One is that a great part of this censure was aimed at the content of her poems, particularly
the earlier ones, rather than the style. It was therefore a form of personal censure, and, in the Persian custom, it is not usual to speak badly of the dead. The other is that, as we have seen, the style of her work showed a distinct change as she grew older. It became more varied and technically better, whether it was in the traditional or new style.

Apart from the objections of her family, including her husband, there were many people in Tehran society who objected to a woman expressing her personal thoughts so openly. The opportunity for Forugh to do this had been provided by the establishment of a number of new literary magazines in the 1950s.* However, rival magazines, which were more traditionally oriented, were very critical of this approach.** I have not been able to trace many of the written criticisms of Forugh, since many of the magazines have closed, but Naderpur recounted to me how authors such as Jalāl Āl-e Ahmad, Parviz Dāryush, and Khalil Maleki wrote or spoke harsh words about Forugh's early work. 115

Some critics suggested that her early work was pornographic and therefore went against all the morals of a Moslem society. Others said that as a child she had read erotic books by such authors as Mosta'ān and Hejāzi which had corrupted her. 116 A third group, including the poetess, Parvin Šāmdād, felt that the problem was the immaturity of her early poems. "They were like the jottings of a sixth-

* Such as Ferdowsi and Negin.
** Such as Āresh and Yaghma.
form student," she told me. A fourth group classified her simply as a revolutionary who wanted to break tradition and try to copy the more outrageous actions of European women. Indeed, Forugh herself had reportedly once written some newspaper articles under the heading 'iconoclasm'. A fifth group thought that she was just so involved with her own persona: problems, and had such a great desire to shout them out, that she cared nothing for the etiquette of society. The fact is, as Naderpur points out, that Forugh did not really know what she wanted from life except to try new things, and it just so happened that some of these shocked the more said members of society.

No: all comments on her early work were critical. Some reviewers, such as Shojā' ol-Din Shafiā, saw it as part of the general changes taking place in society; others, such as Golestān, recognized in it a potential for greatness. Elahi feels that her first poems, particularly those in 'Asir' should be criticised on the grounds that many of her ideas, and even phrases, were simply copied from other writers. For example, he quotes a verse from 'Ezmā' by Mohamad Ali Eslāmi Nadushāni which he thinks is very close to one in Forugh's 'Shab va havas', and other verses by the poets Fereydun Tavalloli and Abu'l-Hasan Varzi which he also thinks are close to Forugh's writings. Mehdi Hamidi, while calling some of her poems 'jewels' in his book 'Daryā-va Gohar' ('Sea of Jewels'), cannot resist also saying that she had 'taken'...
the titles of many of her poems, such as 'Esvān' and 'Āveneh Shekasteh', from him. However, one cannot take these criticisms very seriously since the majority of Forugh's work clearly comes from her own imagination and nowhere else. 121

With the exception of those traditionalists who regard all new poetry (even 'recent poetry') as going against the true spirit of Persian culture, 122 most critics were looking more dispassionately at Forugh's work by the time her fourth book was published. Her membership of Tehran's literary world had given her greater academic respectability, while the social changes which had taken place in the 1950s and 1960s made her behaviour and her writing less shocking than it had been before. Rezā Barāhani, for example, suggests that even her new poems could not really be compared to those of Kimā and Shāmlu. She had her own original style 'which takes from others perhaps one line or one verse but which goes on to produce a whole new construction.' 123 M. Āzād makes a similar point: "She was able to learn from others, including foreign writers, but still write independently, taking advantage of what she had learned." 124

In the end, the greatest critic of Forugh's work was Forugh herself. She always said that she was never satisfied with her previous poems and only retained an affection for the latest one until an idea for a new one came along.
She said once in an interview: "I am 30 years old and 30 is a mature age, but still my poems are not mature. This is the worst fault of my writing." 125

As we saw in Chapter One, her death elicited many eulogies. Mohammad Hoquqi, for example, ranks Forugh among the leading poets of the mid-twentieth century on the basis of her imagery, style, social relevance, and literary success. Masud Farzad goes even further and compares Forugh favourably with Rudaki, the first really great poet of Persia and a master of all forms of verse, especially the qasideh. "If she had lived," wrote Farzad, "she would have been a second Rudaki." 126

If she had lived. But she died at such an early age that it is quite impossible to say what she might have achieved. In a few short years she had risen rapidly up the ranks of Persia's modern poets and poetesses; but we do not know whether she had reached the peak of her poetic potential or not. Consequently, it is not easy to assess her contribution even to new poetry. When, as Elahi reminds us, there is over 1100 years of Persian literature behind us, it is by no means easy to decide even whether to use the adjective 'great' for Forugh Farrokhzad. 127

Nevertheless, my own view is that Forugh had shown enough in her writing to be put into the same category as Shamsu, Naderpur, and Akhavan-e Sales as one of Iran's leading modern poets. She did not keep to any one style, but her later
poems in particular took on a style of their own, with imagery, as has been seen from the translations in this work, bordering on the brilliant. She was not a disciple of other writers, Iranian or foreign, but she had the ability to absorb the quality of their work and reflect it in her own. Finally, as a sensitive, outspoken, and socially-conscious woman of her time, she complemented other writers by adding a strong feminist element to modern Persian poetry.
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Forugh's untimely death at the age of 32 left many questions unanswered, questions which will never be fully resolved. I have traced her life story, read her work as well as her own and other's comments on it, spoken to many people who knew her personally, and even listened to some of her own thoughts and poetry recitals which were recorded before her death. Nevertheless, it is clearly not possible to know what was actually in Forugh's mind during different periods of her life. So many things which are difficult to explain in retrospect may have been easy to understand at the actual time they happened, particularly if Forugh had been asked her reasons for the way she acted or the words she wrote. There is a danger that those who try to analyse Forugh will be biased by the many rapid changes which have occurred in Persian society since the year she died. My findings, as presented in the first three chapters of this thesis, will hopefully help readers to obtain a balanced picture of her life and her background, her personal and social problems, and the value of her contributions to Persian literature and social advancement for Persian women.

Even so, after all my research, I do not think it is possible to judge what her future might have been had she lived. Perhaps this is inevitable. It will be recalled that Forugh ended her
now famous poem 'Ey Marz-e Porgohar' with the wish that when she died an elegy with a nonsensical rhyme would be written about her (see Chapter Three). She possibly foresaw that she would remain as much or more of an enigma after her death as she had been before it.

Although Forugh eventually became both popular and influential in poetry and feminism in Iran, there is no evidence that she sought either popularity or influence in either field. One is left to ask how anyone so enigmatic and unsure of what she wanted out of life could have achieved what she did.

The Way She Lived

The answer must lie partly in the way that she lived her life. She came from a secluded, middle-class, Tehran family — the type of family in which daughters grew up to be mothers, and social contact beyond the confines of the extended family was extremely limited. She went to a local school, where she did not achieve anything better than average results, and having left school at 15, she went to study dressmaking for a while, a fairly conventional occupation for girls who left school before the twelfth form.

The breakup of her parent's marriage, together with her growing interest in boys, forced her into a marriage which, if not 'arranged', was certainly rushed. She moved with her husband to a house in the provinces and bore him a son.
intents and purposes she had been locked in to a fairly
typical life for a girl of her background. Although we
can now look back (as I have done in Chapter One) at various
influences of her childhood upbringing on her later adult
life, there was no clear indication to her family or friends
during this period of what she was to become.

Yet she found the way to escape from this conventional
existence. The key was poetry and all she needed to be able
to turn it was her determination to live an independent life.
Such determination to break away from tradition is seen not
only in the emerging style of her poetry but also in its content,
which rarely refers to her background or such obvious poetic
subjects as parental love, etc. Even so, life was not easy
for Forugh. She and her husband undoubtedly loved each other
at first, but tradition and society forced him to oppose her
independent actions and words. Had they been married today,
the outcome might well have been very different. Having left
her husband, Forugh then had to put up with the taunts of those
who considered her to be a social outcast, and battle to earn
an income in an environment in which very few women had jobs
which were not menial.

Her great good fortune in meeting Ebrāhim Golestān opened
new doors for her. She could engage professionally in a variety
of cultural activities, such as film-making, and she could
begin to meet socially a much wider range of people. Further-
more, by speaking her mind and expressing her feelings freely
and openly, both in her poetry and in her everyday conversations,
she attracted love, hate, envy, or censure in almost everyone she met, as well as in others who had only heard about her.

Nevertheless, the total number of people who knew her, or knew of her, while she was alive, was relatively small, and there was very little indication, except from a small circle of literary figures, that she was held in high esteem as a contributor to Iran's literature. The vast majority of literate Persians never heard of Forugh, and never read her poetry, until after her death.

Her death at a young age, under strange circumstances, aroused a great deal of public interest, particularly when her vagabond reputation was suddenly elevated at the time of her funeral by the government, the press and the Persian literary world to that of a heroine.

People began to wonder how a girl, so obviously doomed to one type of existence, had managed to break free; how a girl so young had, out of sheer interest, immersed herself in books and written publishable poetry; how a young woman who was neither beautiful nor well-dressed had attracted the attention of many well-connected men; and how criticism of her life and work could suddenly change into praise.

More than that, people became puzzled with the fact that Forugh herself had gained neither wealth nor psychological satisfaction out of her writing and other activities. At the time of her death she was still dressing in the simplest style
and was financially supported by Golestān. Moreover, from her poem 'Imān Bَvَāvarīm' we can gather that she still felt she was a lonely woman. The whole story of her life, as it gradually emerged, was quite different from either that of the ordinary, middle-class Tehrānī girl or that of the 'rags-to-riches' heroine imagined by the masses.

The Time in which She Lived

Another part of the answer to the question lies in the time in which Forugh lived and died. She provided a strong and timely stimulus to the many movements which were trying to advance the status of women in Iran. These movements comprised, on the one hand, literary figures such as Parvin E'tesāmi, who approached women's social problems in a genteel way as part of her production of classical-type poetry, and on the other hand, women who pressed the case for feminism through their organizations, their positions or their achievements, again by and large in restrained fashion.

Forugh differed from these feminists. Not only did she come from a much more restricted background than most of them, but she appeared to have no desire for political influence or personal position. Indeed, she despised women who worked for these 'benefits'. More important, she did not hide behind the veil of false pretense or flowery language. She expressed her views that sex discrimination did not apply to art or literature,
and therefore should not apply in ordinary life, in clear, frank terms, using everyday language and expressing her feelings openly. Whereas, for example, Farvin used various imagery to make a point, Forugh makes this point by talking about herself. For this reason, it has often been suggested that Forugh was more interested in her own problems than in those of Iranian women in general. Yet this in itself had a tremendous impact simply because it led to a sympathetic reaction among a growing number of young women during the 1950s and 1960s who could relate their problems to hers. These young women needed a heroine with whom they could identify, and Forugh provided them with one.

Although there had been a number of changes in the law to provide a stronger legal basis for greater freedom of action by women, it was not until the 1960s that significant progress was made. This culminated in the Family Protection Law of 1967, the year of Forugh's death. Although these two events are not obviously linked, one can appreciate how people perceived that the problems which had faced Forugh throughout her life as a result of law and tradition underlined the necessity for changes in the law.

Her Literary Contribution

The final part of the answer lies in Forugh's literary contribution. In her short life, she was a woman in a hurry. She wanted to have new experiences and to try new vehicles for
her talents, even though she remained unsure of what she really wanted out of life. In her poetry, as I have shown in this thesis, she wanted to experiment. Most writers and artists pass through stages of development before they achieve a stable and characteristic manner of expression. Forugh, in her brief career, used many styles. To her, poetry was like music learned by ear. She did not have any formal training in the rules of metre or rhyme, but she showed on occasion that she could write as if she had spent many years learning the classical rules. In her later phase, she broadened and deepened the content of her themes. Some of her poems are outstanding and are likely to be long remembered for their deep feeling, their vivid expression and their melodious beauty. It cannot be said, however, that Forugh had acquired a definite literary identity before her premature and tragic death.

Some try to classify her as one of the leading writers of new poetry, following closely in the footsteps of Nima Yushij. We may also include her among the 'Mystic Poets' or those who are more concerned with content than with form. Yet she also proved that she could write with the strict classical rhyme and structure and rhythm, even though the content was new. Again, as in her life and her impact on feminism, she falls into a class of her own. It is this which has contributed to her reputation.

Conclusion

No-one knows whether Forugh, had she lived, could have
climbed higher peaks in either poetry or other cultural activities, or whether her ideas and imagination were nearly burned out. Nor can we know whether she would have continued her gradual broadening of knowledge which had been encouraged by Ebrāhim Golestān, or even whether she would have married again.

In so many ways Forugh was unique. It is because of this uniqueness — her enigmatic, erratic, brave, imaginative, and uncertain approach to her life and work — that Forugh will remain an important figure in Persia's recent history and culture.
APPENDIX 1

'Ay Vāy Madaram'

by

Mohamed Hoseyn Shahriār

(translated by Mehri Bharier)

ای وای مادرم

آسمه باز از بلبل پله‌ها گذشت
در فکر آش و سبزی می‌داد خوش‌بود
اما گرفته دور و دیرش هاله‌سیاه
اذ مرده است و باز پرستار حال ماست
در زندگی ما همه چا ودل می‌خورد
هر کچک خانه صحنه‌ای از داستان ارست
در ختم خوش‌های بسردار خوش‌بود
بی‌چاره مادرم

∗
هر دوز میکذشته از آن زیر پلاکته‌ای
آمده تا یکم نزدیک خواد نامه
امروز می‌گفتت
در بازو پنه شد
باشند خی آنانی زنگ کیک چه می‌بود
چادی از تنه انخدسه در
کشچ هرگز خؤوده و وجدان ولدمد
اوئنکر بچه‌های
مرچشده هوبه‌های امروز می‌بخرد
پیچاره، پیرزن هم‌بر ف است گوشّها

او آن میان کلخت و توکر دو شهر خویر
آدم بین‌سوی من و سر نوش من
آدم چهار تاها گرم هم پرچکرد
آدمک پیت نفت گرفته بزرگ باه
هرش در آید از دریک خانه‌چتر
دوشگن پرچ ارغ یکی عشق نیمه‌جوان

اوراک گشایست، سراوان احتراق:
تبیزما، بوددن‌های قدم شهیر
در دماغ‌پوش کمانمردی است باخدا
هرمند و هر سرسکاپی کیا داد کن‌کی است
اینجا باد نامه مظالم میرسند
اینجا کلک خرج چکرک و مکل بودن کیل
مزد و درام ماه‌های صرف دفعه خلق
در، باز و سرنه‌پسین
برسراین چه گرسته‌ها سرا می‌بودند
پلدن دیسر کردن این چرخ دست‌گاه
اوماد از است.

اسف می‌دهم که پدید دادم‌رد بود
با آئنه، درآمد سرفر از خال
روزی که مرد برودی پی‌کشل خودن‌شافت
اما قطعه‌های پر از‌آزاد آخیرت
آهنربود وقته بی‌بی‌هادی من ناگاهی ضحیه که بهم در سکوت می‌کرد. من می‌وارم ان‌رتق‌سره گروهی از بود و در سرناله بی‌آورد، از منِ خودم به‌دست‌این می‌بودند. آن‌ها باشکوهی خودانکش آب داد. آن‌ها از وقته دو روز آن‌ها دو تا ناز. تشزیم برای خودزاغی عالی.

پنجم، کریستیان مهربان دراز‌زهدوونست وسیرا نجات داد. آما پس‌چه‌کره برای تو هیچ هیچ تنه مرسی‌انه باید دیگران یک‌روزه‌ی هم خبر که با یا تمام کرده.

در راه تم بی‌تا چه‌کشم عیوب بود پیچیده کوه و فکه‌ی بین داد و درود شد. محرابه فاطمیک که کوچه و سایه بوم‌ی درست و خیره‌های شیطینی دریاچه از هم حالا م از دور مکریست. تنه‌ها طوانی در زمین و به‌که ناماز یک آتشه م شوره، دیوانیه، رنگ‌یا. مادر بخال دفات.

آتش بی‌پد بخواب من آمد. سدلگی گرد اوم جواب داد. بک دودوما گریفت بدولی چراغ‌های ماما معلوم شدکه مادرهٔ ازدست رفت. اما پس پره‌های بان باش دشت از بایدکه. جانه بی‌حال بد. آن‌ها دزدیکی، تن و دود و دين نیست. این‌ها میسرکه تنگه‌ای که‌کندی بکود. یک قطعه اگرکه، مزد همه ذگره‌ها ای.
"Quietly, again she passed beside the stairs.
She was thinking of her patient's hot soup,
But she was shrouded by a black mist.
She is dead but is still taking care of us
In our lives she moves everywhere.
Each corner of the house is a scene of her story;
Even in the mourning for her she was at work,
My poor mother.

Every day she passed under these stairs,
Quietly so she would not disturb my sweet sleep.
Today has passed like any other;
The door opened and closed.
With hunched back she walks on this side of the street,
Her grey-coloured chadar over her head;
Wrinkled shoes and darned stockings.
She is thinking about her children.
Wherever she is she will buy carrots today.
Poor old lady, the streets are full of snow.

She left her men and maidservants in her town
To help me and my future.
She came and brought up another four children.
She came to carry a can of kerosene under her arm.
Every night she comes out of a poor man's house
To light the lamp of a half-dead love.

She had a past worthy of respect.
Our Tabriz! In the panorama of the old town,
In 3agh-e Bisheh is the house of a religious man,
Where every open space and every room is a court of justice,
Here they listen to the complaints of the meek;
Here the lawyer stands bail for his clients;
His salary and earnings are all spent on the comfort
of others.
The door is always open, his table laid.
How many hungry people are fed at his table?
One woman is responsible for running this place.
She is my mother.

I agree that my father was a fine man
And all his money was obtained honestly.
For on the day he died, he had not enough savings
to last for one year,
But he had caravan loads of savings for the world to come,
And behind him filed many mourners.
This mother was a reminder of that father,
Not only a mother to me and to an army of the poor,
But also a shining light for the (whole) clan and tribe.
Sadly that light no longer shines.

No, she is not dead. I can hear her voice.
She is still telling off the children:
'Be quiet, Mähid!'
'Sijan, get out of my way!'
With a quiet ladle
She cooks soup for her sick boy.
She died and she was buried next to my father.
Her family came to pay their respects.
A memorial service was held; it wasn't too bad.
Many words of sympathy were spoken.
Thank you very much.
But my heart told my ears that such words
would not replace my mother.
So who was it
That last night pulled the blanket over me when it
had slipped off?
Who took away the glass of water from beside me
In the middle of the night?
After a bad nightmare I woke up with a fever;
Towards morning she was still sitting on the bed,
Lovingly talking with God.
No, she is not dead.
No, she is not dead if I am still alive.
She is alive in my sadness, in my poetry and in my thoughts.
Whatever my poetical inheritance, it is from her.
Can kindness and moon ever be darkened?
Can that brave woman die? She gave birth to Shahriār;
'No person dies whose heart beats with love'.
She, with her singing of folk songs,
With those lovable and beautiful stories from memory,
Soothed my nerves with music and song
From the time she pulled and knotted the rope of the cradle.
She planted poems and songs in my heart and soul
with her laughter,

"A line from the poetry of Hāfez."
And then she watered them with her tears;
That vibrant spirit throbbed and electrified me.
From that spiritual vibration I gained a sense of entrancement
Until I made myself a world of love.
She nursed a sick person for five years;
With bitter tears she sat and saved her son.
But what did the son do for you? Nothing! Not a thing!
Only (put her) in hospital, in the trust of others.
And one day came the word to pass; on; she has died.
On the way to Qom,* everything I passed was austere.
The mountains turned and swore at me and passed on.
The whole desert was filled with dark, unshapely lines;
A scroll of fate and dire news.
The salt lake, too, wept for me from a distance.
With one walk around the tomb, one prayer for the dead,
And one tear which fell when the chapter *'Yasin' was read,**
Mother was buried.
That night my father came to my dreams and called her.
She also answered.
Smoke covered the light of the moon;
It showed that mother had to die.
But father was sitting in the summerhouse in the garden;
Perhaps he took her soul to the other world,
That place where there is no pain, horror or misery.
Here is the son who escorts her to her grave,
One teardrop is (all he gives in) payment for all her sufferings.

*A city 150 km south of Tehran where the shrine of Fatema-ye Ma'sume (sister of the Imam Reza) is located. The main cemeteries for the Tehran area are also near Qom.

** The 36th chapter of the Qur'an, read at times of adversity and bereavement.
But she will be saved from my destiny.

Mother, sleep happily.

Congratulations on your new home!

It was the future, and the story of me without my mother.

Suddenly there was a cry which broke the silence of death.

I ran out from among the tombstones.

It was she! Lamenting, she had raised her head from the grave.

She was dragging herself weakly behind me.

Like a madman I shied away and ran towards the bus-stop.

I squeezed myself into the crowd,

Frightened. From behind the door-pane a last look.

Again that white dress, the same effort and toil,

Her eyes half-open:

'Don't leave me!'

We returned, and my head was spinning and confused;

Inside me was like boiling mercury.

The two spheres of space and time were intertwined,

And both were running away, silent and frightened.

The sky was turning and about to fall on my head;

The world was black in front of my guilty eyes.

And from every crack and hole in the bus, the rush of the wind

Ran in and in with its weak moan

And crept slowly into my head.

Now, son, you are alone.
How I returned to the house is impossible to say.

I saw her sitting beside the pool as usual;
She had washed my dirty shirt again.
She seemed to smile but she was heartbroken.

'You took me and buried me and returned;
I won't leave you alone, my helpless son.'

I wanted to laugh in the belief I had made a mistake,
but it was in the mind.

'Alas, my dear mother!'
APPENDIX 2

'Be-Ali Goft Mādaresh Rugi'

by

Forugh Farrokhzād

(translated by Mehri Bharier)
الی کوچیکه
علي بونهگر
نصف شب از خواب پرده
چشماهی غالم بی دسو
سپارتا خمایه کشید
پا شد نسی
چی دیده بود؟
چی دیده بود؟
خواب بی‌ماهی دیده بود
یمامی، انجار که یه که یه دازی
انگار که یه طاقه حیره
پا حاشیه منجوع کاری
بی ایگارگه رو برگ گل لال عباسی
خاهمدخیز کرده بودن
قایم موقت بازی می‌کردن توج‌شان
دوتا نگین گرد صاف الماسی
همچی یوایش
همچی یوایش
خودشو رو آب دزای می‌کرد
که بادیزین فر نگیشا
صورت آبی ناز می‌کرد

بیو نش، بیو کنار یک‌پچه‌ای نو
بیو یصاص گنده و پل اوش یدو
بیو شبل ایت و آشی خونه و ندی پزون
شردین ستاره‌ها، تو رختن‌واب، رو پشت‌بون
ریختن پادون رو آجره به حیاط
پیواواشک، بیو شو کولات
با تشوی بادگیرا نفس نفس می‌زد،
زلعیان بی‌پی کوشیده,
از روز لگه درازگل آقا,
چادر نماز کرده‌شو پس می‌زد.

رو بند رخت
پیر در نیزرا و عری گریا,
در میکشیدن پتن هم‌دیگه و حالی بحالی می‌شند,
اتنارکه از فکرای بد
هی پر و خالی می‌شند.

سرپرکا
سازا رو کوق کرده بودن و ساز می‌شد
همچگی که باد آروم می‌شد.
قودناغها از تنه اپیسه زیر آواز می‌زد
شب مه‌رپ دودن و چن شب بیش و نزدیک دیگه
امروی علی تو نخ به‌دیگه

علی کوچیکه
سحر شده بود
تقزه نابش رو میخوان
ماهی خواش دو میخوان
راه آب بود و قشر آب
علی کوچیکه و حوض بر آبی.
گیرم تو هم خودتو به آب شور زدی
رفته‌ای‌ون کوی خانمو یوتی‌دی‌زدی
ماهی چی؟ ماهی که ایمون نیشه، نون نسیشه
اون یوپچی پوست تسه واس فاطی نیون نمیشه
دش که بمهای بوزنی
از اسرائیل پات بو میگیره
بوت تو دماااامییبیه
دنا اینت رو میگیره
بگیر بخواب، بگیر بخواب
که کار بالفل نکنی
با فکرای صدتی بیگاز
حل سوال تکنی
سرتو بدل روانی‌الاو، بدل ایم یاد چشت
فازی زیر محکم چنگ یزئه که بسب سواری
پسکشت.

حوصله‌آب دیگه داشت سرمیرفت
خودش میریخت تو باشودر، در میرفت
انگار میخوای موتاکیکی
داد بیکش: دهآهای چکی!
این حرف‌اها، حرف‌اها کسمنس که اگه
یه‌یهار تو عصرشون زد و یخواب دیدن
خواب پیاز و ترشی و دوجو و چلو کبابیدن
ماهی چی؟ که کار یه خیک شیپفی فاز داره
ماهی که سه‌بله، سگشم
از این تغایر عاد داره
ماهی تو آب‌می‌خیره و سATAR دی‌چن میکنه
او نوخ بخوابن هر کی رفت
خوابن از ساتار سونگن میکنه
آب، از سر پیش آورک گشته بود و داشت حالا
فورش میداد

آب کوچکه
تشکبود کنار حوض
چرخان آب گش میداد
انگار که از اون پس
از پشت گل کاری نورد، یه کسی صدای میزد
آه میگنید
در عرص کرده و سردش در یواش به پاش میزد
انگار میگفت: «ذلك دو سه
نپ بیده؟ همه همه
من توی اون تاریکیایی ته آپ باخدا
حرفو باور کن، علیک
ماهی خواه ببخدا

وادم تمام سرسرا رو آب و جارو بکن
پرده های مراوعی رو
این رو و آن رو بکن
به نورکان با وقام سپرم
کبیسه پیورم آوردم
بعد چار تامنیل که از اینجا دور بشیم
به سیردارا همیشه سردریا میرسم
به گل های کف که چوپون ندادان.
به دالوانی نور که پایین ندادن
به قصرای صدف که پایین ندادن
یادت باشه از سر داه
هفت هشت یا دووه مراوعی
جمع کنی که بعد باهاشون تو بگاهی
یاقل دوقل باذی کنیم

على كجاس؟
دو باقیه؟
چی میشه؟
دآوچه؟
آلوجه باغ بالا
چرخش دارد؟ بسم الله.
'Little Ali, spoilt Ali,
Woke up in the middle of the night,
Rubbed his eyes with his hands;
Yawned three or four times,
Sat up.

What did he see? What did he see?
A dream about a fish,
A fish shining like a heap of two-rial pieces,
Just like a piece of chiffon
With a beaded hem;
As if sown on the petal of a tulip.*
Its eyes playing hide and seek,
Two round smooth brilliant diamonds,
Slowly, slowly, moving across the water
With the fan-like fins caressing its surface.

The smell of his body;
The smell of new notebooks;
The smell of a big zero and a 2 beside it;
The smell of New Year's Eves; the kitchen and cooking for charity;
In bed, counting the stars, on the roof;
Rain pattering on the brick tiles in the yard;
The smell of lavashak,** the smell of chocolate.

* The actual word used by Forugh is 'Marvel of Peru'.
**Thin cakes of dried fruit juice, eaten as a sweet.
Just like a glowing jewel afloat on water at night;  
Just like the Fairy King's youngest daughter  
In a crystal carriage  
Going around the gardens and fields,  
Blossoms pouring around her,  
A halo of light over her head.  
Perhaps the fish was from the family of genies and fairies;  
Perhaps it was one of those fishes that always go out;  
Perhaps it was a flash of imagination.  
Whatever it was, Whoever it was,  
Little Ali was stunned watching it.  
Love-sick over it.  
As soon as he put his hand out to touch  
That clear colour, that new light, that silvery thing,  
Lightening flashed and rain fell and the water turned black.  
The bowels of the earth opened under the fish,  
The flowers withered and turned to smoke,  
The orbs of light burned out and were destroyed.  
Again as on every night, over little Ali's head,  
The cloth of sky, full of pears,  
No spring, no water, no dream.  
The wind in the chimney was blowing.  
It was tugging the hair of the willow.  
Blowing the pleated prayer-cloak off Gol-Agha's long legs.

* The maid-servant.
On the clothes-line, men and women's underwear
Touched each other and raised emotions,
As if they were filling and emptying
With sinful thoughts.

The crickets
Wound up their instruments and played them
As soon as the wind died down.

The frogs at the bottom of the garden started to sing.
The night was like every other night;
Like the few nights before and other nights;
But Ali was thinking about another world.

Little Ali. It was dawn.
He wanted his pure silver.
He wanted the fish of his dreams.

There was the ditch and the burbling of the water.
Little Ali and a pool full of water.

Little Ali, Little Ali,
I hope you don't toss in your bed.
Forget what Nanny Qamar Khānon told you and don't
be misled.

If you saw a fish in your dream it's a sign of good luck.
Where is the dream and where is the pool full of water?
Don't do anything which will let them put your name in books,
Which will let them blacken your future!

Water is not a dream that people can go into on one side
and come out of on the other.
At its crossroads at a time of danger
The sound of a policeman's whistle is heard.
Thank God your feet are on solid ground.
You are not blind or bald, Ali.
You are healthy. What are you short of?
You can go to Shāh Abdol Azim,
Ride on the steam-train,
Become tall, get tattooed, be a brave guy in Pāmenār. *
It's a pity that a person shouldn't see all these good things.
Shouldn't ride a see-saw,
Shouldn't see a peep-show.
Seasons, now is the season for plums, apples, cucumbers
and ice-cream,
In a few days time, in the passion plays, they will
beat their chests.
Oh Ali, Oh crazy Ali,
Which is better, a sprung bed or a mortuary table?
Let's pretend you did dive into the salt water;
You went in and netted that cheeky thing.
What is a fish? A fish cannot be a faith.
It cannot be bread.
Those few inches (of goldfish) won't make a pair of trousers
for Fātemeh.
When you touch the fish,
You will smell from head to toe.
Your smell will fill everyone's nose.
The world will turn its back on you.
Go to sleep, go to sleep,
So that you won't do silly things.

* Street in the old part of Tehran.

** Street plays dramatizing the religious battle between Emām Hoseyn (grandson of the Prophet Mohammad) and the governor of Iraq, in which Emām Hoseyn and his sons were slain.
Don't try to solve problems
With thoughts worth only a hundred to a penny.
Put your head on the pillow, let your eyes close.
If you can hold the pommel tight, you are not expected to ride.

The water was becoming impatient.
It spilt itself over into the feet-wash channels and ran away,
As if it wanted to scream in the dark, 'What nonsense!'

This talk is the talk of people
Who, for once in their life, they happened to dream,
Dreamt of onions, pickles, yoghurt and Chelo Kabāb. *

What has a fish to do with a stomach as fat as a barrel?
Not only a fish, a dog would be ashamed of this barrel.
The fish swims round in the water
And catches the stars with its hands.
Then if it comes into anyone's dream
It will make the dream heavy with stars.
It will take him, take him
From inside this unhappy world of four walls,
Or from the ticking of clocks, tiredness, unemployment,
Or from the world of thick soup, gossip and slovenliness,
The pain of colic, of overeating, of being a eunuch,
The world of finger-snapping and silly games,
The play of bride and groom and pretence of chastity;
The world of aimless pacing in the streets,
Feeling happy when a young girl learns to read Arabic,

* Barbecued meat and rice — the national dish of Iran.
The world of early mornings in Tupkhāneh,*
Watching a hanging;
Crying over the story of Āqā Bīlā Khān**
In the middle of the night
A world where if ever you step into the streets
There are gossipy women behind you and others holding
knives in front;
A world in which, wherever you go, you hear radios playing;
It's taking him, taking him,
From down inside this sack of worms and dirt and disease
To the clean and smooth water of the skies,
Taking him to the simplicity of the Milky Way.
The water passed over the head of a butterfly and
swallowed it.

Little Ali was sitting beside the pool
Listening to the sound of the water
Just as if from the very depths,
From behind the flower-beds of light,
Someone was calling him.

He was sighing;
His cold and sweating hands gently touched his legs
As if he was saying, One Two Three! ***
You didn't jump, Ha, Ha, Ha.

I am in that darkness at the bottom of the water, I swear.
Believe what I say, Ali,
I am the fish of your dreams, I swear.

* Square in Tehran • **An army hero who had a love-affair •
*** A children's game*
I ordered all the hallways to be swept and washed,
All the pearly curtains to be shaken.
I told my faithful servants
And I brought my crystal carriage also.
Three or four stops from here
We shall reach the evergreen land of the sea,
The flocks of foam which have no shepherd,
The corridors of light which are never-ending,
The pearly palaces which never cease.

Remember, on your way collect seven or eight pieces
of pearl,
So that after, when you are not busy, you can play
*yak-gol do-gol* with them.
Oh, Ali! I am the child of the sea.
My breath is clean, Ali.
The sea is there, there at the end of the land, Ali.
Those who have never in their life seen the sea,
What do they understand of life?
I am tired.
I am sick of the smell of this slime on the pool bottom.
Don't wait too long before the two of us
Go down into the slime up to our necks.
Jump and come. Otherwise, Oh Little Ali,
I shall be forced to say to you
That there will no longer be anything between us.

* Game played with stones
The water came up suddenly
And made a sound and pulled him inside
As if the water found its partner and took him to itself.
The silver ripples in a circle
Inside each other, went round, went round,
And became tired.
The waves took shape and started again
And became tied to the bottom of the pool,
Qol, qol, qol, tālāp, tālāp........
Going round on the surface of the water
A few bubbles in the darkness.

"Where is Ali?"
"In the garden."
"What is he picking up?"
"Plums."
The plums of the heavenly garden.
Are you brave enough?
Help yourself.

* Sound of water.
مرد اگر مجنون شود از شور عشق زن روست
زانته او مردت و کارش برتر از جون و اجراست
لیک اگر اندک موابی در سر زن راه یافت
کل او شرعاً هم ار جایز نش عرفاً روست
بر برادر، بر پدر، بر شوست رحم او از آنک!
عشق دختر، عشق زن بر مرد فا محرم خطاست
همسر یاران رها کن، زن برادر زن پدر
مرد را شاید، ورش فرمان حرمت ز انبیاست
لیک زن کر یک نظر بر شوهر خواهر فکرد
خون او در مذهب مردان نیست ور هباست

APPENDIX 3

'Hoque-e Zan o Mard'

by Zhāleḥ

(translated by Mehri Bharier)
کار به، بس باشند اما بی‌زن کر، بی‌هر مرد
زن ده، زن‌های نا، ناروا، نا، جایز، خطا کاری، سزا، ساز
کار مردان را قیاس، از خویشتن ای، زن مگر
در توستن شهر شیر و در، نستان ازدهای

ز اتحاد، جان، زنهای، خدا، گنگ، گنگ
بن سختها، از اتحاد، جان، مردان خدا، خدا،
نیست، زن در، کار، به، یک، و، خود، شعله
وی شو یا، سرنگ، یا، نقش، عفت، یا، حیات
لیک مرد از، کار، به، نه، شرم، یا، دارد، نه، حرام
زانگه، خود، خواهش، حاکم، شهوت، فرمانروا، مرد
پنداده، که، میل، زن، فزون، از، اصط، لیک
انهایی، به، اساس، و، ادعا، نا، بجا، بSECOND
پیش، از، صن، زن، رازه، ششند، مرد، نه
و، انتهای، میل، بندند، بر، زن، انتهای، نازه، ناست
سرد، غیرت، دارد، و، بر، طبع، مردان، خیور
سخت، باشنگ، گر، زن، طول، مردان، نام
آنگز، ژن، را، دیچه، ما، یا، خادمانها، داده، نام
چون، توانته، دیده، کان، عورت، بمردی، آشنای
خاص، مردانه، این، حقایق، از، مذهب، جدای
مذهب، ما، گر، چه، اکنون، در، کف، زور، آزمای
این، کتاب، آسانی، وین، تو، آخر، شرم، دار
اینن تو، این، آئین، اسلام، آنچه، می‌گوئی، چیست؟
کی، خدا، پر، شنا؟، پیداد، را، تو، نشای، کرده
کی، پیامبر، جنس، زن، را، اینگانه، بیجاره، خواست
If a man becomes smitten with love for a woman, it is permissible, because he is a man and his actions are not to be questioned;

But if even a faint desire appears in a woman's mind, she can be killed under customary law, even if under Islamic law this is not permissible.

A brother, a father, a husband can stone her, because a girl's love, a woman's love, for a strange man is wrong.
Apart from wives of friends, (seeing) a sister-in-law or a step-mother is allowed to men, even if forbidden by the prophets;

But if a wife looks just once at her brother-in-law, her blood may be shed in the name of the religion of the jealous men.

Wrongdoing is wrong, but only for women, because for men ugly is beautiful, illegal is legal, sin is right.

0 women, do not measure men's actions by your own! In writing the word 'shir' * has many meanings; in the reed-bed, the 'shir' (lion) is as dangerous as a python.

There is no discussion about the union of God's female creatures, but plenty of talk about the union of God's creatures if they are men.

Woman is not bold in doing wrong because she is afraid of her husband or frightened of the religion or because she is pure or shy.

But man has no shame or fear of doing wrong, because his selfishness is his commander, his desire his ruler.

Man thinks that woman's desire is greater than his own, but his accusation is groundless and his claim unjustified.

Listen to me. Women, not men, know the characteristics of women. All the accusations men make about women are unjust.

Man is jealous, and for a jealous man it is difficult to see his wife shining like the new moon.

How can those, who call women 'children' or 'our house' see that women have understanding like men?

---

The word 'shir' can mean lion, milk or tap.
Men gave themselves these privileges, which have nothing to do with religion, even though our religion is now in the hands of potentates.

Here is the Holy Book and here are you, shame on you; here are you and here are the precepts of Islam. Where in them can all this talk of yours be found?

How could God create a cruel butterfly? How could God's prophet have wanted such misery for women?

For it was Mohammad who said that paradise lies beneath women's feet, and by saying this lessened men's power.

For it was the Prophet who said that the woman is equal to the man, who gave her many rights which are now trampled underfoot.

Divorcing us at your discretion; but divorce, if you know about religion, is disapproved by God.

If the verse of 'muthanna thalāth' exists, and 'Inkhiftum' follows it, then 'lan tástati'u' is also God's order.*

How can a man live justly with more than one wife when this one is old and ugly and that one is young and beautiful?

If the verse of 'muthanna thalāth' is part of your rights, then also the verse 'lan tástati'u' is part of our rights.

Go and study these Divine commands. If you have any intelligence and common-sense, you will know that it is impossible to justify such actions under God's commands.

* Qur'ān, Surat al Nisa, Verse 3 and 129.
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